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In the Matter of Mark E. Laccelli, CPA, PCAOB File No. I 05 -2009-007Application for Commiss ion Review of Determination by the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board

Dear Mr. Fields:
Pursuant to Sect ion 19(d)(2) ofthe Exchan ge Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78s(d)(2), and Rule 440 of the
Securities and Exchange Commission 's ("Comm ission") Rules of Practice, Mark E. Laccetti
tlu-ough unders igned counsel hereby applies for Commission review of the Final Decision and
Order Imposing Sanctions (" Decision") issued by the Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board ("PCAOB" or "Board") on January 26, 20 15 in the above-referenced action. The Board
erred in its Decis ion as summarized below, and accordingly the Comm ission should reverse the
Decision and dismiss the proceedings against Mr. Laccetti with prejudice.
Please find enc losed three copies of this Application for Commission Review, as well as the
Notices of Appearance required by Rule 102 ofthe Commi ssion's Rules ofPractice. We have
caused copies of the foregoing to be sent by electronic mail to the Secretary of the Public
Company Accounting Overs ight Board.
Mr. Laccetti was subj ected to findings of wrongdoing and sanctions in this case on the basis of
proceedings before the PCAOB that deprived Mr. Laccetti of hi s fundamental right to due
process and the assistance of counsel, and that were conducted under an unconstitutional
statutory framework. Accordingly, Mr. Laccetti is applying for Commission review of the
Board's determ inations set forth on pages 73 tlu-ough 82 of its Decision, dated January 26 2015.
These errors require that the Board's Decision be reversed, and that the proceedings against Mr.
Laccetti be dism issed.
Procedural His tory

In June 2007, the PCAOB 's Division of Enforcement and Investigations ("D ivision") began
investigati ng the audits and reviews of Taro Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. ("Taro"). Mr.
Laccetti was the engagement partner for the 2004 audit of the financial information ofTaro's
US-based subsidiary, Taro Pharmaceutical U.S.A. , Inc. On J uly 27, 2007, the Division issued an
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Accounting Board Demand to Mr. Laccetti, requiring him to produce documents and appear for
sworn testimony in December 2007. By letter dated September 20, 2007, Mr. Laccetti requested
permission to have a technical expert accounting consultant attend his sworn testimony to assist
his counsel at the time. See Index for the Record on Review, Record Document ("R.D.") 1 187
(Ex. 1 to Respondent Mark E. Laccetti's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law).
By letter dated September 26,2007, the Division's Director, Claudius B. Modesti, denied Mr.
Laccetti's request, stating "the presence of a technical expert consultant at the testimony sessions
of present and former E& Y personnel in the above-referenced formal investigation is not
appropriate at this time." !d. Thereafter, the Division examined Mr. Laccetti for four daysNovember 29, November 30, December 6, and December 7, 2007. Throughout this testimony,
Mr. Laccetti' s counsel had no technical expert consultant present to assist them.
On October 20, 2009, the Board issued an Order Instituting Disciplinary Proceedings ("OIP")
pursuant to Section 105(c) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 and PCAOB Rule 5200(a)(1)
against Mr. Laccetti. R.D. 1. In his Answer to the OIP, Mr. Laccetti asserted as his third
affirmative defense that "[t]he PCAOB did not permit a technical expert consultant to attend Mr.
Laccetti's initial testimony by the Staff, violating Mr. Laccetti's rights to counsel and to due
process of law." See R.D. 10 at 11 (Answer of Mark E. Laccetti (Dec. 7, 2009)). Mr. Laccetti
also asserted, as his eighth affirmative defense, that "[t]he proceedings against Mr. Laccetti are
invalid because the establishment and structure of the PCAOB violates the U.S. Constitution."
Id at 13.
On June 28,2010, the Supreme Court of the United States held that the PCAOB was
unconstitutional. Free Enterprise Fund v. PCAOB, 561 U.S. 477,492,496 (2010) ("FEF').
After a nine-day hearing in June and July 2010, the Hearing Officer issued an initial decision in
this matter on April 20, 2011. Mr. Laccetti and the Division both petitioned for Board review of
the Hearing Officer's initial decision, and the Board issued its Decision nearly four years lateron January 26, 2015.

Statement of Alleged Errors
1. At pages 74 through 78 of the Board's Decision, the Board held that the Division did not
violate Mr. Laccetti's right to counsel. Mr. Laccetti applies for Commission review of
this determination because the Division violated Mr. Laccetti's right to counsel when it
refused to permit a technical expert consultant-an accountant-to assist his attorneys
during Mr. Laccetti's investigative testimony in this matter. The Board's error warrants
reversal and dismissal of these proceedings.

1

Pursuant to Rule 440(d) of the Commission's Rules of Practice, within fourteen days after receipt of this
application for review, the Board must certify and file with the Commission one copy of the record in this
action, along with three copies of an index of such record.
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2. At pages 78 through 82 of the Board's Decision, the Board held that the United States
Supreme Court's decision in FEF does not require dismissal of this proceeding. Mr.
Laccetti applies for Commission review of this determination because the Board's
structure during the initiation, investigation and prosecution of this matter was
unconstitutional. The Board's actions in relation to this matter-including but not
limited to the Board authorizing the initiation ofthe investigation ofMr. Laccetti in 2007,
the investigation that the Division conducted, the Board issuing its OIP against Mr.
Laccetti in 2009, and the discretion that the Division and the Board employed-were byproducts ofthis unconstitutional structure. The Board's conclusion to the contrary
warrants reversal and dismissal of these proceedings.
Accordingly, the Commission should reverse the Board's Decision and dismiss this proceeding
with prejudice.

Enclosures
cc: Phoebe W. Brown (via email, w/ enclosures)

PCAOB

PCAOB<J NIISC ~ON-PUBLIC

1666 K Street, N.W.
Wa shingto n, DC 20006
Telephone: (202) 207-91 00
Facsimile: (202) 862-8430
www. pcaobus.org

Public Company Accounting Oversight Board

February 10, 2015
By Messenger
Mr. Brent J. Fields
S~cretary

Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Re:
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Final Disciplinary Sanctions Imposed on Mark E. Laccetti, CPA

Dear Mr. Fields:
Pursuant to Sections 105(d) and 107(c)(1) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
("Act") and Commission Rule 19d-4(c), 17 C.F.R. § 240.19d-4(c), the Public Company
Acco unting Oversight Board ("Board") hereby notifies the Commission that the Board
has imposed final disciplinary sanctions on Mark E. Laccetti, CPA ("Respondent"). The
last known business address of the Respondent is 1650 Market Street, Suite 4500,
Philadelphia, PA 19103-7341.
The enclosed Final Decision ("Decision") and Order Imposing Sanctions
("Order'') include a description of the relevant conduct and a statement of the sanction
imposed and the reasons therefor. The Order provides that the sanctions will take
effect upon the later of the expiration of the time period for filing an application for
Commission review or the expiration of the time period for the Commission to order
review on its own initiative, or, in the event of Commission review, upon the lifting of the
stay imposed pursuant to Section 105(e) of the Act.
Please note that the Board is not making the Decision and Order public at this
time. Section 105(d)(1 )(C) of the Act provides that the Board shall report the sanctions
to the public "once any stay on the imposition of su ch sanction has been lifted."
Accordingly, the Board will not make the Decision and Order public until the later of the
dates described in the previous paragraph.
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PCAOB
Public~ Accounling OvenigN Board

If you have any questions concerning this matter, p.l~ase feel fr~e to contact me
at (202) 207-9073..
·
·

cc:

Lawrence J. Zweifach, Esq.
Michael Plotnick, Esq.
William F. Ryan, Esq.
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1666 K Street, N.W.
Washington,. DC 20006
Telephon~:.. (202) 207-9100
Facsimile: (202) 662-8435
www.pcaobus.org
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PUBLIC COMPANY ACCOUNTING OVERSIGHT BOARD

)
)

PCAOB File No. 105-2009-007

In the Matter of Mark E. Laccetti, CPA, )
Respondent

)
)
)

FINAL DECISION
January 26,2015

FEB ·11

201~'

Appearances
Michael Plotnick, Esq., William F. Ryan, Esq., and Philip J. Berkowitz, :·Esq.,
Washington, DC, for the Division of Enforcement and Investigations
1

••

Lawrence J. Zweifach, Esq., Michael J. Scanlon, Esq., and Darcy C. Harris, Esq.,
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Washington, DC, for Respondent

I.
In this disciplinary proceeding, Respondent Mark E. Laccetti is charged with
violating PCAOB rules and auditing standards in connection with the audit of a.-foreign
private issuer's consolidated financial statements for the year ending December 31,
2004. The auditor of those financial statements assigned part of the audit-the audit of
the issuer's United States subsidiary-to another independent auditor,· with ,which
Laccetti was associated. Laccetti served as the auditor with final responsibility for the
audit of that subsidiary. The subsidiary, like its parent, recognized revenue at the time
its products were sold, and, in undertaking to comply with :United States generally
accepted accounting principles, estimated, deducted from sales, and recorded in
accounts receivable reserves, the amounts it expected to incur on those sales for
various sales incentives it offered to its customers. Laccetti is charged with failure to
exercise due professional care, including professional skepticism, with failure to obtain
sufficient competent audit evidence, and with certain other violations, concerning the
audit work on these reserves in total and for the largest sales. discount, chargebacks.
The parent company later restated its financial statements for 2004 and other periods,
principally due to the subsidiary's erroneously low chargebacks estimates, which had
caused multi-million-dollar overstatements of net sales and related receivables.
After holding a hearing, the hearing officer issued an initial decision finding that
the Division of Enforcement and Investigations had proven certain, but not other, of the
alleged violations against Laccetti by a preponderance of the evidence. The initial
decision imposed the sanctions of a six-month suspension from association with any
registered public accounting firm and a $25,000 civil money penalty for the violations
found, and otherwise dismissed the case against Laccetti. Laccetti petitions for review
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of the decision's:·.admission of certain evidence, 'its disposition- of :the charges on which
sanctions were: imposed, and the sanctions. The Division petitions :for· review of the
hearing officers exclusion of certain evidence, the initial decision's disposition· of all but
one of~he ·charges it dismissed, and its determination. of sanction~.
.
We have -revieWed the ;record in this case de novo, except as to those findings'
not challenged on appeal, in light of the briefs-and -oral argume·nt:pre$ented to us. We
find ·that -Laccetti violated -PCAOB rules and auditing standards, with respect to audit
.work -for which he ~was responsible on the United .States subsidiary's total, yea·r-end
2004 accounts. rec;eivable reserves. He did so by failing to exercise due p-rofessional
care, failing to obtain sufficient audit evidence, failing to adequately perform procedures
to evaluate the reasonableness of a significant accounting estimate, and improperly
relying on -management -representations. We further find 'that this conduct,·. along With
the· failure·to 'Perform an audit procedure'to review the estimate:: for biases-·tttat could
resuH in material misstatement due to fraud,- was ·reckless·; ,or,·-at a tninimum; ·rep~ateiliy
negligent, we bar Laccetti from associating with a registered public accounting firm,
provided-,that he may petition the Board,to associate With such-a firm after tvl/ci· years,
t~ -r- . '· c;-· and we order him to pay an $85,000 civil money·pehalty~- - -·- ...
4
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-II ..
On Octob~r 20, 2009, the Board issued. an Order · Instituting·. Disciplinary
Proceedings (OIP) alleging violations of PCAOB ·rules and auditing standards·· by :i\11atk
E. Laccetti, in' auditing the .2004 financial data of Taro Phatmaceutical u~s.A., Inc., a
subsidiary -of Taro Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.· The ·audit of this ·subsidiary ~was
conducted in connection with another independent auditor's issuance of an audit repott
on· the 2004 consolidated financial statements of the parent company~ At air relevant
times, the -parent company was an issuer, as defined by Section 2(a)(7) ·of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002; 15 u.s.c. 7201 (7),:-and PCAOB rules,· and LaC:cetti was a
person -associated with a registered public. accounting firm--Ernst & Young ~LP~s
definecr-by<Section 2(a)(9) of the Act, 15 u.s.c.-7201(9), and PCAOB rures~-c-t:acceffi- --filed :his Answer on December 7, 2009. Following nine days-- of hearings· in ~June -ahd
July:201·0~'thel 1 hea'ringi officer issued the initial ,deciSion Oh~AptW2o;··2011r 'The-I!livisTO·n< , and Laccetti both p·etitioned·for review of the decision. Briefing concluded on ·october
25;. 2011. The Board: heard oral argument in the case on' March 13, 2012.
··
Ill ..

Based on our review of the record, we find the facts to be as follows.11

In light of ,ample other evidence presented in this proceeding, we· need riot, and
do not{ rely on any of the materials whose admission into, or exclusion from,·evidenee·is

l!

------------
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A. Laccetti Was tne Auditor With Final Responsibility for the 2004 Audit· of
a ·United,·States Ph;;~rmaceutical Company, a -Major Subsidiary of an
. Israel-Based Issuer Audited by Another lndependent-·Audltor.
Laccetti was·the auditor with final responsibility, or engagement partner, for Ernst
& Young's audit of the financial information of Taro Pharmaceutical U.SA., Inc. {Taro
USA) for .the year ending December-31, 2004. See, e.g., AU-·§§ .230.06, 311.02,
316.74. He had been associated with Ernst & Young.since 1989, had,joined the,Taro
USA engagement in January 2004, as senior manager on the 2003 audit,. and had been
promoted to partner in July 2004. Hearing Exhibit {Ex.) L-108 at 3; Index to the Record
on Review, Record Document {R.D.) 135 at 195-96, 241 & R.D. 137 at 661,.·667, 672,
703 (Laccetti). Other than Laccetti, the 2004 Taro USA audit team was effectiveJy1new
to the engagement, consisting of a senior manager and a staff accountant who: served
as "acting senior" auditor. Ex. J-4 at 22; R.D. 137 at 706-08; R.D. 139a at 1009-11.
Taro USA was the United States subsidiary of Taro Pharmaceutical Industries
Ltd. (parent company), a multinational company, based in Israel, that developed,
manufactured, and marketed pharmaceutical products. During the relevant period, Taro
USA did not issue financial statements, but its parent company issued audited annual
financial statements on a consolidated basis, incorporating its subsidiaries' financial
information. As a foreign private issuer, the parent company filed annual reports on
Form 20-F, including its. financial statements, with the United .States Securities. -and
Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission}, and its stock was publicly .traded in the
United States on the NASDAQ National Market. The parent company was not required
to file quarterly reports, but it did issue press. releases about its quarterly financial
results, and its audit committee chairman had asked its auditor to· arrange for Ernst &
Young to perform limited quarterly reviews of Taro USA. R.D. 141 at 1497-1501.
As with prior-year audits of Taro USA; the audit for 2004 had been assigned to
Ernst & Young by another independent auditor, an Israeli firm, which served as the
principal auditor of the parent company's consolidated financial statements. See AU §
543, Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors. .The principal auditor's
September 2004 engagement instructions directed Ernst & Young to perform a "full
scope US GAAP [generally accepted accounting principles] and GAAS [generally
accepted auditing standards] audit on the trial balances" in Taro USA's "reporting
package" of its financial information for 2004, including its balance sheet and statement
of income. Ex. J-2 at 1, 7, 9, 19; Ex. J-26 at 6, 8, 20; Ex. D-72 at 3; R.D. 139a at 107071 (principal auditor's engagement partner); R.D. 135 at 231-34, R.D. 137 at 677
(Laccetti); see Ex. D-126 at 1. It is undisputed that this required an audit conducted in
accordance with PCAOB standards. Initial Decision (I.D.) 20, 35; seal e.g., Ex. J-17 at
challenged before us by the parties, nor do we rely on Laccetti's investigative testimony.
See Sections VI(A), VI(B), and VII(A) below.
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102; Ex. R-12 at 7 (Taro USA letter to Ernst & Young); R.D. 141 at1520-21 (principal·
auditor's engagement partner). Laccetti understood that. the principal:auditor planned to
use the 2004 Taro USA audit work in ·its audit of. the ·parent,. company's ·2004
consolidated financial statements, included in: Form- 20~F ,to be filedrwith·the··. SEC. ··Ex.
D-72 at 3; see Ex. D-126 at 1-2; R.D. 139a at 985 (Laccetti). The-principal a'uditor
issued;an :unqualified ·opinion on those financial statemehts .. ;;Ex. J-1 Tat;1 02. ~:<· ·
Taro USA sold mainly generic, but also some branded,.·pharmaceutical prodtlcts·.
Its customers were primarily large wholesale drug companies. · ·1n ·2002, 2003'; ·anti
2004,.··its three largest wholesale customers ·contributed around··40%···or more···of•the
parent·company's~consolidated sales. Ex. J.;.f·at 35; Ex. J~17'at,33:· Taro USA:5sold"to wholesalers subject to various adjustments to the price·of sales~ including; cha'tgebacks,rebates;;1billbacks, and return rights. In Forms ·20-F for 2003 and-~2004, the·parent
company made clear, on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries, that~[t]he· pharm·a-ceutieal
industry in which we operate is intensely competitive;" "[w]e are: particalarly>sUcjectto
the risks of competition," "[t]he nature of our business requires us to; estimate ·future ·
charges ·against wholesaler accounts receivable,"· and sales incentives· (Or allowances)
were used to promote sales in this competitive market. Ex~ J.;.1 at 9, 1'5, 36;·38~ 46·, 47;
Ex. J..17 at 8, 14, 34, 36, 41, 42; see R.D. 137'at 749-52 (Laccetti).
·
· ~·,:::~-- ··.~ ,
The wholesalers, in -tum, sold the products to drug ·stores, hoSpitals, 'and /other
health care providers. A wholesaler was entitled to a chargeback when ·it· sold ffa· ~aro
USA product to a customer who had an agreement directly· with Taro USA to· buy such
products at specified prices that were less than ·the gross sales amounts that Taro·· USA
charged the wholesaler (wholesale acquisition cost or WAC). ·By agreement, the
wholesaler would sell the product to the customer at the specified price and then ·submit
a chargeback to Taro USA for the difference between that price and the WAC. ·
Taro USA's parent company reported that it prepared its financial statements in
accordance with United States generally accepted accounting· principles (GAAP)~ Ex. J1 at 3, 47, 118; Ex. J-17 at 3, 44, 116; see Ex. J-26 at 5. Taro USA, like its parent, ·
recognized revenue from product sales "when the merchandise [was] shipped to· an
1
unrelated third party,". rather than when ·payment was· received. ·Ex~ ,o..:a3 at· 15' (2004' ·
Taro-USA .audit work paper); see Ex. J-1 at 47; Ex.· J-17 at 43-44: In doing so~ . Taro
USA represented, among other things, that the selling price of its· products was fixed or
determinable and that it could reasonably estimate the sales allowances it would ·=incur
on the sales, consistent with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (FAS · or
SFAS) No. 48, Revenue Recognition When Right of Return Exists, 1J 6,· and SEC Staff
Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 104, Revenue Recognition. R.D~ 135 at 204,'R~D. 137 at
506-07 (Laccetti); Ex. D-63 at 5; see Ex. J~1 at 121, 125; Ex. J-17 at 44, 116.
·
Accordingly, Taro USA estimated, deducted from sales, and recorded in
accounts .receivable reserve accounts the amounts of sales allowances, suc.~ ·as
chargebacks, rebates, billbacks, and return rights, it expected to incur on those ;sales.

PCAOB
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0"!'63at5;.Ex. L-22 at 17-22; see E)c. J-1 at 47; Ex. J-17 at43. Those sales

~djustment$ 9pntributed substantially. to. reducing the parent. comp_any's grQ$S .sales to
the r~ported. net sales on its Consolidated Statement of Income .and, at the- same :time,

to reducing the parent company's gross accounts receivable to the net accounts
receivable reported on its Consolidated Balance Sheet. In 2002, 2003.- and 2004, Taro
USA contributed rnore than 85% of the ~consolidated net sales, more than 90o/o ;of the
year-en,d consolidated net accounts receivable, and .more than ·._ 90% of the year-end
consolidated accQunt$ receivable reserves repQrted by the parent company.. Ex. J-1 at
34, 109 (Form 20-F for 2003); Ex. J-17 at 33, 45, 103 (Form 20-F.for 2004); Ex. 0':"278
at 3; Ex. D-294 at 4; Ex L-22 at 8. In .2004, Taro USA's gross sales totaled
approximately $580 million and were reduced, by the various- sales. allowances, to. net
s~les of about $248· million, which were consolidated into the parent company's total
reported revenue of about $284 million. Ex. L-22 at 14-15; Ex. J-17 at 33, 105•.
Compared to 2003, Taro USA's 2004 gross sales rose by $28 million and its
year-end 2004 gross accounts receivable grew by nearly $12 million to $165 million. By
contrast, year-end accounts receivable reserves rose by only $1 million to $42 million.
Ex! L-22 at 2. Certain audit testing showed that, on average, Taro USA's receivables
were going unpaid significantly longer in 2004 than in 2003, which could indicate a
problem -with the reserves. E.g., id. at 8; R.D. 139a at 923-25; R.D. 180 at 86.
In 2004, as in 2003, chargebacks represented the largest sales allowance
reflected in Taro USA's and its parent's financial data. Ex. L-22 at 14-15; Ex. D-294 at
1, 4; Ex. J-17 at 45. Taro USA did not prepare a detailed calculation or specific
estimate to support its year-end. 2004 chargebacks reserve, as it did for its other sales
allowance reserves, and, unlike the others, Laccetti assessed chargebacks as a
component of accounts receivable reserves in total, rather than individually. Ex. L-22 at
20, 22. Despite higher recorded gross sales, sales adjustments, and year-end gross
receivables and reserves in 2004, the chargebacks reserve fell by 8'7%, to $2.37 million,
from the largest component of the reserves in 2003 to one of the smallest /d. at 2.

B. In Planning the 2004 Taro USA Audit, Laccetti Knew That the Company's
Processes for Estimating Sales Allowances Had Not Been Strong and
Understood That the Audit Needed To Focus on the Related High-Risk
Areas of Revenue Recognition and Accounts Receivable Allowances.
Laccetti led the planning of the 2004 Taro USA audit. R,D. 137 at 775·76. In
doing so, he recognized that accounts receivable allowances was an area of high risk
and focus in the audit. R.D. 135 at 273-74; R.D. 139a at 971-72. He knew that, after
the 2002 and 2003 audits, ·the principal auditor had commented to Taro USA's parent
company, with Ernst & Young's input, that Taro USA lacked a formalized methodology
for preparing and reviewing accounts receivable allowance estimates and ·had
suggested improvements. R.D. 137 at 799-801, 813-14; Exs. J-27 at 4, D-21 at 3, and
D-18 at 2 {management letters from the auditors). He also knew going into the 2004
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audit that, just the year before, the Ernst & Young audit' team, to which· he· beionged,
had· increased .the combined risk assessment for Taro USA's v'aluation: assertion ··of
accounts receivable allowances: from moderate to highC" R.D~'135 at;216:' Ex.·~o.;:srat-7.-'·': ·
•

·r

,

lihe principal ·auditor's engagement instroctioris :'for the 2004· Taro WSA 'ii.idit ·
identified. "revenue recognition, as an area· of "primary importance" ancf stated~:,;us·peclal
attention should be given to allowance· for· rebates, discounts and returns;" a· directive
that included· chargebacks.' Ex. J-26 at·30; ·see· R.D~·141 at :t528l(prir1cii)'afat1ditors
engagement partner).
The Jnstructions also informed Laccetti'··'"that,: :4aecdunts
reeeivables and revenue recognition (including allowanee :for rebates~~ discoufits·iand
returns)" ·would, along with several other areas, be the· ·prihclpal atiditor's· "entptlasis
during the.·audif, of the parent company, "[d]ue ,to· [certaili] charigesD in··~significaht
accounting and audit issues" fror;tt 2003. ~ ·Ex~ ··J-26 ;at 3~: The ·instructions· poin~ed ·out
several such changes, two of note here. The first was that customers had "Withheld
from payme·nf' to Taro USA. approximately ·$20 million "in error"· 'as .. sales allowances,
that Taro· USA had included this amountin,·accounts receivable as ·of Match ~1, "2004,
and that ·$16 million remained unpaid as· of· June 30, 2004~· The parent campany
"believes· that these amounts were withheld· in etror and that' substantially all ·of· thes·e
errors,will be rectified·in due course." ·1d:: The·second~ described'as·ff"material ch~\nge
in .. business~~ was~ ua .substantial ·deore·ase:in '·[the ·p~uent ·compan'ylS'consoiidatedj~stiles¥(:· ~.e.·-~· -··-·· ~· ·~ ..... ~.
leading to "a loss of$8.9 million in the second quarter of2004," a drop in share price "to
$20 from average price of $60," and the. filing of"several class action lawsUits •against
[Its] management." /d. at 3, 6; see Ex: J-29 at 7. This was largely·due to Taro 'tlSA's
results. E.g., Ex. D-72 at 34. Before year-end 2004, Laccetti signed· and returned to
the·principal auditor the acknowledgement forms in the instructions. Ex. J-26 at 14.;18.
Laccetti led the preparation of various audit planning documents. One· was ·an
Audit Strategies Memorandum, which, after input from the principal ·auditor,· ··was
finalized on January 5, 2005. Ex. o.:.72; R.D. 139a at 882-83; 980.;.81. It discussed
"Significant Accounting and Auditing Issues" involved iri the Taro USA audit alid; 'Set
forth a plan for the audit. Another, provided to the principal auditor along·· With thaf
memorandum, was an Internal Control and Fraud ·Considerations form · Identifying
certain fraud risks and auditresponses. /d. af883.;,85~ EX. J~29~ Ani:l a'riotffer was the.
Preliminary Audit Strategy by Significant Account document (Ex. D-74), "an overview of
our preliminary audit strategy for each significant accounr (Ex. D-72'at10).
1

The Audit Strategies Memorandum discussed the roughly $20 milliorl that, in the
parent company's view, had been erroneously withheld from payment' to Taro USA ·by
wholesalers, to which reference was made in the engagement instructions. Of note
here, the memorandum stated· that around $11 million, representing chargebacks Taro
USA calculated it had "erroneously returned to the wholesalers» and ".expects ·to collect,"
still remained unrepaid. Ex. D-72 at 5. The document explained that Taro U~A's error
resulted from basing the chargebacks on the increased wholesale acqi.Jisition.·cQsf/'dr
WAC. charged by the company to the wholesalers as of July 1, 2003, when, in fact, :the
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wholesalers had purchased some of the product at issue a~ the lower WAC in effect
before July 1, 2003. /d. at.4-5. Taro USA had discovered its mistake in the first quarter
of 2004, ~as cash da·c~eased and the chargeback's reserve decreasedJ' /d. at-~5•. _An
audit work p~per noted the excess chargebacks had been taken by the three Jargest
wholesalers and Taro USA had "requested on May 27,. 2004. that, the .difference. be
returned." Ex. L-22 at 3. According to the Audit Strategies Memorandum,. Taro USA
calculated the "'over-chargeback's"' by "estimatpng] ~he amount of ,inventory .held .by the;!
wholesalers at July 1 to be equal to the purchases from the prior six months.".-: Ex. D~72
at5. Taro U.SA "has increased accounts receivable for the entire $11 million. and·, has
also reserved the entire arnounr of that increase.· /d. Later •in the audit, Laccetti
teamed that Taro USA maintained the $11 million receivable, but not any .reserve :for it,
at year end 2004. E.g., Ex. D-88 at 3; Ex. D-234 at 2; Ex. R-12 at 3; R.D. 139a at 1020.·
The Audit Strategies Memorandum also spoke to the decrease in second quarter
2004 sales referenced in the engagement instructions. It stated that Taro USA halved
or eliminated during that quarter a promotional discount of 10% pffered to wholesalers
on all products. Ex. D-72 at 3. This caused "a large decrease" in Taro USA's secondquarter sales, as the wholesalers "reduced their sales orders and operated off of the
inventory on hand." /d. at 4. But, "as wholesalers inventories depleted," Taro USA's
sales "began to recover," with third quarter 2004 sales "show[ing]·a positive trend,in the
sales of most products." /d. Laccetti cited. this recovery of sales when!the principal
auditor asked, in commenting on the draft memorandum, about how the second-quarter
sales decline was consistent with the team's "analytical review where you state that
promotional discounts increased during 2004." /d. at 3. .See Ex. J~29 at 7. .
Regarding the audit plan, the memorandum stated that the "nature, timing, and
extent of our planned audit procedures have been developed in response to :the
combined risk assessment for each significant account." Ex. D-72 at 10. It identified
"[a]ccounts receivable allowances" as one of five separate Taro USA accounts for which
the valuation assertion was of "higher inherent risk" and among the four of these
accounts for which this assessment was "due to the inherent subjectivity in the
estimations processes." /d. at 9. Noting that the "[n]ature of AIR allowances is such
that significant estimation is used," the Preliminary Audit Strategy doc.ument identified
"Accounts Receivable Allowances" and "Sales" as significant accounts, each with
"higher" inherent risk, "maximum" control risk, and "highJ' combined risk as to valuation.
Ex. L-1 at 3; Ex. D-75 at 1; Ex. D-63 at 6 (combined risk assessment for valuation and
measurement of revenue was "High"). See R.D. 135 at 321 (Laccetti).
As to fraud risks, the Internal Control and Fraud Considerations document
specified "[i]mproper revenue recognition" and "[m]anipulating significant accounting
estimates, including "accounts receivable allowances," as one of three "Identified Fraud
Risks." Ex. J-29 at 6. It observed that Taro USA "is subject to significant pricing
pressures and low margins" relating to generic pharmaceuticals that "creates pressure
on meeting sales goals" and "could lead to improper revenue recognition," and noted
II
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that "[m]anagemenfs estimation processes for'accounting ·estimates have ·historieally
not been strong." /d. In addition, the document indicated that "[i]neffeetive accounting
and information systems" was a "risk factor[ ]-to be considered relating··to· opportUnities
associated with· ·misstatements arising from fraudulent finah_cial·reporting.~ 'Ii;f ·af :2v~
Althi>ugh the document also stated that; while l![r]e·cE:mfimprovements- tl'a\re ·beEfrfmcide
to· the-· accounts ·receivable allowance estimation-·ptocess," ·this "still ·remains arf 1arfta:of
significant subjectivity" (id. at 6), Laccetti testified that he was not aware -during ·tfiEf2004
audit of- any· such improvements having been~ made, that this language wa·s !·directly
carried over from the ·Internal Control and-·Fraud- Considerations document 1for the prior
year's audit of Taro USA, and that he could not remember· having ·been aware'· ·of ·ariy
recent improvements during the 2003audit either. R~D~ 135 at-281-82.· ·sy 'Contrast'to
the allowances, the audit team's combined ·risk assessment for ·gross ·accounts
receivable was "Minimal," and the auditors did not identify fraud risks for that account.
Ex~ L-1 at 1; Ex. L-22 at 1636.
The Ernst & Young audit team did not plan· to perform substantive procedures
specifically to test the estimates of items that reduced gross sales to net sales on·!liaro
USA!s income statement because the team instead would rely-on testirig~with' respecrto
the ·balance sheet. -R.D. 135 at 322 (Laccetti). ·Moreover, in the accounts receivable
allowances: areil, -the audit team planned 'to- perfoni'l substantive: 1proceduteSt·,ancfntifto· ·
rely.on·testing· of·internal controls, which the team determined we·re lneffectivt=L. Ex~·r~~1
at 3; R.D. 135 at 315-17 (Laccetti); R.D. 137 at 523-24 (same); ·see R.D. 135at 28~86. ·
The audit team stated that to address the risks identified in the Audit Strategies
Memorandum, it would "review the client's [accounts receivable] reserves and
methodology in detail" and "perform substantive ·procedures on· the allowances at yearend," and specifically it would "perform procedures to determine the reasonableness" of
14 listed "allowances and rebates.~' including chargebacks. Ex. D-72 at 6. To this erid~
management would provide the audit team with "an analysis of the· allowances,· which
will'include an analysis of the overall realization of accounts receivable (cash collections
as a ·percentage of gross. accounts receivable)." /d. The Preliminary Audit Strategy
document specified that the team would "[o]btain an understanding of· hoW' each· of
certain· sales allowances, ineluding chargebacks;-'"is established· and evaluate···wHethet · · ·
this method is adequate," as well as "[r]eview ·the overall· reserve calct.Uation as:. of
December 31 and the related accounts." Ex. D-74 at 2, 3.
·
Regarding chargebacks, in particular, the audit plan was to: (1) "[c]ompare ·the
allowance for chargebacks with that of prior periods and investigate any unexpected
changes (or the absence of expected changesY'; (2) "[d]etermine reasonablene~s of
reserve for chargebacks by calculating chargebacks as a percentage: of sales ·and
analyzing trend of charge backs using the September and December aging and ·the most
recent aging"; (3) "[o]n a test basis compare amounts accrued to contracts for
11
reasonableness"~ and (4) [r]eview charge-backs > 25% of TE [tolerat>le errorl:tHat
occurred subsequent to year end to determine if they related to the receivable-balance
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as of Oecember 31 ," in addition to more generally ."[p]erform[ing] a search fQr.all credits
i~s\Je"d subsequent tq year end exceeding 25% of TE to assure. proper. allowanc.es have
been established." Ex. L-1 at 5-7; see Ex. D-46 at48-49; R.D ..135 at 327-30.v
To .address the identified fraud risk of_ improper revenue recognition, the audit
team wrote th~t ~t planned to, among other things, "[p]erforrn detailed and analytical
review procedures on significant accounting estimates related to revenues." Ex. J-29 at
8. In particular, the team set forth three planned audit responses to ·the fraud risk
relating to biases in significant accounting estimates: (1) "[p]erform detail. t~sting and
analyti~l review procedures, including hindsight .review,. of all significant accounting
estim~tes"; (2) "[d]o<;:ument our understanding of the client's processes and. deterrnin~
wh~th~r there appears to be any management bias"; and (3) "(d]etermine whether
management is consistently recording estimates." /d.

C. Laccetti Faced a Process Deficiency in Taro USA's Estimation of.Sales
. Allowances, Difficulty Obtaining Information and Analysi$ .To Support
the Year-Erid Reserves, and Cause for Concern About the Reserves.
During the 2004 Taro USA audit, Laccetti encountered what he determined to be
a prqcess deficiency in the company's estimation of its sales allowances, which, .as
noted, the company recorded both as deductions to sales and. as accounts. receivable
reserves; difficulty in obtaining information and analysis to support Taro USA's year-end
2004 accounts receivable reserves; and audit.evidence that raised concerns about the
reserves. At the time-of the audit, Laccetti summarized these circumstances by stating,
"Due to. the fact that the Company can not give us lag .reports related to .subsequent
cash receipts or accounts receivable allowances and the fact that they have no; formal
methodology to test, it is difficult to review appropriateness of allowance without looking
at trends and specific accounts." Ex. D-100 at 1-2. On February 8, 2005, several days
after the original deadline for completing the field work for the 2004 audit, he reported to
the principal auditor that the audit team's accounts receivable analysis ·was not
favorable, that the team was not comfortable that the accounts receivable were fairly
stated, and th.at this message had been conveyed to Taro USA. Ex. D-87 at 1. Even

The principal auditor set tolerable error at $360,000 for the Taro USA audit. ·Ex.
J-26 at 6; Ex. 0-72 at 10; Ex. D-126 at 1; Ex. l-22 at 1636; R.D. 135 at 233-34.
Tolerable error or "tolerable misstatemenr is "a planning concept and is related to the
auditor's preliminary judgments about materiality levels in such a way that tolerable
misstatement. combined for the entire audit plan. does not exceed those ·estimates~"
AU § 350.18, .48. The engagement instructions explained that tolerable error "has been
assigned to each [subsidiary] based upon the overall size of the (subsidiary] and the risk
of financial statement misstatement as determined by the [principal auditor's audit
team]. The TE assigned is to be used at each Location as a starting point for
establishing testing thresholds/scopes." Ex. J-26 at 6; see R.D. 139a at 1075-78.
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when Laccetti expressed ultimate satisfaction with the allowances in a February 18,
2005 draft memorandum to the principal auditor, the principal auditor's engagement
partner sensed hesitancy on Laccetti's part. Ex. D-100; R.D. 140a at 1284-85.
1. Laccetti found Taro USA had a deficient process for preparing
and reviewing accounts receivable allowance estimates.
Laccetti discussed Taro USA's process deficiency with the principal auditor's
engagement partner during February and March 2005. The Israeli partner's notes of
February 10, 2005 discussions with Laccetti state, "No orderly process" and "Issue with
allowances" or, alternatively, "There is no organized process. It might be a problem, it
might be issues with reserves." Ex. D-89; R.D. 139a at 1130. The partner's notes of
the discussions explain that "there is a problem with monitoring the reserves that should
be made. There are no formalized procedures and no structured process for evaluating
the required level of reserves. Part of the problem stems from a lack of information
about the stock levels at the wholesalers." Ex. D-91; Ex. D-234 at 1 (translation).
Laccetti knew that inventory levels in the hands of the wholesalers was a factor that
should be taken into account in considering Taro USA's ability to reasonably estimate
accounts receivable allowances. Ex. J-27 at 4; R.D. 135 at 207 (Laccetti). And he
understood that Taro USA's current agreements with wholesalers did not "give[ ]
information about the stock levels [of its products] at the wholesalers." Ex. D-234 at 2.
Indeed, on January 26, 2005, Laccetti had reviewed and included in the audit
work papers a December 17, 2004 letter to SEC staff from Taro USA's parent company,
which stressed subjectivity in the estimates of account receivable allowances and
indicated limitations on access to information about the wholesale customers' inventory
levels. R.D. 135 at 261-63, 266-67; see Ex. D-44 at 3. The letter responded to a
November 24, 2004 letter from SEC staff suggesting that the parent company's
description of its revenue recognition practices in the "Critical Accounting Policies"
section of its Form 20-F for 2003 could be improved by adding certain disclosures. Ex.
D-37. The response letter represented, "We determine the amounts to accrue and
reserve subjectively, on the basis of our decades-long historical experience rather than
on the basis of any particular or quantifiable objective assumptions. " Consequently, the
letter stated, "there are no (i) 'other reasonably likely assumptions' on the basis of which
we might determine the amount of our accruals and reserves differently or (ii) objective
criteria that we could alter in order to perform a sensitivity analysis." It also represented
that "the substantially most determinative factor that we consider in establishing
accruals and reserves is our historical experience." According to the parent company,
"We have no way of knowing or reasonably estimating (i) the actual levels of inventory
in our distribution channels or (ii) the then-current inventory policies, or desired
inventory levels, of our distributors. Because we do not know, and cannot reasonably
estimate, either the amount or the age of our distributors' inventories, we are also
unable to estimate remaining shelf lives, except on the basis of our historical
experience." The letter emphasized that the company's sa les allowance estimates are
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"bas~~ primarily upon historical amounts of Sales Al.lowances, rather than .the causes of
such Sa.les Allowances." Ex. D-44 at 3-4 (emphasis in original).w

_In a Febru~ry 13, 2005 email, the principal .a~ditor's. engagement partner raised
w~th Lc,ccetti thE\! prospect that additional accounts receivable reserves mig~t- need to be

rf;!corded and "a material weakn~ss under SAS 60" not~d •. E~.J-5 at 1~2. ln.response,
Laccetti referred·t~ the issue as "a Jack of a process for est~blishing an AR reserve"·; and
stated that "[u]nless, we conclude that the AR reserves need. to be adjusted,"- the "AR
reserve process" "should be noted as [a] reportable condition[ ]. "· ./d. .at ·1 ~~. · . .
In the draft Summary Review Memorandum, sent to the principal. auditor on
Febr~a.ry 18, 2005, Laccetti described the deficiency in the following terms: ."We. noted

The SEC staff wrote to the parent company again on March·24, 2005; stating
again that its "disclosure related to estimates of items that reduce gross· revenue such
as product returns, chargebacks, customer rebates and other discounts and allowances
are material and could be improved," questioning "why you believe you have met the
conditions of paragraphs 6 and 8 from SFAS 48, such that you recognize revenue at
time ofreceipt.by wholesalers," and asking it to "revise the financial statements or more
fully disclose.how your revenue recognition complies with SFAS 48 and SAB 104." Ex.
D-294 at 3, 5. A new response, copied to Laccetti for comment on May 23 (Ex. D-294)
and discussed in· a May 26, 2005 conference call that included the principal auditor's
engagement partner and Laccetti (R.D. 141 at 1758), expanded on the parent
company's prior letter. In particular, the company's new letter stated it· "would· like to
make the following clarification" as to "the actual levels of inventory in the ·distribution
channel'': "While we are not provided with detailed inventory reports directly by our
customers, we monitor inventory in the· channels based on customers' orders,
customers' submissions of their sales to third parties, third party reports of prescriptions
written, third party sales data, and our experience and historical data, including the
amounts and·levels of actual returns and rebates." Ex. D-294 at 6.
~
Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) 60 defined a reportable condition as a
matter coming to the auditor's attention during the audit that, "in his judgment, should be
communicated to the audit committee because [it] represent[s] significant deficiencies in
the design or operation of the internal control structure, which could adversely affect the
organization's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent
with the assertions of management in the financial statements." SAS 60 noted that a
reportable condition "may be of such magnitude as to be considered. a material
weakness," which it defined as "a reportable condition in which the design or operation
of the specific internal control structure elements do not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period
by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions."
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that•;[Taro -t:JSA~sl accounts receivable~reserve ··process i$ not done·' ih·· a·timely ;irTjaiiner '"·~··~
and the estimation methodology .has. not been defi.ned and mo·nitored for the most
updated trends. We consider this deficiency to be a reportable condition, which ... Will
need to· be ·addressed as 'the Company prepares for Section 404 '[ofthe 'sarbane~~Oxl~y
Att, 1:5 ·U.S·~c-~ 7262·;] ·reporting in 2005. .This reportabfe. ·¢0ndition stioqld~. ·f)~
comrrfutlicated 'to the A·udit Committee." EX.·J:;.a af 5; see ·r=x. . D.;;54'atr6 (faro ~US"A.-:-atidit
team's February 24, 2005 Accounts Receivable Allowances Memol-cu1dum~ also.~
·to
the pri~~ipal auditor: ."We wilt .provide· a· ·management·, letter··comment :concerning+the· ···.
estimation process used as they relate to· aecoin1l-receivabfe:·auowarices!~")~ ·· , ·.: ..... ~·~ '·

s·enl

On March 3, 2005, Laccetti indicated his view of the difficulty that the· process
deficiency had presented for the Taro USA audit, :when :the Israeli p·artlier asked' nim~to
clarify the .above description, in advance of a March 8, 2005 meeting. with the audit
committee. The Israeli partner asked, "I just wanted to make sure that when you said in
a timely mannetr you mea~ that [faro USA~s accounts· ·receivablel·process~ is. ;not done ·
on a periodic basis. The.[chief financial officer] ·had the idea that you meant that when
you started the audit it was still not prepared." Ex. -D-117 at 2. Laccetti,responded: · ~ · ·
·· - · · ··~'fhe--m~in ... issue ·is·· they have ncr metflod[o]logy· or ·proces:s::-f9rm~~in·g~·a--·~---: .-·~~----------- ~--·--···
-sound ·estimate· of AR ~allowances .. ·· (·believe' we did···· receivev;sonie''' · ··'·
··
infc;>rroation late in the audit process, but tt:le. bigger issue is the fact" that ·
we· s[p]ent the whole audit trying to justify· a number as they had' no
methodology for us to audit. They do book allowances ·through-out the
year, so that is not really the issue, the issue is-they have no real basis for·
the amounts . they record. If timely is an issue I have no issue with
dropping the reference to timely.

/d. at 1; see Ex. D-114 at 1 (March 3, 2005 email from Laccetti to senior manager of
Taro USA audit about Israeli partner's question "related to timeliness of the ar process~"
stctting, "To me ,.more .of the .issue is that they have. no. process for creating:·an
estimate."); Ex. D-115·(in respon~e to Laccetti, senior manager wrote, "ltrelates·to·not
having a timely or adequate process for creating an estimate."}.§!

A further exchange took place on March· 29, 2005, when the Israeli partner asked
Laccetti ·for his reaction to the company's request to "change the wortling" of certain
audit findings ·that the principal auditor ·had· based on Laccetti's description of rthe
deficiency and planned to include in "the audit re$ults presentation to Audit Committee~"
Ex. J-23. As to accounts receivable allowances, the company wanted to· replace ·certain
language-.:."We noted that [Taro USA's] accounts receivable reserve process is not
done in a proper manner. The estimation methodology has not been defined and
monitored for the most updated trends."-with "We· noted ·that [faro USA's]' ·accoUnts
receivable reserve process is not done in an ·efficient manner and the· estimation·

§I
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.AI~o in. March 2005, Laccetti reviewed and edited a comment, finding, .. and
recqmmendation about the process deficiency, for inclusion, alpng -with, other, points,..ijo
the principal auditor's management letter to Taro USA's parent company fQr the;audit,of
the 2004 consolidated financial statements. Ex. J-25. As pertinent here, the document
described the deficiency as a reportable condition and stated that:

£?uring our audit we determined that management did . not have a
. formalized process in place for estimating reserves .(i.e.[,], . doubtful
accounts, bill-backs, returns, rebates, discounts, charge-backs, etc.•••) .for .
accounts receivable. In addition, timely preparations of reserve schedules
were not given to us in a timely manner, delaying the timing of our audit
procedures .
.... Formal policies would establish a consistent method for .determining the
allowances and also assist management in providing monitoring
information for review and control of the accounts receivable.
The use of a consistent methodology would provide a basis for monitoring
customer trends and performance by line of business as well as monitor
the effectiveness of the Company's credit and collection practices. The
assumptions used in the method should be evaluated each year against
actual data to determine whether they remain appropriate.
In addition, the company should review the year end audit list that is. sent.
by E & Y to ensure that all schedules requested are prepared in a timely
manner and will not delay audit procedures.

/d. at 1, 2-3; R.D. 139a at 954-56.
2. Laccetti -had difficulty obtaining data and analysis about the yearend allowance reserve and was concerned about its adequacy.
On February 1, 2005, days before the deadline for completion of the field work on
the 2004 Taro USA audit, Laccetti had not yet received various items from Taro USA,
including a final trial balance "as it relates to the significant account[ ] of Accounts
receivable." Ex. D-87 at 2 (senior manager email); see Ex. D-34 at 2; R.D. 137 at 71721 {laccetti). Laccetti met with management on February 4, 2005, in part to discuss
issues pertaining to accounts receivable reserves, including several prepared
schedules-an Accounts Receivable Summary for 2001 to 2004; a Sales Allowance
Analysis for 2004; and a Cash Collections sheet for 2003 and 2004. Exs. D-79 at 2-3,
6, 7, D-80, D-81. At that time, Laccetti shared with Taro USA an accounts receivable
methodology has not been defined." Laccetti commented, "I think th[eir] change still
gets the substance of the comment across, so I am OK with their re-write." /d. at 1-2.
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analysis,- described· as· follows in· his testirl)ony:· ·"in ·performing··our·initial""pfo-ae"dUtes ·and_,_·_·:·
lookirig at ·the trends," including "the trend ot the· days sales .[in] receivables ~·~it-Was·n~t
what we were·expecting." R.D. 135 at409.;.10, R.D. 139a at 1012-f3; Ex. o~87:·at 1'.

t

.

'

.

Days sales outstanding or days sales in accounts -·receivable· (DSR)' is, a
calculation of the average number of days for payment to be made on a company's
sales. R.D. 135 at 260, R.D. 139a at 923-24. The audit team calculated DSR based on
~et accou_nts receivable (either the period~end figure or the average of-that .. figtire with
net accounts ·receivable from the end of the· prior period :tinder-'cbmparisoh);'divided by
net sales for the period, and then multiplied by 360 days. ··See, 'e.g.-, Ex. L-22·· at 8. · The
team used DSR "to test the adequacy of [accounts receivable] reserves in total." Ex. L~
22 at 22. Taro USA's rising DSR in 2004 had been a topic of eonversatio·n· at the ·initial
planning stages of the 2004 Taro USA audit. Ex. L-181 at 7-9, 14 (senior r:nanagers
investigative testimony). The Accounts· Receivable Summary showed DSR:rising from
110.99days in 2003to 170.84 days in 2004. -Ex; D-79·at:2_;rsee Ex~-L-~2 ..at-a~~-··" .. -- In response to Laccetti's analysis, as reported in his and the senior managers
emails, Taro USA stated that it was investigating "some. accounts receivable schedules
that we ~have· not 'received yet but are expected· to -receive ·[of(Febhi8.'iy 7];""sl~tea th~t it
·was "preparing some-additional analysis-for us~'! and-"asked![JS10ldo'some· ~tldltiOnal
anaJysis''fro·m [a] different:perspective." Exs·. 0~80, D-87 at 1. In a·February·,7 email,
sent in draft and copied in final to Laccetti, to keep the principal auditor "inforrried·of our
progress and th[e] problems that we are dealing with," the senior manager wrote that
11
0Ur optimistic plan is to finalize these issues this week (provided we get [Taro ·usA's]
full cooperation and the appropriate analysis of these issues)[.]" Exs. D-80, D-81.
The resulting quarterly 2004 Accounts Receivable Summary showed, according
to an email later on February 7 from the senior manager to Laccetti, that "days in AIR
are continuing to increase each quarter. I don't think this makes the picture any better
for [Taro USA]." Ex. D-82 at 1, 4-5. The email further stated that "I also decided to
breakout the quarterly cash collected to see how this compared· to ·gross sales and this
indicated that the 4th quarter was not good. In addition, I put together a lag analysis
using the assumption that it takes 110 days 'to collect the average receiv~ble; · ·This
basically shows that there is still $48 million in outstanding· re~eivables as of December
31, 2004 that do not relate to current quarter (older receivables)." Ex. ·D-82 at 1, 6
(attaching a Gross/Net Sales and Cash collection analysis, containing the ·breakout and
comparison of cash collections and the lag analysis)~ A note on Laccetti's agenda for
the February 4 meeting had stated, "QTRLY cash-collection look." Ex. D-79 at 1.w
· ·

Another note by Laccetti on that agenda stated, "QTRLY look@ divisional sales."
Ex. D-79 at 1. The audit work papers indicate that Taro USA grouped ·its sale~ by
several divisions,-one ofwhich sold "Branded RX" (prescription) products. ·'Ex. L•22:at
8-11; Ex. D-63 at 59-62. A revenue work paper, "Gross sales by product," ·listed 2003
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On February 8, 2005, the senior manager talked to Taro- USA "about the
quart~rly data" and provided "an analysis on the-last 5 months of cash collections which
w~s not good," showing that it would take 244.34 days to collect the "AIR balance at
12/~1/04," based on dividing year-end 2004 net accounts receivable by the :average
mqnthly. collections for September 2004-through,January 2005. Exs~·D-83 at-1,_.7; D-85
(~enior manager's ernaUs that day to Laccetti, attaching the analysis) .. The Gross/Net
Sales and Cash collection sheet reflected an additional 2004 DSR calculation· of 191.48
days based on dividing year-end net accounts receivable by cash collections and
multiplying by 360 days, up from 168.39 days in 2003. .Ex. D-82 at 6. The. principal
auditor's engagement partner, after talking with Laccetti around :the same time, wrote,
"There is a growth in the number of days of credit and in the sum of the, customer debts,
but there is no corresponding growth in the various reserves." Ex. 0-91 (notes); Ex. D~34 at 1 (translation). The senior manager wrote to the· company on:February.8: "The
days outstanding are high and the recent cash collections have not been great., Based
on the analysis we need to consider if you are adequately reserved.". Ex. D-84 at 1.
In addition, the senior manager created and sent to Laccetti and Taro USA a
"pivot table by customer with the aging balances" reflected on the company's ·"detailed"
11
"12/31/04 aging" report, for use in identify[ing] .aged, items by customer" and "analyzing
[its] AIR for adequate reserves." Exs. D-82, D-84 (February 7-8 emails); see Ex., L-23 at
2132-48 (table was included in the work papers); R.D ..139a at 997-98 {laccetti). ·The
senior manager wrote to Laccetti at the time that "the aging .report show[edl over $7
million in outstanding AIR and I have not received any answers back yet." Ex. D-85.
Late on February 8, 2005, Laccetti wrote to the principal auditor, "Our accounts
receivable. analysis is not favorable. We shared our analysis with [Taro USA's Vice
President of Finance] last week and he asked us to do some additional analysis from [a] ·
different p[~r]spective. We have done what he requested with no change in the result."
Ex. D-87 at 1; see R.D. 137 at 683. Further, ~~we have presented all of the analysis to
the Company with the current position that we are not comfortable that the accounts
and 2004 Taro USA gross sales of approximately $552 million and $580 million, and
attributed approximately $33 million and $55 million of these respective amounts to
those branded products. Ex. D-63 at 61-62. The Audit Strategies Memorandum had
noted, "As branded sales increase, the Company intends to monitor accounts
receivable reserves separately for branded and generic receivables." Ex. D-72 at 6. At
the bottom of the page of the 2003-2004 annual and 2004 quarterly versions of the
Accounts Receivable Summary exchanged between the audit team and Taro USA,
there was a ~~Divisional Accounts Receivable, schedule, breaking down by dollar
amount and percentage, accounts receivable by generic products and branded
prescription products at year end 2003 and 2004 and each 2004 quarter end. Ex. D-79
at 2-3 (annual version attached to February 4 meeting agenda); Exs. D-82 at 3-5, D-84
at 2-3 (both versions attached to February 7-8 emails); R.D. 139a at 925-26 (Laccetti).

·receivable are fairly-stated as currently present~d. Weare !lOW a~~Ing_foraeco:~:nliE:lYer··
·detaUed :anaiYsis.fiom the Company to support [itsJposition." Ex. D~7at 1 .. Earlier that
day, the ·senior .manager wrote to management
this· regard that: (1) it "'still owes• 'us
some schedules for AIR and needs to get us· detailed items that we have·~selected···as
part :of ·our :AJR testing," as well· as "the~ A'/R rollfotWSrtl' fot the period' 'Sep{efl:l6e.r~·;3o··..;:,.
December 3-t,· 2004"; (2) "we need some·additionararialysis to be comfortcU:>Ie tnaf;tll'ere
are adequate [accounts receivable] reserves"; and (3) this·was one of two·issues:abollt
which ·"[w]e are·:especially concerned., in the audit. :Ex. o-aa·.at 1, 2~ .. : ..
· ·· .L: :.:... ·

in

At the February 1·1, 2005 cfosing meeting for the·Taro USA audit, attended by
Laccetti and the Israeli partner, company management attributed the ·"lack ·of orde~' in
providing support·for the required level of reserves,to·"the drop in sales· iif:Q2." ·Ext o~
9·1 (lsraelrpartner's··notes); Ex. D-234 at 2 (translation from HebreW). The partner-had
called that sales· drop to Laccetti's attention in· the· engagement instructions ·(EX. J~26 at
3, 6), and·.Lacetti,had also noted·it in audit plann_ing (e.g., Ex.. J-29·:at-7..(1ntemai~Oontrol'·-' ·
and Fraud Considerations form: Taro USA's sales "have decreased dramatically,in 'the
second quarter of 2004" due to 2004 "change in the company's discount policy")).
·-····----------- _· ~Regarclin~g':next·steps,~raro·'tJSA·wa~r·"st:frfp'Crs-ect"tc>~ptepar~'a''i~rc~rstrJ?.pB,jtJng. ·-·----·. · qaloulatlons·-th•rwm be examined ·by Ernst&: ¥o·ung>and":the ·reserves :wlll'~bEr·up-d~tect·,
.. · ·. · · ·.
· accordingly. :Among the documents· there Will be corresp·ondence fwith the custdm~rs'~"
Ex. D-234. at 1 (Israeli partner's February 13, 2005 notes of discussions :with Laceetti)~·
Also, "there is an aging report according to which the balances were examined and, ·with
regard to customers of over one year, explanations will be given. ln·addition, the sums
that were collected during January will be examined." /d. at 1-2. As to the aging report,
on February 8, 2005, Laccetti had stated he was "now asking for account level detailed
analysis from the Company," and his notes of the discussion of "AIR" with Taro USA at
the February 11, 2005 audit closing meeting included a reference ·to "Doing detail~d
analysis.u Ex. D-87 at 1; Ex. D-88 at 3; see Ex. D-84 at 1; Ex. D-82 at 1; Ex. D-85'at 1.
On Tuesday, February .15; 2005, Laccetti was still"waiting on:·some open items
from Taro [U.SA] which we are expected to .receive. on .Thursday," which included
"g~tting more ·tangible support and comfort with ·net accounts receivable." Ex. J~22
(senior manager's email to principal auditor). It re.mained for the Ernst & Young audit
team to decide if the additional material "meets our expectation,", to #complete our
analysis," and to determine if the team was "satisfied with the results." /d.
Th$ ..audit team later communicated to the principal·· auditor that·· "timely
preparation of reserve schedules were not given to us in a timely manner, delaying the
timing of. our audit procedures." Ex. J-25 at 2. The team also explained that Taro USA
never "prepare[d] a specific chargeback estimate" or ··a detailed calculation to support
the allowance forchargebacks at 12/31/04," as it ultimately did for the other allowances.
Ex. L-22 at 20, 22~ While the team used the calculations to "audit[ ] -each of the other.
AIR reserves independently," the chargeback reserve was left to be. "audited as a
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component of the AIR allowances in total:' /d. at 20. Taro USA never supplied the
ple~nneci_ analysis of cash collections as a percentage of gross accounts. receivable, only
data on cash collections as a percentage of gross sales. R.D. 135 at 372 (LaccettQ.
On February 17, 2005, Laccetti still did not know "where we stand" on accounts
receivable,. reserves. Ex. D-253. But he directed the senior manager to "[d]raft the SRM
rig.tat now with the a conclusion that AR reserves ok," pending. "final AR . analysis,"
because "we should be in a position to issue at least a Draft of the SRM to .Israel with an
e-maill~ying out ~hatever is open," which is "the best we can do." /d.
The February 18, 2005 draft Summary Review Memorandum expressed .the
unquaiifled co.nclusion that "the net accounts receivable. is fairly stated." .Ex.. J~. c;\t 4.
But when, the next day, the principal auditor's engagement partner asked whether, .in
light of "no aqditional reserve [having been] recorded in regard to AIR," Laccetti . was
••completely satisfied with the existing level of reserves" and had "received ·all supporting
evidence," the Israeli partner did not believe he received "a clear yes." Ex. D-100 at.2;
R.D. 140a at 1284-85. Before answering, Laccetti had written the senior manager,
observing, "AR is tough, but I think we are coming out OK," and received the response,
"With respect to AIR - I think we are as comfortable as we can get, and we summarized
that in the SRM." Ex. D-256 at 1; Ex. D-98. On February 21, 2005, Laccetti wrote to
the Israeli partner, "We summarized in the SRM how we went about getting comfortable
with the AR. Due to the fact that the Company. can not give us. lag reports related to
subsequent cash receipts or accounts receivable allowances and the fact that they have
no .formal methodology to test, it is difficult to .review appropriateness of allowance
without looking at trends and specific accounts. Not considering the WAC [receivable]
of $11 million and [a] $20 [million special reserve not in question here], based on· the
information we reviewed, we believe the AR is OK." Ex. D-100 at 2.
Under the circumstances, the Israeli partner asked Laccetti to supply certain
additional documentation and to participate in a conference call "to discuss again"
accounts receivable reserves and another "problematic" issue. Ex. D-1 00 at 1; see R.D.
135 at 444 (Laccetti testified he, too, understood the accounts receivable reserves issue
to be "problematic"}; R.D. 139a at 936-38.11

The Israeli partner convened the conference call on February 23, 2005, the day
before Taro USA's parent company planned to issue a press release disclosing its 2004
financial results, and the call lasted for up to two hours. See R.D. 180 at 55-56 ~ 179
(citations}. Participating were Laccetti; the engagement partner and the audit manager
on the parent company audit; and the senior and junior foreign filing reviewers
(respectively, a principal at Ernst & Young, who also advised on accounting- and SECrelated matters as a member of the firm's Capital Markets Group and served as
independent reviewer on the 2004 Taro USA audit, and a senior manager at the
principal auditor), who were responsible for reviewing Taro's Form 20-F filing for
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· Response to the Audit Difficulties, Laccetti Assessed · the
Reasonableness of the Chargebacks Allowance ·Not· lndividua.lly;' Like
the Others, But as Part of Total Accounts Receivable Allowances.

o: In

Laccetti· participated in preparing and reviewed Work papers, in.cluding· summary
memoranda, that purported to record the Ernst & Young aUdit team's' wb'rk:·on· Taro
USA's revenue recognition, accounts receivable, ·.and acc·ounts receivable allowahb~s
for 2004. Two of the memoranda~ne on accounts n:!ceivabltfallowances'and..
revenue recognition-were completed by February 24-25, 2005, when Laccetti released
them to the principal·auditor. Ex. J-07; Ex. ·D-109; ·EX. D-112;' Ex. D-113. 'A ''ff'iird--on
accounts receivable-overlapped somewhat with the first,· and supplied :the· ·en~ir~
discussion of "Accounts Receivables and: Net Sales" iii the ·Summary· Review
Memorandum released to the principal· auditor in draft~ on Feb_ruary 18 'ahd in fifiaron
April 11 r 2005. · Ex. J-6; Ex. J-9. That last memorandum: also · included· ·a -·short ·
According t(). the
succeeding section on "Allowances and Accrued Liabilities."
eng~gement instructions and to forms Laccetti signed, ·this ·documenfs role included
providing a "brief discussion of each important ~fccounting: ahd · auditin{f issue,"
· - -·-·· ~ --·-·- -·- ·- ·- i'describ[i~g}-the- results·· of-[th·e1·audit procedtlre-s;,·~and-"s_umm~riz[ingi'if!l;roHaiif~f ----~-- -·- - ·- --------~·~----·results.an'd~Gonalusians. ~- . ··E~. J-26~at--1-§r-22~EX:' BJf·2~serrR:E>:-1~5Clr2S5-""38~~..,_..._~
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The Revenue Recognition Memorandum stated the following understanding: of
Taro USA's estimation of sales adjustments and related ·reserves: Taro USA created
"[p]rovisions for sales discounts, and estimates for chargebacks, rebates, damaged
product returns, and exchanges for expired products" as a "reduction of product sales
revenues at the time such revenues are recognized," which are management's "best
compliance with US GAAP and SEC requirements, in accordance with American
Institute of Certified Public Accounts, SEC Practice Section Manual, Member Firms. with
Foreign Associated Firms that Audit SEC Registrants, Appendix K, Section 1000.4~ (as
incorporated in PCAOB interim quality control standards through B,oard Rule ·3400T(b)).
E:g., R.D. 137 at 556, 675-76, R.D. 139a at 968, 979-80 (Laccetti); id. at ·1o3t (Israeli
partner); R.D. 140a at 1188 (audit manager). No documentation of the discussion· has
been offered, and, when questioned in connection with this case, no participant could
remember much, if anything, about the substance of the discussion. E.g., R.D. 135 at
444-45 (Laccetti); R.D. 140a at 1253, R.D. 142 at 1826-27 (Israeli partner); R.D. 140a at
1189-90 (audit manager: on "the subject of accounts receivable," the converSation
"principally concerned" the $20 million special reserve), '1216-17,·1222-23; Ex. L-18'3 at
3, 4, 21 (junior reviewer's investigative testimony, also referencing special reserve).
The Israeli partner and audit manager testified that by the call's end they believed they
had the comfort needed to give "negative assurance" to the parent company, and, after
the call, both foreign filing reviewers told the Israeli partner they, too, were hot presently
aware of any matters that would impact the press release. R.D. 1'40a at 1189~90; R.D.
141 at 1668-69, 1681-83; R.D. 142 at 1828. It issued on Februa,.Y 24. Ex~ 0.;.261.
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estimate at the time of sale based on historical experience adjusted to reflect known
ch~ngtl.S in the fac~ors that impact such reserves." Ex. D-63 :at 5. The: .audit team
r~pQrted .tl)at it nad "completed all planned work steps related to .revenue," including
$p~ci~~d ana.lytical procedures, two referencing sale~ .allowances: ·'[c]omp~re Jhe
amounts of allowance issued with those of prior periods" and ~[c]ompare the current
Pf!riod's sales ~llowances as percentages of sales by product line." /d. at. 6. Tllere is
no. support that.th~ second was done. See R.D. 137 at 523-26 (Laccetti). The team
also sta~ed it had performed "a.detailed transaction test [of] the controls on the revenue
recog~it~on process" and. "analytical procedures relate[d] to gross and net sales;~ but .the
controls testing did. not encompass items that reduced gross. to net revenue, and the
referenced analytical procedures did not. relate to net sales. /d.; Ex. D-63.at.5, 55•:?5 ...
The Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandum described .about a, dozen
accounts, one of which was chargebacks, p~ovided the 2003 and 2004 yearend ·balance of each account, and discussed audit work on .the .·accounts individually
and in the aggregate. Ex. L-22 at 17-22. Under "Allowances and-Accrued Liabilities,"
the Summary Review Memorandum specified that "[w]e performed procedures to test
the reasonableness of [Taro USA's] estimates" for these accounts, including "accrued
cnargebacks," at December 31, 2004. Ex. D-125 at 3. The procedures reportedly
"consisted of reviewing significant contractual terms, historical payments on. Medicaid
rebates, credit memo patterns, documenting [the company's] methodologies .and
performing analytical review procedures on [its] accruals." /d.· at 4. Laccetti testified
that the only such work that was done specifically on chargebacks was to compare the
chargebacks reserve balance at the end of 2003 and 2004 and investigate unexpected
changes or the absence of expected changes. R.D. 135 at 435-37; sea D-46 at 46.
separ~te

The audit team did not perform the other planned work steps for chargebacks.

R.D. 135 at 366-71 (Laccetti). Rather, under those work steps, reference is simply
made to the Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandum, which stated .that "the
chargeback reserve was audited as a component of the AIR allowances in total.~·: Ex•. L22 at 20. The accounts receivable work papers contained information and analysis for
certain specific sales allowance items issued in 2004, but not for chargebacks. Sea Ex.
L-24; R.D. 139a at 1007-09 (Laccetti). The most Laccetti could say about chargebacks
data was •'the submission of chargebacks is in [those] workpapers, at least in-the total,"
apparently referring to the chargebacks line item in a schedule listing types of 2004
sales allowances next to a combined total of amounts issued in 2004 and reserved for
at year end 2004 for each (Ex. L-22 at 14). R.D. 137 at 559-61; R.D. 139a at 1006-07.
We interpret the staternent in the initial decision that the audit team "confirmed the
amounts that Taro USA had paid or credited for each sales adjustment during 2004"
(1.0. 62), for which no record support is cited or apparent, as making the same
reference as Laccetti, analogous to a point made in the prior paragraph of the decision
about the sales allowance reserves, that a similarly summary work paper "show[s] that
the [audit] team matched Taro USA's total reserves to the sum of the reserves for the
individual sales adjustments" (I. D. 61 ).
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Likewise, regarding the period subsequent to year e'nd· 2004-but before··the· end
of the ·audit:field work, no reference was made to a review ofochargebacks, in particular.
An'd, as to ·other sales allowances issued ·by Taro· USA- during· 'that perio·d~ th~fwork
paper$ indicate 'that 'the -audit team, without explanation, ·raised ;tlie ·ptahneCI\'tllresfltild
for:testinsr, repeatedlyasserting·that 25% of tolerable error is $·150;000--(EX:'o-4a··~ff44~
45, 47;:Ex. L-110 at46, '50; R.D. 135 at 367-6B)i·when; in fact, 25% of-$360~ooo·is
$90i000. Specifically, the work papers state that therteam: (1)"reviewed:dfscoiirits;arid
cash :returns. anti ·"noted one return greater than '$15o,ooo·,'''\vhich ·"related 'ftr 2'0"03~· ·ahd
we concluded that it was properly reserved for at· year e·nd"; (2) noted ~per discussion
with [faro USA] and through G/L [general ledger] ·inquiry; that there were
billback
promotions issued in the form of a credit memo that were greater than $150,090"; (3)
noted that there· were no "rebate payments greater than· ;$150,000"; · (4) noted "per
discussion with [Taro USA] that there have. been no·credits·issued subseq'Uent"'t6'~yeaf
end ..ferany indirect rebates/admin. fees"; and. (5) -"obtained·~the.;sales;journat~fi'om~1I1/05:~ - ·
until-'2/17/05 and reviewed for credits greater than 25% ofTE [tolerable"eri'or]/' and theh
"selected the .3 ·-largest and- agreed them~- to· the rebate·~ log, Mnoting- all :accrtiafst·wete
great[er] than the amount per the; sales journal." Ex. D-46 -at 44, 45·; 48, 49; Ex: L~1 fO
at··4&,· 56;.51, ·'52. ·At the -ttearing, Laccetti ~could nof·t~can··consiCf~ff~g·'.;aiiy;s~ ·· · ·
Chllrteoacks -processed·· or recorded in· connection, ·-with:. a~Y. ·:sabseq'ue~t'·:events ·_
proce-dures.- R;D~ 137 at 547-50; see Ex~ D-303 at 63-65. (senior manager on-~audit

no

::::~~;..·:._.::::.~~~~- :_-~~testified!liRllinvestigation,~th~t--no·=subsequent·ev~n·ts..,revle~ftelilftg'~t:ra-cl(s~~~.c_;:::-_~,.----

The Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandum analyzed chargebacks as
foilows. It noted that Taro USA "did not prepare a detailed calculation to ·support the
allowance for chargebacks at 12/31/04." Ex. D-54 at 4. Laccetti testified that Taro USA
did not do so because "they looked at the chargeback allowance by just looking up the
processed chargebacks, and it was difficult to identify sales and chargebacks: so they
had difficulties in compiling the calculation." R.D. 139a at 1013-14. The balance of the
·
·
memorandum's chargebacks analysis proceeded in this way:
The chargeback reserve decreased by $16.-27 million· from· prior year, ·
-· 'While over the same period, gross trade accounts receivable increased by '
$·11.9 million. The decrease was due to the excess chargebacks given to
wholesalers in 2003 in which over $10 million was subsequently collected
in 2004. Based· on our procedures performed, the amount accrued at
December 31,2004 appears reasonable. As EY audited-each of the other
AR reserves independently, the chargeback reserve was· ·audited · as a
component of the AR allowances in total. See Summary section below.

Ex. L-22 at 20, cited by id. at 3 (Accounts Receivable Leadsheet, 12/31/04 Audit:
"Chargebacks were considered in the audit of AIR reserves as a whole.").
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. The "Summary" section, at the end of that memorandum, explained, "In order to
test til$ adequacy qf these reserves in total, [we] calcula~ed [DSR] for. 2004 and
comp~red it t9 2003." /d. at 22, citing id. at 8 (work paper version· of .Accounts
Re,~i)l~ble Summary schedule discussed with Taro USA on February 4, 200~). What
the· audit team found· was that "DSR increased from 111 days in 200(3] to 171 d~ys .in
2004t But "when we_excluded over $10 million in aged AR that related to [Taro USA's]
three largest customers (who dictate payment terms due to th~ volume of;sales. ,ibey
provide to [the company]) the Days in AIR were calculated .at 150 days, v.rhi~h. was in
line with 2002 and 2001 DSR.". /d. at 22. The. team concluded, ~Although management
did not prepare a specific chargeback estimate, based on our procedures performed
above.on the detailed calculations and the overall realization of accounts.receivable, the
~llowances at December 31, 2004 appear reasonable." /d.; accord R.D. 139a-at953,
1014-15 (Laccetti); Ex. L-181 at 39, 53o:-54 (investigative testimony of senior manag~r).
=

The work papers do not reflect any similar adjustment for the other years to. make
the DSRs comparable. See, e.g., R.D. 144 at 26.33-35 (Laccetti's expert) .. At the
hearing, Laccetti could not recall considering whether such adjustments should be
made (R.D. 135 at 466-68, R.D. 137 at 494-95), even though the work papers attributed
most of the $10 million excluded to customers who "have historically dictated, payment
terms, causing [Taro USA's] days in receivable to be hjgh" and noted that it has "a
history of collecting such items" (Ex. L-22 at 5, 6). Furthermore, in making. the multiyear comparison of DSRs, the audit team used substantially incorrect DSRs for 2002
and 2001, which minimized the dramatic increase: 140.26, instead of 93.14, for 2002
and 148.13, instead of 97.84, for 2001. Compare Ex. L-22 at 8 with Ex-. L-24 at 172
(work paper from 2004 Taro USA audit showing DSR of 93 for 2002); Ex. D-9 .(work
paper from 2003 audit showing correct DSRs for 2002, 2001 ); Ex. D-79 at 2, 12 (data
for discussion at February 4, 2005 meeting with Taro USA reflected that numbers used
as net sales to calculate 2002 and 2001 DSRs were actually net sales for 2001 and
2000); Ex. D-303 at 100-03 (senior manager's investigative testimony); see R.D. 135 at
469-73, R.D. 137 at 488-89 (Laccetti).
In addition to the DSR analysis, the Accounts Receivable Allowances
Memorandum noted that the "total allowance for AIR reserves increased by $20.7
million from 12/31/03 to 12/31/04,, an increase from 27% to 35°A» of gross receivables,
while gross receivables rose by $23 million. Ex. L-22 at 21. It explained that "[o]ne of
the main causes of the increase in the AIR reserves" in total was the _$20 million special
reserve. /d. at 22. The work papers listed these figures and showed that total reserves
as a percentage of gross receivables fell to 26% in 2004 when the $11 million excess
chargeback receivable and $20 million special reserve were omitted. /d. at 2-3, 8.
The Accounts Receivable Memorandum began by noting, similarly, that,
adjusting for the $11 million "WAC receivable" relating to the excess chargebacks and
the $20 million special reserve, not in question here, gross receivables grew by $13
million from year end 2003 to year end 2004, to $166 million, whereas accounts
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receivable rese·rv~s rose.'by$1 million to··$42 million~ Ex. L~22 ·atS:_.: A· tick niafk- on the
20'04 Accounts Receivable lead sheet asserted I "This was due to a combination. of drop
in· sales for 2004 (specifically the 2nd quarter), which reduced allowances bboked.and a
slow doWn in payments f[ro]m the three largest wholesalers in ·200~t:" ld.· ·at 3: ,·.Another
tick ·mark explained that ·"[rlecovery" of "sales in the 3rd and 4tH. ~uarters, "·
·wrth
higher gross ·sales for 2004 increased the gross receivables$! in· 2004. · /d.; see id. at 5
(memorandum references "the big decrease in sales in-the second quarter of-200.4," in
Which; the wholesalers "reduce~ their. orders to work. off th~ir- e~~s~'ng.· _.i~vent~[i~~" ~.nd
observed that·"[s]ales in the third and fourth· quarter returned· to normal levels"), 1'638: · ..

•·arcing

·Then the Accounts Receivable· Memorandum provided further detail about -"our
analytical review of the Days in Receivable." Ex. l-22 at 5.' ·rt made clear· that· the
calculation excluded the $11 million "WAC receivable" and the $20 million · special
reserve. And the memorandum explained that the .2004 DSR ·calculation had been
further adjusted ·by subtracting the "$10 mill!on of the· outstantling::A:/R·in··over·9tr days"·
because, "[u]pon further investigation we determined that [it] relates ·to items that are
either advance chargebacks or duplicate rebates taken by customers- that take· more·
time and effort. to collect". but that Taro .USA ..has a history· o(~oue·~ti~9/: )g~;_ ,:..TE~
inemo_randum· repeated ·the· flawed cdmpafison·s· of'·multi~yea'f.:r>$"R~::·.:'th~ day~·rin. NR
drop down· [after removal of the $10 ·million] to appru}(imately :150 day~ and. ~'Ptr.ea.r~to be
. in line With the historica1 days 'percentage going back to 2002 ahd ·2001 ~" /d. at~.---•~ ..,,, • ,· ::-~~-
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Next, the Accounts Receivable Memorandum listed five items "we evaluated" to
"gain some more comfort with the accounts receivable· balance." The evaluations
consisted of: (1) determining, .. in looking at the overall net receivable," that "most of the
aged items were in the 0-60 days category"; (2) rendering the excluded $10 million as a
percentage of gross and net receivables· (6%, 8%) and noting that most of it was owed
by three large wholesalers who "account for a significant percentage of [Taro USA's]
sales and have historically dictated payment terms, causing [its] days in receivable to be
high"; (3) describing the confirmations testing done in the audit, in which "[o]nly $2,'000
of the selection [of receivables totaling $73 million] could not be verified;" and stating,
"This gave us additional comfort that the client is able ·to c~l~e,ct .on ·o~t~t~n~Jng
receivables~"; (4) computing a "three year· trended days in receivable" that' "was
averag·ed at 133 days compared to the 150 days above" and attributing "[p]art ofthis"·to
the company being "shorthanded due to cut backs"; and (5) n.oting that manaQe,ment
had "indicated that they were communicating with the three large wholesalers" on the
"$11 million in WAC receivable relating to excess chargebacks" and "that if they are
unable to receive direct payment from the wholesalerS that they will· reduce
chargebacks or discounts given to wholesalers to eventually satisfy the receivable
balance," which was deemed reasonable since "incorrect excess chargebacks were
given to the wholesalers in the first place" and "a negotiation of reduced chargebacks is
a good possibility," as "chargebacks are a normal part of [Taro USA's] business
process." /d. at 6. The Memorandum also stated that "correspondence has been sent
to the :·wholesalers to recover these [excess chargebacks] amounts" and that Taro USA
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"has informed us that [it is] in the process of negotiating new~ general. service
agreements with them and "expect[s] to receive this money in 2005." /d. at5._ ·
·Furt~f;'rmore, the final version of the Summary Review .. Memorandum stated
generally that, a~ a result of the deficiency in Taro USA's. ac~ounts receiva~l.e r~_serve$
prQcess, "we. expanded our procedures .to perform detailed substantive te~ts of
individual accounts receivable to gain comfort that the amounts were properly re~rded
at net realizable value." Ex. D-125 at 4. The "detailed" tests were represent~d-.bY. six
tick marks on nine receivables, totaling $12,158,275, on a work paper reproducing Taro
USA's year-end 2004 aging report, which, overall, contained 36,875 line~. items of
receivables, consisting of $184,720,173 in open invoices and $92i076;801 in .open
dedu.ctfons (or open debits), offset by $96,462,030 in.open credits anq $13,88.3,223in
open payments Ex. L-23 at 2, 210, 873, 1068, 1140, 1146, 1152, 1185, 1203, 1215,
2129; Ex. L-174; R.D. 135 at 415-17, R.D. 137 at 535-36.
Although not discussed in the memoranda summarizing .the 2004 audit work
performed, certain additional analytical procedures relating to total accounts receivable
reserves were documented. They appear in a work paper .version of the Accounts
Receivable Summary for 2001 to 2004 that had been prepared for the February 4, 2005
meeting with Taro USA; a work paper version of the February 7, 2005 Accounts
Receivable Summary for each quarter of 2004; a work. paper version of February 7,
2005 Gross/Net Sales and Cash Analysis, containing the "lag analysis"; and a work
pap~r reproducing the Cash Collections sheet prepared for the February ·4, 2005
meeting and adding to it net sales and gross sales figures for 2003 and 2004· and ,a
calculation of"% of net sales to gross sales" for 2003 and 2004. Ex. L-22 at 8-12,. 15,
1640; R.D. 139a at 925-27, 1003-05; see R.D. 180a at 106, 110-11, 134.

E. Ernst & Young, Through Laccetti, Reported to the Principal Auditor on
the 2004 Taro USA Audit, Which that Auditor Used in Issuing an
Unqualified Opinion on the Parent Company's Financial Statements.
Ernst & Young reported on its 2004 Taro USA audit and expressed an opinion
about Taro USA's 2004 financial data in certain submissions to the principal auditor,
signed by Laccetti, for use in the audit of the parent. .company's 2004 consolidated
financial statements. In particular, he signed and released ·to .the principal auditor two
forms used to document the results of a subsidiary audit performed at the request of
another firm for inclusion in the parent company's consolidated financial statements.
The first, a Review and Approval Summary for Audit Engagements, gave a
"Report Release Date" of "3/8/05." Ex. J-8 at 1; R.D. 137 at 537-38 (Laccetti). It also
included representations, signed and dated April 18, 2005 by Laccetti and the senior
manager on the 2004 Taro USA audit, that: the Taro USA audit team had "performed
sufficient revi~w procedures in high-risk and other sensitive audit areas to be satisfied
that the detailed review was adequate and that appropriate audit recognition was given
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to ·air important financial_ statement amounts ·arid disclosures":···"Thi:f aiidit';hati.-been
planned appropriately"; "The scope of our audit is sufficient to sup-port our reporr;· "The
audit work has been performed in accordance with the standards of our firm and the
profession"; "The significant judgments made and conclusions reached throt.ignollt the
audit ·process· Were ·appropriate";. "All significant. ·accounting~. ~.uditlng, arid rephrti_fl'g
matters are described in the SRM or its attachments.,· and' team menibers}'concur With
the<conclusions regarding them"; and "The audit procedures achieved their pu-rposes
and . the con_clusion~ reac~ed are consistent with th~ work perf<?r~~d'." ·Ex~ ~-8 _aJ 3~~ ·
The second form, a Full Scope Conclusion, signed and dated April 18,· 2005 by
Laccetti, stated that it "should be read in conjunction with the· Summary, ·Review
Memorandum dated February 18, 2005, which descrlbes··the_;···results of ouf¥'-alidit
procedures." Ex. D-126 at 1, 2.; R.D. 137 at 538-39 (Laccetti)> This form repre-sented
that the Ernst & Young audit team performed a fun-scope engagement ori TarollSA's
2004 reporting _package, including "examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting :the
amounts in the" reporting package, in accordance with the principal ··auditors
engagement instructions, that the team "planned and performed our· audit proeetlutes to·obtain reasonabl.e assurance about whether", ·the. reporting -package was· ;-~fr~e'·:of··' . . ,.
.'
··· material111isstaterrrenr based off ttie -toleraBle errotas$1gne8' I)y" tfieprlncij)a1iY,ditof ___..,.. ---~··n---··--·~·
and -that· no unadjusted audit differences would .lfwarrant .OS to·. revls~· out ·op~nlqn~·:·ot
"materially misstate the reporting package." Ex. o::12a-.at1, 2~3. · · : · ·· ···: ; :- ··
--4--·--------·-··· ----

..::.·~-..:.:.. . .-:;.__.:_.,~·!:.::.i----~.:_,__---------------·. ___ . . _ .. ______

.._;,...o._· ~--

__::_~--------·---~-..:...:..~~~

·- ..

-·

~~---------------···-··_;,

The Summary Review Memorandum, sent to the principal auditor in draft on
February 18, 2005 and in final on April 21, 2005, stated the Ernst & Young audit team's
conclusion that Taro USA's "net accounts receivable is fairly stated" and; ··,more
generally, its "opinion that the scope of our audit was adequate and that the financial
data of [Taro USA] for the year ended December 3t 2004 are presented fairly, in all
material respects, in conformity with [GAAP], applied on·a consistent basis." Ex.· D-125
at 3, 11. Attached to that Memorandum was a Summary of Audit Differences, which, in
final, included no adjustments relating to accounts receivable allowances. · Ex. J-9 at 13.
Additionally, the Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandl.Jm for 2904,· ~~_ich
Laccetti 'approved· and released· to the principal auditor on· February 24, 2005,
concluded that, "based on our procedures performed above on the detaiied calculations
and the overall realization of accounts receivable, the [accounts receivable] allowances
at December 31, 2004 appear reasonable." Ex. D-54 at a:· · And the Revenue
Recognition Memo, substantially prepared by Laccetti and sent to the principal auditor
on February 25, 2005, represented that "[w]e have completed all planned work steps
related to revenue"; that, "[b]ased on the related combined risk assessments and the
results of the procedures in this and related areas, we believe that the procedures
completed are appropriate" for "financial statement assertions [regarding revenue] and
their respective combined risk assessments"; and that, "[a]s a result of completinQ the
planned procedures, no audit differences were identified." Ex. D-63 at 5, 6:
· ·,.:
·
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Using Ernst & Young's audit of Taro USA and the other audit work on the parent
compa11y's .2004. consol~dated financial statements, the -principal. auditor expressed. an
unqu~lified opinion on those financial statements. The Israeli firm's. audit report, dated
Fe~ruar;y 23, 2005, did not refer to. the audit work done by any other firm ... The report
wa~ included-in the parent company's Form 20-F filed with. the SEC on June.30,-2005.

F. The Parent Company Subsequently Restated Its Financial Results Due
Principally to. Taro USA's Erroneously Low Estimates of Chargebac~s~· .
In 2007, Taro USA's parent company filed restated financial statements for 2004
and other periods. See Ex. D-219 at 4. Laccetti explained that the restatement related
principally , to chargeback estimates and did not involve "sales ret~rns and price
adjustments, other than chargebacks," /d. at 2; R.D. 137 at 633. An -Ernst & Young
memorandum, dated June 14, 2006 and co-signed by. him, stated.that,;~[ijn connection
with the audit of the 2005 reporting package for Taro USA and based :on SEC Comment
Letters [to the parent company] in late: 2004 and 2005 requesting certain information
regarding sales returns and price adjustments including a response from their external
auditors/' Ernst & Young "performed additional procedures in this area." Ex. D-219 at 2.
The procedures and "additional information received from [Taro USA's] primary
wholesale customers" led management and the auditors to conclude that Taro USA "did
not adequately reserve for chargebacks from wholesalers" and that the parent
company's consolidated financial statements for 2003 and 2004 needed.to be restated.
/d. at 2, 3. The memorandum observed, "A crucial element in estimating future price
adjustments from wholesalers involves receiving or estimating the amount of [the
company's] inventory maintained by the wholesalers that is subject to the risk of
chargeback. Prior to 2006, Taro USA did not have specific terms in [its] contracts with
the wholesalers requesting this information from the wholesalers on a pe.riodic basis."
/d. at 2. Lacking "this inventory at wholesaler information," Taro USA "developed
internal methods of estimating [its] chargeback adjustments in prior years which were
mostly analytical analysis of historical data." The restatement "reduced net revenue and
the related receivables." /d. at 3. Taro USA's chargebacks reserve as of December 31,
2004 was adjusted from $2.37 million to $95.4 million, on a cumulative basis back to
Deeember 31, 2002, with a cumulative balance sheet effect as of year-end 2004 of $93
million and an income statement effect for 2004 of $9.8 million. Ex. D-215.

IV.
As noted, Laccetti was the auditor with final responsibility at Ernst & Young for
the audit of Taro USA's financial information for the year ending December 31, 2004.
The principal auditor, without reference in its audit report, used the Taro USA audit in
issuing an unqualified opinion on the consolidated financial statements of Taro USA's
parent company for that period. E.g., R.D. 140a at 1183-86, 1286-89; see, e.g., AU§§
543.03-.04, .10-.13. In that connection, Laccetti made various representations to the
principal auditor about the work and conclusions of the 2004 Taro USA audit, including
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on

- thatr:based
performance· of an audit in ·accordance-With PCAOB··-atJditin~fstandards~~ ··
· · Taro- lJSA's 2004 "net accounts recehiable ·is fairly stated" and· its: 2004 financiat·data ·
"are ·presented fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with" GAAP. E.g., ·Exs~··o128 at-1, J-6 at 4, 11-, J-8 at 3-4; ·R.D. 139a at 985-88;· see, e:g., Ex. J-26 at 20..:24
(engagement instructions); AU §§ ·543.12" (providing, ·among~· othe·r1thhigs, tiiat~.:("pfio~tb
the report release date," principal auditor "must obtain, and review and retain,"_ certain
documents ·and information from other independent auditor· 'to wriom ·reference not
made).- As' AU·§ 543.03 makes clear, "[r]egardless of the principal' auditor's de.cision"·
about whether to ·make reference in its report to the other auditor, ·"the other. auditor
re·mains responsible for the performance of his own work and for his own report."·
The charges before us against Laccetti all concern audit Work he acknowledges
performing or reviewing on Taro USA's 2004 ·"sales adjustments a·na related ·reserves. in
total; and for chargebacks specifically." -E~g., OIP 1MJ 34, 43~ ·49. ':As to tliis work~ lhe
OIP·aueges that' he violated PCAOB Rule 3100;- Compliance.\with-Auditing·:a_t)d.Related
PfOfessional Practice Standards, and Rule 3200T, -Interim Auditing\ Standards, by: ...._,-·., .
.. . . •. • · failing to e~~rcis~ due professional·~re ii.nd skep.ti.cism,Jn.violation.of AU§-_ ... ~
.. ,.... ~ ..·-- ..
._ .. ·.:_:_____~_:__ --~ ~~-~ -~·_;,_;.,.___ ._~1··50; .. ··-Genera//y -~·Accepted · ·Aaditing- . ~standards~· .''"a"r'\d"~Au~-~~- ~~~(t,.;t-~l?¥8------..-.. ·-:-~--~.
··.. Pro1e8$lorfs1Cste in lhe Performance d!'Work:. . · _.. , ~ :·.·~ .:~

> ··,.· ..

::..:._::__ ::.~---·"-=-:--~--~•:..~·~_2·:~failing:;to·:obta1n:.·suffitlent-eompetent:if!Vidential~ma=tter'"164afforCfa~re·asotial5iew"'~?~···""·---..-'-·-.-'----··_'-"-,·_._.,._-,_._
.. ,
basis for an opinion, in violation of AU § 150 and AU § 326~ Evidential Mattei-,
•

failing to assess adequately the reasonableness of certain material
accounting estimates, in violation of AU § 342, Auditing Accounting

Estimates;
•

failing to perform a retrospective review of estimated sales adjustments.
reflected in the financial data- of the prior-year:·to-'
determine, in light of subsequent experience, whether management
judgments and assumptions relating to those estimate_~ .i~dicate a ·_po.s_sible
·- ·bias and· thereby obtain additional information about possible management
bias in making the 2004 estimates, in violation ' of AU § 31.6.64,
-including~ chargebacks,

Considerations of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit;
•

failing to comply with AU § 329, Analytical Procedures;

•

failing to investigate appropriately management representations contradicted
by other audit evidence, in violation of AU § 333, Management

Representations;

·
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•

failing. to evaluate appropriately credit claims processed after year end,
contrary to AU § 560, Subsequent Events; and

•

failing to . take appropriate steps to .assess information learned after
expressing an. unqualified opinion, in violation of AU § 561·, Subsequent
Discovery of Facts Existing at the Date ofthe Auditors Report. E.g., OIP 1M(
34-38,45,47,69-71.

The initial decision found that the Division proved by a preponderance of the
evidence that "the [audit] testing of Taro USA's total reserves was deficient," "insofar. as
that total reflected the chargeback reserve." I.D. 62, 71. The decision,heldthat PCAOB
auditing standards required an individual assessment of the chargebacks reserve and
determined that under either that approach or the approach that Laccetti argued he had
followed of auditing the chargebacks reserve as a component of.·. total accounts
receivable reserves, Laccetti failed to exercise due professional care and skepticism,
failed to obtain and properly evaluate sufficient competent evidential matter, and failed
to properly audit a significant accounting estimate, in violation of AU§§ 150, 230, 326,
and 342~ I.D. 60-74. As to Laccetti's assessment of Taro USA's ability to reasonably
estimate, in accordance with GMP, its individual sales adjustments and related
reserves other than chargebacks, and his assessment of the reasonableness of those
other estimates, the decision found that no violation had been proven .. I.D. 61~62. Next,
the decision rejected affirmative defenses asserted by Laccetti.
I.D. 86-:-~0.
Determining .that Laccetti's "deficient assessment of Taro USA's chargebacks reserve
individually and as incorporated in Taro USA's total reserves" was reckless, the decision
ordered that he be suspended from associating with any registered public accounting
firm for six months and that he pay a $25,000 civil money penalty. I. D. 109-115.
Laccetti petitions for Board review of these findings of violations and of the
sanctions imposed. His petition includes challenges to the hearing officer's admission,
over objection, of the Division's expert witness's report and testimony, and the hearing
officer's rejection of Laccetti's affirmative defenses. The Division petitions for review of
the hearing officer's exclusion of certain post-audit evidence it argues is relevant to
liability and sanctions. To the extent the initial decision found the Division had not
proven violations regarding sales adjustments and related reserves as a whole, it seeks
review of that determination. The Division also seeks review of the sanctions imposed.
Additionally, the initial decision found that a retrospective review of Taro USA's
accounts receivable allowances had not been performed, in violation of AU § 316.64.
I.D. 75-77. The hearing officer stated that Laccetti had been negligent in that regard
and imposed no additional sanctions for that violation. I. D. 113 n. 50. Laccetti did not
petition for Board review of any determinations made on the AU§ 316.64 charge. The
Division challenges the finding of no more than negligence and the lack of a sanction.
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· _· · . · Finally, the· decision dismissed the Au· §§. 329, -333;·..:sao·, affd~''561 charg·es .
against Laccetti as "not proven," although it dismissed the§ 329, 333, aiid560 charges
based largely or entirely on the view that they were "fully and more appropriately
addressed" or "better considered" under the charges as to -which::violations•1\ivere found
·or that AU·§ 560 did not apply by its terms·to·this case~· . I.D~·77;;86. ''The·Di9iSion'seeks
review of the dismissal of the charges brought under all four of these standards.

··~------··

In summary, the Division argues, in support of its petition for review or ·in
opposition to Laccetti's petition, that Laccetti recklessly-failed to ·properly pefforin ·audit ·
procedures, to adequately evaluate audit evidence, and ·to obtain ·sufficient evidence to
gain reasonable assurance that Taro USA's 2004 financial reporting package was free
of material misstatement, whether caused by error or• fraud. -'More··spe'cifically, ·•the
Division contends that Laccetti violated AU §§ ·150, 230, and -326 by: inadequately
evaluating audit evidence, and obtaining insufficient audit evidence, about Taro ·USA!s
2004 recorded sales adjustments (or··sales ·allowances) ~nd.-related· reS'etvesr:·(ot'
accounts receivable allowances) in total and for chargebacks specifically~ 'According 1o
the; D.ivision, Laccetti needed the evidence both (1) to assess·Taro .. USA1s:adherelice·to
GAAP~ in light of the company's recognition of... revenue at .the "time ·of, sale and
··. · ·· --

.
·

.,..~consequent~estimatiorrofthe-amoonr·ofsales -auawances~ifwa·ula···iriciif6asecfon::those~-==._~~-~=-=

~-~-=~-~.~:=-~.:::::.:·:=~~sale&i--·arra:=-(-2FtO:~forrn::-eonclusions.:a6out~~tfle-::valictiij-of.higtr-rtsi¢~'Sl!rtt~tiln-,- -···· ·· --·-·
sigrtlfica·nce telating to the $248 million in net sales {reflecting total-.year..end~,2004 ·sales
~- -·- -· -"·---....--.-~adjtu~tments-of.--$-S.30-.;;rmillion,--'-$200- ·milllon....:ln--chargel:iacks)~aoou.$1'1"4!.:;.mlilfffii4h~f~·.:.;·.;. ·~,.,. . .:. .:··.-:::----~-..;....;.:.;. .;accounts receivable (reflecting year-end 2004 reserves of $42 million) presented in Taro
USA's 2004 financial reporting package. Moreover, viewing the sales adjustments and
related reserves as significant accounting estimates, the Division argues that Laccetti
failed to satisfy specific requirements under AU § 342 for obtaining and evaluating
sufficient audit evidence to support the reasonableness of such estimates.

Furthermore, the Division argues that Laccetti failed to comply with additional
PCAOB standards governing performance of certain types .. of ·pr9cedures, ·or
consideration of certain types of information,· relating to the ·sales adjustments :ana
related reserves. According to the Division, Laccetti, operating in· an environment' of
scant information about a large and important part of Taro USA's sales allowances ahd
relying mainly on high-level analytical procedures:
•

accepted a management representation about the 87% decrease in the yearend chargebacks reserve from 2003 to 2004 that did not make sense a~d
·conflicted-with other audit evidence, contrary to AU § 333;

•

employed a faulty analysis of the average number of days for payment to be
made on sales-DSR-as the primary analytical procedure to test the
adequacy of Taro USA's 2004 year-end accounts receivable reserves as a
whole, contrary to AU § 329;
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•

fail~d t() analyze the 2004 year-end reserves. in total.and. for chargeback~ by
reference to certain year-end dat~ in the wqrk papers _indicating that .the

. reserves were materially understated, again contrary to AU·§ 329, such. as: .

o corr:aparing calculations appearing in the work papers of total. reserves
as a percentage o~ gross receivables (26%) to total sales adjustmentS
as a percentage of gross sales (57%) and total gross sales, less,cash
COllectiOnS, aS a percentage Of grOSS SaleS (6Q 0,b); and
o comparing the chargebacks reserve, which was less than 5% of gross
accounts receivable, to a planned calculation of 2004 sales
adjustments for chargebacks (p~ocessed c'aims and year-end
outstanding estimated claims) as a percentage of gross sales (35%);
•

did not consider, as had been planned, information obtained about sales
allowance claims processed by Taro USA after the balance sheet date,
viewed as transactions that provide additional evidence of conditions existing
at that date, that affect the estimates of the reserves, and that require
consideration under AU § 560; and

•

failed, under AU §§ 333 and 561, to investigate, and to consider the effect on
the audit of, representations by the parent company to SEC· staff after ·the
field work had ended that allegedly contradicted its earlier representations to
the staff about inability to monitor and estimate inventory at wholesalers,
relevant to estimating sales allowances.

In addition, the Division argues that Laccetti recklessly violated· AU § 316.64
because·a retrospective review of Taro USA's 2004 sales allowance estimates was not
performed, despite Laccetti's knowledge that it was required, inclusion of the procedure
in the audit plan, and representation to the principal auditor that it had been performed.
Overall, the Division seeks review of the sanctions imposed. It urges that
Laccetti be barred from associating with registered public accounting firms, with leave to
petition to associate in three years, and ordered to pay a $100,000 civil money penalty.
Laccetti, in support of his petition for review or in opposition to the Division's
petition, contends that PCAOB auditing standards did not require him to specifically
assess chargebacks. He argues that, through a combination of audit work on the other
individual accounts receivable reserves and on the total reserves balance, he evaluated
Taro USA's ability to estimate, and the reasonableness of its estimate of, accounts
receivable reserves as a whole, in compliance with the standards. He also argues that
the substantive analytical procedures forming part of his audit work on the reserves
complied with AU § 329 and that it left the choice of such procedures to his professional
judgment; that AU § 560 did not require him to review sales allowance claims processed

~f'ter ttre~Jlalance sh~et date·;· and that nothing came to his' attentio·n-tha(iequired hirnto.-·
take' action· under AU § 561, if. it applies here. Furthermore, he presses· his affirmative
defenses. claiming that a particular expert should have ·been allowed· to attend his
investigative testimony and that this proc~eding _is invalid under,separation o~ pow~rs
principles ·and the taxation power ofth~ ·united'·States Gonstitution. Orf sanctions~- fie:.
contends his violation of ·Au § 316.64 was no more,: than, n'egligent and merits no
sanction. Overall, he claims that when "mitigating and contextual circumstances" are
properly taken into account, anything· more than "de minimis" sanCtions are excessive.

v.
The Division bears the burden of proving the charges against Laccetti by a
preponderance of the evidence. PCAOB Rule 5204(a). we· apply the auditing
standards as they existed at the time of the alleged violations.
There is no dispute that sales adjustments and related· reserves 'Were high-risk
areas and warranted special attention in ttie 2004-Taro:JUSA·a·uait~, ·E:;g.~~·:-R-.D.*··1-35··at-·;"~ ;"·· · 273:-74,444 (Laccetti); _R.D. 139a· at 936;.3~ (L~~c~f!!:. ~[alc~~l!~~ !.e..~~~!~J~!.l~~st~~~~~-~-,·---·----·
....·bt·the··htghest'areas"--iri terms of time· sperif ·in ttie 2004 Taro ~DSA·audif.- consuming
.
~----::-.-------about--a~·thlrd-of-th~posFplanning-hou~~ith11111tt@""":.tt\1Fcr1JWOte<17~ftrlhe .,~ot·~ne~r~·.~-~-.;.-.---,----..
. signffican~ estimates. and~ then ·[the rest] o~· the I~Yier ··risk:·acc~~n~~~):·,~.·.l,~··-~~~c~s~l~i-~.~·· ·· '-~~- :·.. _·
:.:..;.._·--~·-·-~revemre•1it-th-e""time-of~sale·~='i-aro·.;tJSA. . urtderttmrrt'crcomtJJY~rth~-GA:A!Pf59'1Tiaking ·and .
recording what it deemed to be reasonable estimates of its sales allowances so as to
reflect the actual amount it would collect on the sales. E.g., R.D. 180 at 10 (Laccetti
brief citing SAB 104). An auditor's opinion that financial data is presented in conformity
with GAAP must be based on an audit conducted in accordance with PCAOB
standards, and those standards require an auditor to perform audit procedures sufficient
to evaluate the issuer's compliance with GAAP. E.g., AU§§ 150, 326.25. Furthermore,
Laccetti recognizes that, for audit purposes (see, e.g., AU §§ 326.07, .13, .25~ 342),
Taro -lJSA's accounts receivable allowances -in-total·was"'a-·significant:-account-=-and ·,.-a;·
significant accounting estimate whose measurement or valuation was an assertion of·
material significance to the financial data Taro USA reported to its parent company_ for;
inclusion hi publicly reported consolidated financial statements. E.g., R.D~- 204 at 4~· ·
By year end 2004, the sales allowance claims that Taro USA had processed
during the year and the amount of claims it estimated were still outstanding from past
sales had a· combined effect of more than $330 million on the revenue it recognized
from ·fts $580 million hi gross sales. Ex. L-22 at 8, 12, 1'4..;15. In estimatihg,· at year:end·
2004, the value it would realize on its $165.5 million in outstanding unpaid prior sales,
net of future sales allowance claims arising from those sales, Taro USA relied on its
$42.2 million accounts receivable reserves. As Laccetti knew, Taro USA's parent
company made most of its reported revenue through Taro- USA, the net :amount the
cpafent company reported it would realize. on its outstanding; 'receivables ;denved:trnaiffly•, .
from Taro. USA's sales, and a high percentage of the sales- aajastment~~rna·-relatecr·- · ·
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reserves that affected ~hose figures were attributable to Taro USA.. Ex. J-1 at.34; Ex. D27~ at 3; Ex.. D-294 ~t 1, 4; R.D. 135 at 197 (Lac~tti). And Laccetti knew the principa.l

auditor was us.ing the work and report of the. 2004 Taro USA engagement team led by
Laccetti in auditing the parent company's consolidated financial :statements.
Laccetti's understanding of Taro USA's process. of estimating its total sales
allowances and conclusion that the process itself was defiqient hac{. impliQations. for the
~u~it work that needed to be done with .respect to the accounts receivable res~rves.
Yet that audit work was too general, limited, or flawed to support the estimate. Laccetti
violated.numerous PCAOB standards.BI
.
. ~
.

A. Laccetti's Understanding of Taro USA's Estimation Process
Accoun~ Receivable Allowances

f~r

Before addressing the audit procedures that Laccetti performed or reviewed
relating to Taro USA's accounts receivable allowances, we first discuss Laccetti's
understanding of, a·nd determinations about, Taro USA's process of estimating_ those
allowances, which informed the overall audit work that needed to be done in the area.
See, e.g~, AU 342.1 0.
In planning the 2004 audit, Laccetti regarded each individual accounts re~ivable
allowance as having its own "Calculation Process" of. some sort, to be understoo~ and
tested, and stated that he planned to "[r]eview the .overall reserve calculation ,as of
December 31 and the related accounts." Ex. L-1 at 3, 5; Ex. D-15 at 3-4; Ex. D-72 at 6~
the audit bore out differences in the way allowances were estimated. Ex. L-22.at 1721. According to Laccetti's briefing in this case, Taro USA "develop[ed] an estimate of
the accounts receivable allowances as a whole based on [its] management's histori~l
experience, trends, and subjective judgments"; then Taro USA used that estimate;

The parties dispute whether PCAOB auditing standards required Laccetti "to
audit [Taro USA's 2004] chargebacks specifically" or "individually," in addition to
assessing its 2004 sales adjustments and related accounts receivable allowances "as a
whole," in "total," or "overall." E.g., R.D. 205 at 15-18, 48-50; R.D. 215 at 5-6; R;D. 204
at 4-8; R.D. 210 at 18-21. The OIP charged violations of PCAOB standards in both
respects, the Division urged both positions, and the initial decision addressed both. See
I. D. 40, 62, 71, 73, 111, 112. Laccetti does not claim that he was free to ignore ·the part
of total accounts receivable allowances represented by chargebacks but instead that
the standards allowed him to assess that part through the composite estimate· of the
accounts receivable allowances as a whole. See, e.g., R.D. 210 at 20-21. We need not
decide whether the disputed audit approach was required. The answer does not
change the fundamentals of the case, such as the characteristics of Taro USA's sales
adjustments and related reserves, including chargebacks, and the surrounding
circumstances in which the audit work was performed, nor does it change the outcome.
§!

-.--

.

..::.-~ . .- ~: -....·:~'!~1Y- 2..6.i.2Q.1.5:;_ ---~ --~~----·
·
·>: ,, .. P~e;~~·-·_ .. · .-··-··---···-···--- _

along--with-- estimates for "most of the cornpohenfs' of ·a.ccounts ·receivable

allowances".

thalil based on "pe-rforming detaiied calculations" for those components, to "deri~e[Jthe
estimate for the chargeback component, for which [it] did not h~ve : a d~~~iled
calculation." R~D. 180 at 38; accord id. at78·; R~D.'.180a at'77. ' ·
.. ,,· '·

Taro USA's estimation of the individual allowances for·which it made· detailed
calculations was· thus insufficient, by Laccetti's own account,·-·to ·estimate ·accBunts
~eceivable allowances as a whole or chargebacks. Managemerifs 'inability to e~·pl~in; h1
any detail the estimation process, or- to "prepare a detailed calculation" or "specifrc"·
estimate (Ex. L-22 at 20, 22; R.D. 135 at 334-35, 339; R.D. ·-139a at ·908-10, 1013--14),
for the allowances as a whole or chargebacks set those apart from the individual
allowances for which this was done. Laccetti testified that "each one" ·of ·th~ latter "had
different nuances, the calculation, as well as how [the company]· wenf ttirough the
process." /d. at 916-17. That illustrates how little an understanding consisting of mere
generalization~ of the aspects of Taro USA's estimation ·methodolog}ldlstiricfffom those ..
individual allowances and applicable to accounts receivable allowances··as a whole arid
charge.backs would contribute to supporting the whole or chargeba~ks~
· · ·· :~; ~ · · ; · · ·· ·,. ·
------- ··-··· · · -~chargebacks was hardly a trivial or inaistihct ..allowi:ince~ ···ernsflfYoung~tralnTil'9''"~··--···- --· ·----.gn P.n.a·rmaceutical industry pricing, discounts,· and -rebates,· attended ·by>:Laccetli .hi·:-· - · · · ~
·f\JolJeifjff,e~t. 2004." emphasized the importance· C?f ~h!l!"9e.~~~~· ~.E~I)!in,~ -'-9~f;th~t!h~Y~ . --.~-,: ..
reprssent-~1fth·e'"· 1Sir1gfe lafgest··reductiO'n ·af"~jross···~ale$ ·for··mo·sf'' phamia&u"flcaf~anlJ'· ~-.
healthcare product companies." Ex. D-36 at 2, 37; R.D. 135 at 246. And so it was at
Taro USA. During 2003 and 2004, the two years for which the record provides the data,
Taro USA's recorded chargebacks exceeded all of its other sales allowances combined,
surpassing the next largest type of allowance by a margin of four. Ex. L-22 at 14. In
2003 and 2004, respectively, Taro USA recorded about $150 million and $200 million in
chargebacks out of total sales adjustments of $270 million· and ·$330 million, on gross
sales of $550 million and $580 million; the n~xt highest sales allowance was rebates,
approximately $33 million and $50 million. /d. At year end ·2003; chargebacks stood
out as·: the largest component of accounts receivable reserves· by ·a inore than ·tWa-to.:.·
one margin; at $18.6 million, 45% of the total reserves, and 12% of·gross receivables.
Laccetti's only apparent reason for changing plans and "auditpng] [the chargeback
reserve] as a component of the AIR allowances in total," rather than "independently,"
was that Taro USA did not supply a detailed calculation for chargebacks. See id. at 20,
22; Ex. L-1 -at 3. The very inability to supply such a- calculation reinforced the
distinctiveness of that part of accounts receivable allowances.
The record indicates that Taro USA did not identify a clear methodology or
approach to estimating accounts receivable allowances as a whole or chargebacks· that
Laccetti could readily have tested. laccetti has cited the following general ·language in
the Revenue Recognition Memorandum as reflecting his understanding of
.managemenf$ process for estimating accounts receivable ,allowances as·'·a ·whole:-. "These revenue reductions"-"[p]rovisions for sales dis-counts, ~and· estimates~· for
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chargebacks, rebates, damaged product returns, and exchanges for expired producr"ar~ established .bY the Company's management as its ~est estimate at the.time of sale
~ased .on histo.rical experience adjusted to reflect known changes in. the factors that
impact· such ·reserves." Ex. D-63 at 8; see Ex. D-1 09 at 1, 3; Ex .. D-112 ~t 1-2; :.see Ex.
L-178-at 8 (virtually identical language in an April25, 2005 Memorandum co-written by
Laccetti on the $20 million special reserve).il
..
:
Laccetti described the chargebacks aspect of the company's estimation process
in no __ mo~e d~tail than the more comprehensive aspect of it~ process, dist,nct from
estimation of individual allowances, that he claims Taro USA used to estimate ac~unts
receiVable allowances as a whole and to develop the chargeback estimate. Nam.ely,
~~ccetti testified, "My understanding was they looked at the chargeback allowance.by
jus~ looking up the processed chargebacks." R.D~ 139a at 1014~ The hearing o~cer
aptly described as "sketchy and extremely genE!ral" {I. D. 67) another description of Taro
~SA's estimation process provided by Laccetti (R.D. 139a at 907):
Our understanding of their chargeback process, similar to most of their
other accruals, is they would look at their historical experience, which
would be the actual chargeback credits processed and issued, consider
any trends similar to what I pointed out in the billbacks that they are oneoff promotions or something along those lines. Then they would utilize
that data, and in their judgment as to what they expected to issue in the
future they would make an allowance for or an estimate for the allowance
for chargebacks.
The same picture of Taro USA's estimation process emerges from testimony, cited by
Laccetti, in which he asserted that, "[a)s we applied procedures to the allowance as a
whole, we considered the chargeback and how that reserve related to the total" (R.D.
139a at 91 0) and in which the audit team's senior manager asserted in the investigation
that Taro USA "looked at the overall AR, gross AR to the total allowances and evaluated
the chargebacks historically based on that" (Ex. L-181 at 20).101
The parent company's Form 20-F for 2003, to which Laccetti would have had
access during the 2004 audit, used similarly general language: "We base our estimates
for these sales allowances"-"product returns, rebates, chargebacks, and other· sales
allowances"-"on a variety of factors, including actual return experience of products
returned, rebate agreements for each product and estimated sales by our wholesale
customers to other third parties who have contracts with us ... ~we conduct a review of
the factors that influence our estimates periodically. When we find that actual product
returns, credits and other allowances differ from our established reserves we make the
necessary adjustments." Ex. J-1 at 47, 121.

~
Laccetti's argument that Taro USA had the same reve.nue recognition policy as in
prior years, had been audited then by an engagement partner with "extensive

.Beyotia-·this, the record··shows that, in planning the 2004 audit, Laccetti noted
that Taro USA's "accounts receivable allowance estimation process" was "an area of
significant subjectivity." Ex. J-29 at 6. ·-The audit teatn's ·calculation 'bf"Totai'·:A7R ·
- .. __ Reserve'~ at "t2/31l2004" ih a work paper cited· by-La'ccetti'(RJ)~-tao ·at;_38J.:WaS:';shnply;,·~.:..· .......;... :....
the mathematical sum of the individual accounts receivable reserves· recorded by Taro
USA at year end 2004, not an analysis of estimation methodology. Ex .. L-2~ at 2.
Any con-cerns arising from known general weaknesses and limitations in· :Taro
USA's estimation processes, and from known stresses on those processes particular to
2004, applied with special force to its estimation of accounts receivable allowances' as a
whole and· chargebacks.
In planning the 2004 audit, Laccetti ·noted that
"[m]anagemenfs estimation processes for accounting estimates have historically not
been strong." Ex. J-29 at 6. Aware from auditor comments after a prior Taro USA audit
that "the estimation of certain allowances and accrued rebates/billbacks ·are· bas:ed ·on
sales volume, promotions, and inventory levels on hand with wholesalers servicing third
111
parties," . ~e ~n~w tn~t i~s. agreements with wholesalers. did .not "give[] information - .
about the ~toe~ levels at the wholesalers." Ex. 0~234 at 2 .. In fact, the 2003 audit team,
---- · ------- ....... including -Laccetti;-had -tried ·to- obtain ·suctr-information·~om~Tar~·-~s-~~.~~tff9~~.,.av~ur~-~--.---·r·. . :·
.
pi:Ompt~d-1?-9-.:a.-maJor---Pharrnaceutical-·company!s~recent-.restatem_ent-:due--irr-:part-to
. -· ... ~rnprope·r ,revenu~..recQgQitiqn based on ·estimates relating'Jo:Jnventory a(wholesalers. ..
··
-See· 6x·. L-180-at 27-28, ·32-34~ R.D. 180 at 181[·45: That·year~'the:team iricreased'the;..
· .... : "'"~--·
combined risk assessment for Taro USA's valuation assertion of accounts receivable
allowances from moderate to high, and Laccetti carried this over to the 2004 audit. Ex.
D-3 at 8; Ex. D-72 at 9. Again to no avail, he asked Taro USA during that audit for data

experience and expertise regarding both the industry and the client," whose work
underwent high-level review by an experienced independent reviewer at Ernst·&· Young;·
and "had not had any revenue recognition issues in the pasr {R.D. 180a at 167-68;
R.D. 180 at 71) does not show that the auditors in those prior years knew anything
more, or more favorable, about Taro USA's estimation process than Laccetti, nor does it
address the circumstances particular to the 2004 audit See, e.g.; 1.0. 112 n~48.· The
statement in AU § 342.09 that an auditor "normally should consider the historical
experience of the entity making past estimates as well as the auditor's experience-in the
industry" requires consideration on the auditor's own part and does not mean simply
deferring to a prior audit report, no matter how esteemed its pedigree may be.
111
Ex. J-27 at 4; see R.D. 137 at 797-99 (Laccetti); see also Ex. J-1 at 15, 47 (Taro
USA's parent company's Form 20-F for 2003) ("We base our estimates for [our] sales
allowances on a variety of factors, including ... estimated sales by our wholesale
customers to other third parties who have contracts· with- us. Actuar·,experience · ·
associated with any of these items may differ materiallyfromoufestimates.")~-~-.-:-.~- · ... --·-
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on wholesaler inventories, according to investigative testimony he cites of the senior
manager. Ex. L-181 at 21-25. 121
Furthermore, Taro USA did not provide Laccetti with a promised "analysis of the
overall realization of [its 2004] accounts receivable (cash collections as a percentage of
gross accounts receivable)" (Ex. D-72 at 6). R.D. 135 at 314, 372. Nor could it provide
"lag reports related to subsequent cash receipts or accounts receivable allowances."
Ex. D-1 00 at 1. An analysis of the lag between cash collections or sales allowance
claims and the sales to which they related could have been used to assess collections
and exposure to future claims based on past sales. Laccetti knew that, "[i]n some
instances," Taro USA had difficulty matching credits with actual invoices, could not "in
all cases" produce reports to match sales with allowances, and, in particular, did not
compile a detailed calculation for the year-end 2004 chargebacks reserve because,
according to management, "it was difficult to identify sales and chargebacks." R.D . 135
at 210, 443; R.D. 139a at 1013-14. Indeed, Taro USA overpaid millions of dollars of
chargebacks in the six months or so since July 2003 because those credit claims had
not been matched to the sales generating them. And it had explained to Laccetti that
the cause of the "lack of order" in providing support for the reserves during the 2004
audit was "the drop in sales in Q2" 2004. Ex. D-234 at 2. The principal auditor had
identified this "substantial decrease in sales" to Laccetti as a "material change in
business" and "change[ ] in significant accounting and audit issues" from 2003, and
Laccetti viewed the sales drop as "dramatic[]." Ex. J-26 at 3, 6; Ex. J-29 at 7.
As Laccetti also knew, the auditors commented in connection with the 2002,
2003, and 2004 audits that Taro USA lacked "a formalized process for the preparation

121

Indicating additional limitations on Taro USA's estimation of the allowances, the
parent company's December 2004 response to SEC staff stated that, "[w]hile we do
monitor third-party data as to prescriptions written, historical experience leads us to
believe that such data is not indicative of what our customers' purchase orders will be"
and it "is the only" data "that we generally utilize" from external sources such as endcustomer prescription demand or th ird-party market research data comparing
wholesaler inventory levels to end-customer demand. Ex. 0-44 at 3-4; see Ex. D-261 at
3 (Taro USA February 24, 2005 press release indicating use of prescription data to
broadly gauge trends in its direct sales). The mid-2005 supplemental response
continued to indicate that the parent company made no more than limited, high-level
use of prescription s data in estimating sales allowances. See Ex. D-294 at 5 ("Based
on our analysis of third party data indicating the continued increase in the number of
prescriptions filled with our products and the increase in the number of units sold by
wholesaler customers (as they were submitted to us), we viewed the reserve levels at
the end of [2003] to be adequate."). The only reference to such data in the audit testing
of Taro USA's 2004 accounts receivable reserves appeared in a memorandum (Ex. L178) about the $20 million special reserve not in question here.
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a·nd <review., of accounts receivable allowances that woula "facilitate. a more
and
accurate calculation of these accounts as well as provide consistent application •from
period to period"; that "would establish a consistent r:nethoc;t. of determJn.ing the
allowances anet also assist management'-in providing monitoring inforrn~tion for· review .
_ .
-----· -·-----·--··· ··· --- -· ~-qand~isonttal ·of·1htf.. accotJnts· ·receivable"; '"and-th~t'"woold ]:~foViaEf1i~·B'asi~fOiii1Srmonfig-~----·--.:-::--:customer trends and performance by line of-·. business as -well as ·monitor · the
effectiveness of the Company's credit and collection practices." Exs. J-25 at ~3. J~27·
4~ D-1-8 at 2, D-21' at 3 (post-audit letters from the auditors to mahagementj;·RJ)~ 135;at
217-19, R.D. 137 at 799-801, 807-08, R.D. 139a af954-56·,· 975-76,· 1'050~ 1064::S5
(Laccetti); R.D. 141 at 1447-49 {principal auditor's engagement partner).

at

Conditions reached the point during the 2004 ·audit that Laccetti elevated Taro
USA's lack of a formalized process to a deficiency that needed to be communicated to
the audit committee as a reportable condition. Tnis was despite management
representations to the auditors after the 2002 ·and 2003 audits, :Rnown jto Laccefti,."that
there were monthly and quarterly reviews of all reserves and "constant communication..
between finance and .accounting staff and the·sales ·and marketing.-depariment (E}(.-·"J~27· ··
at ·4). and that _the_ comp~n~ "i~--~o,c~.r.!le~tin~ ~--~f~r.;~-~-~- P?.!i.C:Y;·f~.t.-:!..:.'1~:r:b~L.2t)!~m!~~----···-~-: . ·-~---·-<
- - ---- ··-- lncludlng·~"~ccurmts-rec~tvat>le _reserves" (EX. D-21 at 3). ·As· a-- result· of the ·p~ocess
,issue; ithe ·liaro:~:l:JSA audit team·"did ·not ·rely :on :tnt~rYUil:·rq-onJf~l~tft$bng·Jcfasjess~itre:.···;~ :.~- _
'allowances. Tfie _final Summary Review Memorandum. for the ~2004 :Taro·~.~S,~._::~\•dit-.: _.. ~ ·.·
approved ·by·taccefti;' 'sfated 'that Taro IUSA's':"accounts' reeeivabla lesef\:te'esfimatidn~·
methodology has not been defined and monitored for the most updated trends" and that
the audit team had to "expand[ ] our procedures" to try to compensate for the deficient
process and "gain comfort that the amounts were properly recorded at net realizable
value." Ex. R-7 at 4. During work on the 2004 audit, Laccetti was highly critical of Taro
USA's estimation process for accounts receivable allowances, variously writing that the
company had "a lack of process for establishing an AR reserve," "no formal
methodology to test," "no process for creating an estimate," "no method[o]logy or
-proceS$· for making ~ sound estimate of AR allowances," and "no· real basis ·-f~r:·the
- a·mountsthey record." Ex. J-5 at 1; Ex~ D-100 at'1; EX:D.:114 at 1; Ex. o:1·1r6:·at!·t~:
Although Laccetti noted in one of these same emails that the audit team "did receive
some information [from Taro USA] late in the process~ {Ex. D-1-16 at 1), the auditors
never received any "detailed calculation" or "specific" estimate for accounts receivable
allowances as a whole or for chargebacks during the 2004 a~dit.nl
~ ~

.~

g
Whether, as Laccetti argues generally, lack of a formalized estima'tion process·
was "'quite common"' at the time, before wider implementation of "the sweeping internal
control reforms that were ushered in with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002" (R.D. 204 at
3), is not the issue. We reject, as did the initial decision, any argument by the Division
that "informal and undocumented procedures" must be "equivalent to .. u~re.l_i_~~le _
__ ..
· proaedut~~-~Qr;c inQ.ee~~J()~ O.QJ~rQ_q_~d.ur~s. aLa II.:.. .I J?-.. ~·2s.:~RathEu~ Jh~ -~~_sue·: ~$Jtl~at:l~:e~-,_-----~·- ··,---,---_~---------- partfculafdiscussions in the record by or known to:Laccetti about Taro· USA's ladlfof''a· ·
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. Given: th~~e circumstances, there can be no dC?ubt that Laccetti's unde~tagding
of, an_d petermlnations a~out, raro USA's deficient estimation· process for total accounts
recejva.ble 'al_low~nces-~h~ightened .the rigor demanded . . of the( overall audit_~work on
ma~~gement's ability to estimate and on the estimate's. r~asonableness.
·

B. Analysis of the Audit Testing of the Accou~ts Receivable Allowances .
PCAOB standards require an auditor to obtain and evaluate, wit~ · due
professional care, including professional skepticism, sufficient competent evi~ential
matter to form conclusions concerning the-validity of the individual assertions .embo~ied
in the cpmponents of the financial statements (or here a. fi11ancial reporting :P~Ck~g~)
and to- support ~ignificant accounting estimates in an audit of. financial stateme.nts •. -.-E.g!.
AU§ 150, 230, 326, 342. Based on an understanding of how management developed
the estimate, the auditor should review and test that p~occ;!ss, develop. an indE)pendent
expectation of the estimate to corroborate the estimate's reasonableness, .or review
subsequent events or transactions occurring prior to· completion of fieldwork to. identify
and evaluate the estimate's reasonableness or key factors or assumptions used in its
preparation, or use a combination of two or all three of. these approaches. AU § 342.10.
The procedures adopted by the auditor "should be adequate to achieve the
auditor's specific objectives" and reduce to an acceptable level the risk that a material
misstatement 111ay go undetected. AU§ 326.13. Management representations are not
a_ substitute for the application of those auditing procedures necessary to afford a
rea~onable ba~is for the audit opinion. AU § 333.02. Analytical procedures are
"evaluations of financial information made by a study of plausible relationships among
bQth financial and nonfinancial data," and "involve comparisons. of recorded amounts, or
ratios developed from recorded amounts, to expectations developed by the auditor."
AU § 329.02, .05. Expectations developed in analytical procedures used as substantive
tests during the audit "should be precise enough to provide the desired level of
assurance" that differences from that expectation that may be potential material
misstatements would be identified. AU§ 329.17. Expectations "developed.at a detailed
level generally have a greater chance of detecting misstatements of a given amount
than do broad comparisons.~~ AU § 329.19. For significant risks of material
misstatement, "it is unlikely that audit evidence obtained from substantive analytical
procedures alone will be sufficient." AU § 329.09.
Laccetti used a combination of procedures to evaluate the reasonableness of
Taro USA's 2004 accounts receivable allowances. Consistent with his audit approach
formalized process-which, we agree with the initial decision, did not "concern[] merely
the documentation of existing procedures" (/d. )-were part of Laccetti's understanding
of Taro USA's estimation process, did not help support the estimates, and affected· the
audit work necessary to address the risk that the estimates were materially misstated.

of assessing Taro USA's estimated sales allowances by·· p~rforming sub"s.taQ~ive
:on the· year-end accounts receivable reserves ~arid not on···the 2004
re~uctions of gross to net sales, the audit work at issue concerns those· resenles (or
allowances). As summarized at the end of the Accounts··Receivaole AlloWances
-: .... :: Memorandum,. ~[a]lthough- management-did not ·prepare-1:f~speciflC'.. chargebac~~s1im~tle;·-- ~--~- _,:.--=--- -··-·
based on our procedures performed above on the detailed calculations [that Taro USA
did provide for the other individual sales allowance resenies] and-the overau·realization
of accounts receivable, the allowances at December 31, 2004 appear reasonable."-'Ex.
L-22 at 22. This description is consistent with the investigative·testlmonyofthe·senior
manager of the 2004 Taro USA audit~ cited by Laccetti, that "we had done substantive
procedures related to the other allowances-[than chargebacks], and ... we had evaluated
the _AR allowances in total, [and] that was how we, so to speak, got comfortable withfelt[the r~serve in total and for chargebacks] was reasonable:"·· Ex. ·L~181 at 53-54.
·proceauh~s-

·This audit work consisted of testing individual accounts receivable .res~rves, other
'than chargebacks; comparing the year-end chargebacks'feserve balances'for-2003 a'nd
__ .... _.. _ .... __ .4_QQ1!_~ru~ fngYirtng _abP.utthe .cbange;. p_erforming analyticaLprocedures~to .test--the:year~-- ---·----- --·-·---··
end'~Otal·reserves balance; and considering the results-of confirmation testii'lg,~of certain
----·-· --·· - -- -· --- --~unpaid-invoices··on-T--atcrtJSAJs- interim-agirrgtept;rt'1:1rrd...~tmilysTS-"orarrtalft f~~l\iat)~-~......--.,-.~··:-··. . ·- ~-.--· .... ---on..its.¥ear~nd~gi_ng-report;··-See,--e:g;;-Ex7'9-1~5.-at-2--4~Ex-:-L...,22;·Ex:-l:-2S~t2t29~0~-,_.,.....----.·
_ . _EX. b·24;··ex. I-110 at"46.:52;· E>C L:.178 af3::10; R.b'~''139a;af952.:53',' 1014215·::···.-· ...
'"'""'-;·..,_,,;~ .. ,.o
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We agree with Laccetti that, to the extent the Division contends he inadequately
assessed individual allowances other than chargebacks, the Division did not address
that audit work in enough detail to prove a deficiency. But we discussed above
evidence of the distinctiveness of the chargebacks allowance, and Laccetti himself does
not contend that the audit testing of the individual allowances other than chargebacks
sufficed to evaluate the total accounts receivable reserves balance. Indeed, other than
broadly asserting that "procedures performed on the components also necessarily
assessed the overall reserve as well," simply because "these components Were· an part
ofthe.total accounts receivable reserve" (R.D. 204 at 7, -8), he offers no·analysis for why
or how, in the context here, the audit work on the other individual allowances·supp'Orted
the total. The record shows that the audit work on the individual allowa·nces other than
chargebacks, while not proven to be deficient in its own· right, nevertheless did riot
contribute sufficient audit evidence for the evaluation of the rest of the total balance.141

'The ·audit testing of the detaifed cal9ulations· Taro USA provided for the individual
allowances other than chargebacks did not particularize how it estimated, or specifically
test its estimates of, accounts receivable allowances as a whole or chargebacks. That
testing showed only that, in a widely varied manner, management used certain data,
al.lowance-specific databases, percentages or averages, _one-off adjustments, ~nd
btoaCJr sales· tren(lts ·'in estimating particu·lar allowances· ·for· Which'·' ·a· calculation~ ·wasr
proYtded. The data included Taro USA's processed credits and ·sales data for

W
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At th.e end of 2004, the charge backs reserve was glaringly out. of. line with .. the
prior year. L~9cetti has acknowledged that, at least initial~y, the total.r.eserve~,balance
~ppeared inconsistent with other Taro USA financial data he. considered. ,_ See, .e~g.,
R~O. 139a at 1012-13. Having not received any detailed explanation or calcul~tion .of
the chargebacks reserve from Taro USA (including in its replies ,to SEC staff inquj~ie~),
and in light of the company's 2004 circumstances, Laccetti· should have viewecJ :the oneyear 87% drop in the reserve for that major Taro USA sales allowance to only $2.37
million a~ casting doubt on the adequacy of the total reserves .balance. Yet h~ accepted
what to him should have been a patently unreasonable ~xplanation for the decrease.
When planning the 2004 audit, Laccetti made the judgments to. use. an~lytical
procedures as substantive tests during the audit (see AU § 329.09-.22) in assessing
Taro USA's accounts receivable allowances; not to rely on substantive testing of income
statement items as part of the testing of the company's sales allowance estimates; .and
not to rely on internal controls testing as to the estimates. See, e.g., Ex. L-1 at 3, 6; Ex.
L-110 at 46-49; Ex. J-29 at 8; R.D. 135 at 315-17, 322. In trying to. move from an
evaluation of the reasonableness of the individual allowances for which .detailed
calculations existed (see, e.g., Ex. D-72 at 6; Ex. L-110 at 46~52) to an evaluation of the
reasonableness of the total allowance balance, Laccetti relied heavily on substantive
estimating many of these allowances; third-party sales data electronically submitted to
Taro USA by wholesalers and distributors for estimating some of them; and another
company's sales data, information obtained from an outside $ervice about prescriptions
written for that company's products, and other data in estimating a special reserve,. not
in question here, for sales of products by the other company before Taro USA acquired
those new product lines from that company in July 2004. See, e.g., Ex. L-24 at 2, 3, 9,
42 •. 44, 77, 147, 148, 167, 169, 172; Ex. L-22 at 17-21; Ex. L-178 at 3-4, 6-7; R.D. 139a
at 903-04, 911-15, 921-22. This was broadly consistent with general descriptions of the
allowances prepared by Taro USA's parent company for SEC staff in late 2004 and mid2005, in response to SEC staff comment letters on the company's Form 20-F for) 2003,
and copied to Laccetti. Those responses represented that management "determined
the amounts .to accrue and reserve subjectively, on the basis of our decades-long
historical experience" (Ex. D-44 at 3); that "the substantially most determinative factor
that we consider in establishing accruals and reserves is our historical experience" (id.);
and that "we monitor the inventory in the [distribution] channels based on customers'
orders, customers' submissions of their sales to third parties, third party reports of
prescriptions written, third party sales data, and our experience and historical data,
including the amounts and levels of actual returns and rebatesn (Ex. D-294 at 6). As
with the audit review and testing of Taro USA's process of developing each sales
allowance estimate for which a detailed calculation was provided, analytical procedures
performed on those estimates provided information particular to them. See, e.g., R.D.
204 at 7-8. And the audit work on subsequent events in the allowances. area tested
only the largest product return and the three largest rebates. See p. 20 above.

analytical procedures, in the form of trend analyses, to test the total. In doing so, he
was hampered by Taro USA's lack of identification of a clear methodology or approach
for estimating accounts receivable allowances as a whole and chargeba~ks· ·th.at he
could have re·adily tested and therefore in his ability to ~i~depen.~~~YY ·d~y-~J()P ·art. .
~--expectation .as -toLthe, estimate· by using other·key factars.;;df slternative·<··a·s~si1fhptfons · ·'"'~-: ··-·-- .......~·-~about those factors" to "corroborate the reasonablenes!? of managemenfs estimate"
(AU § 342.1 Ob; .12). Typically, he used the prior year's balance as his expe.ctati_on~
Laccetti's days· sales in accounts receivabiE7-DSR-·
· · anal~sis ·was·. badly flaw~d~
Instead of viewing the original analysis, showing a jump in DSR frorri ·111 days in.2003
to 171 days in 2004, as an indication the chargebacks reserve-the only individual
reserve not subject to direct, detailed audit testing--might be materially understated,
Laccetti selectively adjusted the 2004 DSR downward and; without explanatio·n, shifted
the- basis for comparison to 2001 and 2002. The other analytical procedure's he. cites
.. are too general to bear the heavy weight placed on them~tctassess total reserves·-::-:· 't ';::;·t
______. _: __ : ___ Eina.Uy;:the evidence about the audittesting or analysis-of the~ aging-reports-does-------~-·--not show either how this work would ·have addressed ·th·e :sales alloWance· reserves· or- ···
·
..___...-'"""'"__._.........._..___..hew-it-1'eaehecrbeyoncf4he .reserves-thbt- ~tEtSfe8"' lngiVJduaiJy ·.to ffie
the - . . - . .
•.•
-·---··· -. w bgl&n§Sa.wwla-faGl;.Jh~reoord.;.iadicates-sMf&nlim~oA&itioFPt~biH~~~:Sf Vfdffl.. tt} _~j ~... ,
:;
· .·have· add,ressed·tne adequacy of Taro USA's. estimation ofthe overall balance~JN:_· __.___
,.... ___~··

resl of .
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Laccetti asserts that it was the totality of the audit procedures, analysis, and
evidence regarding Taro USA's 2004 accounts receivable reserves as a whole that
formed the basis for his conclusion that the total reserves balance appeared
reasonable. R.D. 204 at 6-7 & n.10; R.D. 210 at 18, 21 &·n.18. Nonetheless, Laccetti's
own statements and arguments concede the importance of the analytical procedures in
the mix. See, e.g., R.D. 210 at 18 (Laccetti's brief chose to summarize the audit Work
on the reserves as follows: the audit team· "deci[ch!d) to evaluate :the overall res~_rVe'
the :significant accounting estimate," "performed procedures· on the' compon·ents ·o( the
overall reserve," and "performed analytical procedures on the reserve as a.·whole"); R.D.
204 at 8 (other than audit "analyses of individual components ·of the accounts receivable
reserve" and ·the Taro USA "divisional analysis," discussed above, Laccetti's; brief
specified "several analytical procedures" in support of the accounts receivable
allowances as a whole); R.D. 180a at 203 (Laccetti argued that, as distinct from
"assess[ing] the objective data [the company] used in developing the estimates of
various components of accounts receivable allowances," it was "through the
performance of several analytical procedures, that he "developed an independent
expectation of the accounts receivable allowances as a whole to corroborate the
reasonableness of management's estimate, thus assessing both the subjective and
objective factors used to develop the estimate," as required by AU§ 342.04); ~x. D-190 ·.·.
af,, ~~2 (citing Taro USA's inability to "give us lag· reports··telat~d 'to slJI:iseqtf~rlf ~Ei~$ff ·
receipts or accounts receivable. allowances" and the fact that 'the company 'haa ·~h1f . .
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1. Consideration of decrease In chargebacJ<s reserve balance
In the 2004 Taro USA audit, the only audit testing specific to,.the year-end
chargebacks reserve was comparing the reserve balances at the end of 2003 and 2004
and considering manag~ment's representation that the $.16.3 million decrease in the
reserve over that period was due to an estimated $11 million .in excess .charge.backs
that Taro USA had m'stakenly paid to wholesalers and expected to recoup. -This
procedure was identified in the Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandum. That
memorandum·was the only work paper the audit team refer~nced in connection with the
planned work steps for testing chargebacks reserve individually, other than ·the lead
sheet comparing the year-end reserve balances (Ex. L-22 at 2). Ex. D-46 at.46-47.
And other than the comparison of the balances,.the only discussion in the-memorandum
about c_hargebacks testing was a reference that "the chargeback reserve was audited
as a component of the AIR allowances in total." Ex. L-22 at 20; see R.o~ 137 at 498~99~
The steep, one-year drop in the chargebacks reserve, coupled with a
management explanation for why the reserve was nonetheless adequate that, as we
discuss below, was unreasonable, based on what Laccetti knew, undermined, not
supported, the reasonableness of that reserve. And .this was the part of the total
reserves balance a_bout which Taro USA did not provide specific information and which
was not subject to direct, detailed audit testing. These circumstances signaled "the
clear need for increased care and skepticism." Gregory M. Dear/ove, SEC Rei. No. 3457244, 2008 SEC LEXIS 223 at *51 (Jan. 31, 2008) (SEC proceeding against auditor
under Rule 102(e) of the SEC's Rules of Practice, governing appearance and practice
before the Commission, for improper professional conduct), petition denied, 573 F.3d
801 (D.C. Cir.. 2009). Laccetti's acceptance of management's representation without
exercising increased care and skepticism itself violated PCAOB standards.
Chargebacks was Taro USA's single largest sales discount. Of the 49%. and
57% that sales adjustments reduced its gross sales in 2003 and 2004, respectively,
chargebacks alone accounted for 27% and 35% of those reductions. Ex. L-22 at 14-15.
At the end of 2003, chargebacks represented 45% of total accounts receivable reserves
and 12% of gross receivables, and was more than twice the size of the next largest
reserve. /d. at 2. There was reason to expect similar results a year later. According to
Laccetti, Taro USA considered lithe actual chargebacks credits processed and issued
[and] any trends" in estimating the reserve. R.D. 139a at 907. By year end 2004, gross
sales grew by $28 million. Ex. D-63 at 62; Ex. L-22 at 14-15. Recorded chargebacks
rose by 34% and constituted 7% more of total sales adjustments, which generated the
reserves. /d. at 14-15. The gross receivables covered by the total year-end reserves
increased by $12 million, which again suggested the chargebacks reserve should have
formal methodology to test," Laccetti wrote to the principal auditor that "it is difficult to
review appropriateness of allowance without looking at trends and specific accountsu).

risen. /d. at B. The total reserves grew by $1 million. /d. at 2, 8_. _Every individ(Jal
reserve increased, except -for chargebacks, cash discounts ·(slight decrease), and two of
the smallest accounts ("Accrued Expenses-Misc.," from $.7 million to $.5 million; and
"AI~.owa~ce fo_r B~d Debt~," from $.1 million to $.05 million). Ex.· L~22 ·at2, 17-21 ~;
-
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Yet, over the same one-year period, Taro USA's chargebacks reserve fell 87%,
from $18.6 million to $2.37 million, becoming one of the smallest reserves, at under 6%of total· reserves and under 2°A» of gross' receivables. About' tile drop, the audit ·wO'tk'
paper containing this data stated only, "Chargebacks was considered· in the 'audit" of AIR
reserves as a whole. See E Memo-AR Allowances." Ex. L.;.22 .at 3~ AIHhe referenced
Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandum added was: "The chargeback reserve
decreased by $16.27 million from prior year, while over the same period, gross trade
accounts receivable increased by $11.9 million: The decrease~ was due to· the· excess
chargebacks given to wholesalers in 2003 in· which over $1 0 million was subsequentlY
collected .in 2004." /d. at 20. The initial decision aptly described the latter·stateinent as · ·
cryptic, deficient, inadequate, and insupportable. I.D. 69, 71' 81' 111.

82i,--1·8t~ The 'explanatiorr was inadequate 'for ri1tlltiple reasons:~ ·First~ ·it did:·nof·explafti-: ·
,__,_ ~--~-..---why-$'!11r-milliorrirr:-'exce-s-rctnrrgeoacRs caose'H'the' ·resme ·~$1'6~'3'· 1rmlioit · ··- Second, it did not explain why Taro USA left the year-end chargebacks reserve at the
level to which an error had reduced it. During the period-Taro USA had been allowing
the excess chargebacks, that mistake had been depleting the reserve for the rest of the
chargebacks: "The Company discovered [its] mistake in the first quarter of 2004 as
cash decreased and the chargeback reserve decreased." Ex. L-106. at 1 {Summary
Review Memorandum for quarter ended March 31, 2004); Ex. 0•72 at 5 {Audit
Strategies Memorandum for 2004). As Laccetti knew, the only audit evidence of a
response to this problem of an understated reserve --was that-Taro l:JSA ·"increased
accounts receivable for the entire $11 million" ·in -estimated· excess 'chargebacks ··alfd ~---· --· ·
"also reserved the entire amount." /d. But, at year end 2004, it ceased ·recording the
$11 million· reserve, while maintaining the.$11 million receivable." E.g~~ Ex. 0~88 at 3:- · ·

Management's reference, as reported by the audit team, to its having "collected
$1 o million" of other, once-disputed sales allowance claims :-froin the· wholesalers
seemed to treat collectability of the $11 million receivable as though it were the same
issue -as the adequacy of the· chargebacks reserve. Similarly, the Accounts Rece!ivable ·
Memorandum discussed the inclusion of the $11 million in gross· receivables without
any offsetting reserve\ but said nothing about the decrease in the chargebacks reserve:
"correspondence has been sent to the wholesalers to recover these amounts"; and
management "has informed us that [it is] in the process of negotiating new General
. W~Qb;l~$1~ s~rvjp~.Agr~~meqts with [them] ~ndthat[it] ..expect[S]ttO:,receive··this·:,J'iloney~ .
· in 2QQ$s;.an·d "if-[it·is] unable to receive direct payment from the.wholesalers·that-[it]\wm~-----
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or discounts given to wholesalers to eventually ..SfltiSfy the
receivable balance," w..hich the audit team deemed reasonabJe sin.ce ~incorrect.:exce~s
c.h~rgebacks ·w~re given .to the wholesalers in the first pl~ceJJ and
negotiation ._qf
reduc;~d chargebacks is a good possibility," as "chargebacks are a normal p~rt .or[tbE:l
U~ subsidiary's] business process." Ex. L-22 at 5-6; see R.D. 180 at 73 (Laccetti
argues he "obtained corroborating documentation .. as to the collectability ,of
approximately $1 t million in chargebacks"), citing Ex. R-12 at 3 (Taro USA
rt~anagement representation letter, dated February 18, 2005, stating, "We ackn()wledge
our. responsibility for the not recording any allowances or reserves on .$11 million in
~ccoun,ts receivable :that relates to excess chargeb.aqk's paid .to Wholesalers .in !2Q04.
We ~elieve this amollnt is fully collectible and should be received in the next year/~).

"a

Even if that discussion might be read to justify maintaining the receivable (for
expected direct payments of $11 million) or reducing the reserve (for. expected
reductions of future chargebacks covered by that reserve by $11 million), it would not
explain doing both at the same time, without any evidence that the reserve had ~n
replenished from its initially depleted state. Viewing the $11 million that was initially
added to the reserves as addressing the prospect for recouping the overpaym~nts-as
later elimination of that amount from the reserves based on the status of negotiations
with the wholesalers indicated-merely addressed the collection risk associated .with
that particular means of satisfying chargebacks claims. It did not address .the
restoration of the chargebacks reserve to the level necessary to cover an of the
probable chargebacks claims on sales through the end of the year under. audit. If that
reserve were restored to that level, it would, in theory, offset the $11 million receivable
dedicated to those cl~ims. But reducing the reserves by $11 million and including an
$11 million receivable double-counted the $11 million, as Laccetti himself seemed to
concede at the hearing. See R.D. 139a· at 1020.
Furthermore, even if Taro USA recovered the $11 million-by whatever meansthere was an even deeper problem with management's explanation for why the
company's recorded year-end chargebacks reserve was reasonable. Laccetti, in.trying
to justify his acceptance of managemenfs representation about the. decrease in the
chargebacks reserve, which relied on the $11 million figure, essentially contends that
the $11 million reasonably approximated the amount by which the chargebacks reserve
had been depleted by Taro USA's overpayments of chargebacks. But in trying to
explain why he did not treat the estimates of wholesaler inventory on which the $11
million figure was based as a factor in his audit assessment of Taro USA's sales
allowance estimates, Laccetti took a contradictory position that only exposes how little
care and attention he devoted to the level of the year-end 2004 chargebacks reserve.
The excess chargebacks resulted from Taro USA's processing of chargebacks
claims made by its three largest wholesalers at the higher price it charged· them as of
July t, 2003, rather than at the pre-July 1 actual purchase price. In the quarterly review
for the period ending March 31, 2004, the 2003 Taro USA audit team, including Laccetti,

'a

·explained ·that "[a]ny ·inventory held at July 1, 2003 would. have been purchased~- ~t
lesser price and therefore entitled to a smaller chargeback than was submitted." ExfL106 at 1. To estimate the amount of inventory,_ Taro USA obtaine(tJune 1",. 2003
inventol)l levels.·. at one of the wholesalers and added Jun~. 2003. :·p~rchas~s·· to
--·-- - ·-- · - - ··-:extrapolate the figures··to July 1, ·2003; ·and,·-rackrn~rln'lefitcnyifata··rot';ffier·mr;·er-fWo·-~----·--·-···-:-· ··-··wholesalers. it assumed that the purchases from the six months before July 1, 2003
were still in inventory and calculated the excess charge~acks ·_based ···on· six <or, .in·tij~
case of one wholesaler, only four months of sales data~ 'Jd.; EX·~ L~1b7 at1-~3; Ex~ ·o~23~
17hen, Laccetti maintains, Taro USA used the ·calculations, based on· "this· linreUiabfe
inventory assumption," for "the sole purpose of negotiating with wholesalers ·to recover
the excess chargebacks Taro US had paid to them,u not for the parent company's yearend financial statements. R.D. 180 at 22-23 (citing R.D. 139a at 946-47, 1016-18).
By Laccetti's account, Taro USA "worked up a rough method of esti'mating how
much· money it had overpaid in chargebacks ·to· the··wholesalers, 11 basEicf in-·ptiff'·on
"rudimentary sales analysis,u and this "not rigorous" and "rough estimate of its
_Q.v.erp.ayment .of..chargebacks"-the- $11-million-was-,.!crude··.gnd.. unsuitable·:for~use-in"·""·"'"' ·'"" ·~~~--· .. ,: """"'. ,~.
connection with the issues of accounts receivable. ·estim'atiorfs; and :revenue ·reeb · ion.;. . ·
· · ·· ·· · ·
........----r~l~etf"ttrr1:1rcrtJS-s1frf'Etn~ff:il. reporting pac· age an "
·~ rnst & ·Young]· team's.-a.t;~dit
ofvtbat=financlal;;sepg-=tiRg;:paekagey.=:=Rre?Zf>B~H.~ff.R..:!5.~. .14~f}§_ 3~iil?t8Q.1.?*ftS~ .
1
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alone" would not be used for a reasonable estimate of the chargebacks reserve
because it "U]ust tells you how much the particular customer purchased." R.D. 139a at
946-47. Laccetti claimed he did not use the estimate in any way for purposes of testing
Taro USA's sales allowance reserves during the 2004 audit. /d.; R.D. 135 at 345-46.
The fact is, however, that Taro USA did not use the inventory estimates and
resulting $11 million figure "for the sole purpose of negotiating with wholesalers to
recover the excess chargebacks" but also to· explain~the drop ··jn--·the ~charg~b:~cl<s·
re~erve ·by·year end 2004. And· the fact is th·at~ during the aucUt,· taccetti did .. no'f"freaf
the $11 million figure, or the negotiations, as "unsuitable"·for ass~s~ing the ch_arg~backs·
res~rve. Rather, they were critical to his acceptance of man'agement's representation
about the decrease in the reserve. The mere· fact that the wholesalers, in ongoing
negotiations with Taro USA, appeared willing to accept the "crude" and "rough" $11
million figure did not constitute an audit assessment that it reasonably approximated the
amount by which the chargebacks reserve had been depleted by_ the excess
chargebacks-an assessment Laccetti never made, despite its relevance to
management's representation that the diminished reserve was adequate at year end.
Laccetti argues that, in addition to the management representation just
discussed, he considered an assertion by Taro USA that the increase in its _sales_ of
branded products in. 2004 affected the level of its ·sales allowances· ,that year.·· ;RJ).- 20i4
at 10. This claim is -based on: (1) high-level generalities offered. in his testimony that,
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"the more branded products that [Taro USA] sell[s]," which are .subject to less
comp~tition than generic products, "the fewer discounts th~t are n~eded~ (R.D.. 139a ~t
925-27); and (2) "Divisional Accounts Receivable" sched~les. at the bottom of the. 20032.00~ annual and. ~004 quarterly Accounts Receivable Summary ~work papers. (Ex. L-2~
at 8-11 ). The schedules broadly categorized year-end· 2003 and 2004. receivaples- jnto
brande.d and. generic products, calculated that the brande.d category had ,grown from
$2.5 million to $17.9 million since year end 2003, while overaltgross. receivables had
grQwn by $12 million to $165.5 million, and adjusted the,~qcounts reqeivable reserves at
the end of 2003, 2004, and each quarter of 2004 by multiplying the. amount of.branded
receivables by 2% and subtracting that amount from .the reserves, repre.senting the
cash discounts for timely payment .offered on all Taro USA. sales. /d. Laccetti, testlfied
the p4rpose of the calculations was to corroborate its assertion that its $ales of b.randed
products were rising and to compare the adjusted reserves, as a percentage o.f nonbranded receivables, at period end, to see if they were "in line." R.D. 139a at 9Z5~26.
There is no evidence that any discussion or consideration of Taro USA's socalled divisional analysis focused specifically on the reduction in the chargebacks
reserve, and Laccetti has appeared to concede as much (see R.D. 137 at 497-99; R.D.
204 at 10 n.13). Further, it did not analyze the growth in Taro USA's branded sales or
receivables, which remained a relatively small part of total sales and receivables, in the
context of other developments, to determine the overall effect, if any, on the level of the
year-end 2004 sales·allowance reserves, much less explain a disproportionate effect on
chargebacks. As Laccetti recognized, Taro USA "did not provide a divisional analysis
for the accounts receivable reserves," only breakdowns of gross sales and gross
receivables into the categories of branded or generic product. .R.D. 180a at 136.
Laccetti also knew that, over the same period that the divisional data showed the
rise in branded sales, generic sales, which were "the biggest component of [Taro
USA's] sales year over year," and were fully subject to sales allowances, held steady
(were "flaf'). R.D. 139a at 925; Ex. D-63 at 59-62. And he knew that total sales
adjustments and related total year-end reserves for 2004 each grew, as did essentially
all of the major individual reserves except for chargebacks. Ex. L-22 at 2, 8, 14. In
addition, Laccetti's audit work on the $20 million special reserve, which covered sales of
branded products by another company before Taro USA acquired the right to sell them
in July 2004, showed that chargebacks and other allowances were offered, to some
extent, on sales of such products, and to the same large wholesalers Taro USA utilized.
Ex. L-178 at 3, 4; see generally, e.g., Ex. J-1 at 17 (Taro USA's parent company's Form
20-F for 2003: "Even if launched commercially, our proprietary products may face
competition from existing or new products of other companies."); R.D. 135 at 435-37
(2004 Taro USA audit team did not review significant contractual terms or credit memo
patterns for chargebacks, see Ex. D-125 at 4). Thus, even if there were evidence that
Laccetti considered the divisional analysis in connection with the decrease in the
chargebacks reserve, the analysis was too cursory to help explain the large decrease.
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·Despite· cause for concern about the chargebacks :reserve ·from his owri .. auait
procedure, Laccetti did nothing further to investigate rrianagemeht's explanation for:the
decrease. Indeed, once Taro USA told him it was "difficutr_to match _cha~gebacks t9Jh~
sales giVing- rise to them and did not supply a .detailed calculation ·for that reserve, he.
-··-·-.made.. no- other:-attempt· to· specifically -test:the chargebatks-·auowan-ce:- ~"He.;1ibiil'fd&rlea--· -----··---~---all other plan·ned procedures to do so, including "[d]eterminpng] reasonableness ·of
reserve for chargebacks by calculating chargebacks as a percentage of safes"..J...Which
would have shown the chargebacks reserve was less 'than 5% -of gross' accounts'·
receivable, while 'the amount of chargebacks as a·percentage ofgross·:sales:was 35o/o
(Ex. L-22 at 2-3, 14-15); "analyzing trend of chargebacks using the September and
December aging and the most recent aging"; and "[o]n a test basis· compar[ing] amounts
accrued to contracts for reasonableness.".l§' Although Laccetti claimed to understand
that Taro USA "looked at the chargeback allowance" by reviewing "the .. actual
chargeback credits processed and issued"·(R.D. 139a at'907, 1013-14), he undertool<:
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the .planned eroced ures . beyg_o.~~99e$Ung~tno.Yt.el(p_la.nati~ri~~t(~t~.it.:WJfs~rer•t$q::t<f. '.... -~- : . . . . ....
Taro· ·osA's faflure
provide a detailed calculcltion for its year..:end 2004 chargebacks
reServe; stating the general point that "changes to the audit plan as the audit is carried
out is a standard occurrence"; and broadly asserting that "contrasting balance sheet
ratios and income statement ratios" or "comparing processed and estimated
allowances" would be "inappropriate with respect to Taro US" simply because there was
not a "one-to-one predictive relationship" between them. E~g., R.D. 180a at 61-62, 68,
77, 79, 80-81, 95, 183, 191, 230. The last point is inconsistent with other positions
taken in the 2004 audit. For example, the work papers show that, in testing Taro USA's
y~ar-end 2004 returns reserve, the audit team "tevieWed·t~e· calcW~tion.~.oc::f.P~rfaonecf . ·.
ah~lrytics notil;g· 'that the allowa·nce for· returns as a percentage of gross sales is 2.08%
for 2004 and 1.37%. for 2003,~ which is "consistent as a percentage of gross accounts
re.ceivable." Ex. L-24 at 2. Moreover, Laccetti has repeatedly asserted that Taro USA
relied on "processed sales adjustments" in establishing individual accounts receivable
reserves, including chargebacks, and that the team "reviewed processed credits as part
o([its] testing" of the other individual reserves. See, e.g., R.D. 139a at 896-907; R.D.
180 at 38-39; R.D. 180a at 169. According to him, "processed credits during the year
under audit are relevant historical information for evaluating an estimate, as they may
be the most indicative of the current operating environment." /d. at 171. Furthermore,
the engagement partner for the 2003 audit testified in the investigation to precedent for
Taro USA itself having made "a calculation where they took the gross sales" and "the
cash receipts for the year, and it showed. a percentage of collections on the sa!es" a11~ . .
..
.
1
• 'appli~d: that percenitage to t.~~tr 9!JJ~tal'lding .accQuots_Jtl6eiY,aJ;)le~~tth~)~rJ:~Lof.'tf1e.~ye~t-.'_-~::7~:-··-. ~~~-·----:
. ··--lcrcalciilatewhafthey believed was their allowance requirement." Ex. L-180 at 21-22.
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no ~n~lysis of any chargebacks claims it received and processed.and no assessment of
chargebacks claims likely to be, or in fact, received after 2004 based on prior sale~.~
Theref9re, other than comparing the chargebacks reserve balance at the end of
2003 and 2004. .and, without proper .consideration, accepting .Taro USA's Jnsuppqrt;ble
explanation, Laccetti did nothing else to test the year-end 2004 chargebacks reserve
itself. Instead, he oth~rwise relied on procedures performed on the accounts. receivable
reserves as a wliol~to which we now turn-to test this part of the total.

2. Analytical procedures
a. DSR analysis
. The Division contends that the days sales in accounts receivable-or DSRanalysis was "the primary procedure" that Laccetti used to test aggregate accounts
receivable allowances and was grossly deficient. E.g., R.D. 205 at 7, 23. Laccetti
counters it was only one of "several" analytical procedures he used for that purpose, but
otherwise does not appear to try to defend it on appeal. R.D. 204 at 6. Regardless of
the parties' characterizations, the evidence shows that the DSR analysis played an
important role in the 2004 Taro USA audit and that it was seriously flawed.

W
Laccetti cannot dismiss as irrelevant to this case, as he seems to do (e.g., R.D.
210 at 13 n.9;·R.D. 180a at 101; R.D. 180 at 10-11), the amount of chargebacks claims
Taro USA processed in 2004, because it could well have had implications for the
adequacy of the year-end chargebacks reserve. He argues (id.) that as Taro USA
approved sales allowance claims over the course of the·year, it replaced, for purposes
of its income statement, the estimated sales adjustments corresponding to those claims
with the actual amount of the claims, and, for·purposes of its balance sheet, discharged
the actual amount of the claims from the appropriate reserves, with the result that by
year end, only the sales allowance reserves and a related, relatively small portion of the
year's total sales adjustments constituted estimates of future sales allowance claims
based on past sales. But Laccetti did not analyze the relationship between processed
charge backs and future chargebacks in the 2004 audit. Similarly, Laccetti understood
during the audit that Taro USA did not have inventory information from the wholesalers,
did not match chargebacks claims to the sales giving rise to them, did not determine the
lag time between the sales.and the claims, and did not prepare any detailed calculation,
based on processed chargebacks, of the expected amount of future chargebacks. In
light of this lack of audit testing and evidence, Laccetti had no basis for simply assuming
that the chargebacks processed in 2004 derived only from 2004 sales and largely
exhausted the chargebacks that could be expected to arise from the 2004 sales, rather
than foreshadowed that a large magnitude of such chargebacks was still to come.

.. 1. -·

~~· ~:i. ·--=·-:-~·...., ,_..:.... ::.-.- - ~.
..... · ... ~ ·-- ~

··--

Other than noting the amount by which Taro USA's year-encr2004: accoUnts_ :.
receivable reserves had increased, in dollars and as a percentage of gross:reeeivables~
and explaining the increase by reference to the $20 million special reserve, all the
Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandinn stated-~ about ;"testing th~ ··aggregate
-- -· .. --reserves- was that, ~[ijn •order to test- the ·adequacy--of[the··accaurifS' recelvatSielif~eMs·.........
.- ·· ~--···--- ··· --~----·
in total, EY calculated Days Sales in Receivables (DSR) for 2004 and compared ·rt to
2003," then adjusted the DSR downward and deemed it in line with 2001 and 2002.· Ex.
L-22 at 22. Laccetti recognized that DSR could be arf "indicatior(ofcoiicE!rns With
reserves." R.D. 139a at 924. Use of DSR to test the reserves is consistent ·with his
expert's description of that analytical procedure as "utiliz[ing] relationships between net
accounts receivable (accounts receivable less accounts receivable allowances) and net
sales (sales less sales allowances)," such that, "[i]f, for example, chargebacks were
under-reserved or actual chargebacks increased, the DSR calculated would increase."
Ex·. L-179 at 34. But, as his expert stated, the procedure "begi~s with the expectation
that the DSR would remain consistentoverthe period ofreview~n:fa.·- ..
. r'
••.·.
Wbattb.e_orjginal DSR_analysis.showed-was-that-fr.om-the.. end~of-2003'!to·th&.end~.~----...__. --~! 20.04 OS~ rose sharply from 111. d~y~ to 171 d~~s~ Ex.- ~~~2~- ~!·~··· ;r~e!~-'extra1 ·~!)!.s ··---~ ~ ..
eMtende~BSR--by-54o/ram:f--war,nritsetr,-ttnrttmglf~t _pin~ocr ~p,~c1~1~q 1n ·f1ro· Q~s· ·
·
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increase in DSR was cause for concern and was part of the "problems, that led to his
initially expressed discomfort with the reserves and to his view that "the trends didn't
appear to be as we expected, which if the business doesn't change significantly you are
going to assume the trends relatively remain consistent from one year to the next so
that that is the expectation when you move into the audit." R.D. 135 at 466-68, R.D.
139a at 923-25, 1012-13; see D-303 at 137-38, 144-45 (audifs senior manager testifies
in investigation he believes what gave he and Laccetti pause during February 2005 was
"we were still struggling" with DSR). Additional analysis ·performed· at Taro·. USA's·
request·did not allay Laccetti's concerns; and the seniormanagerwrote·to·rtfanagement··· ,_
on February 8, 2005, "The days outstanding are high and we need to consider'if yo~.:~ a~e:
adequately reserved." Ex. D-84 at 1. Laccetti flagged DSR as an issue to the principal
auditor in discussions around February 10, 2005, as reported in notes of that firm's
engagement partner: "There is a growth in the number of days of credit and in the sum
of the customer debts, but there is no corresponding growth in the various reserves."
Ex. D-91; Ex. D-234 at 1; R.D. 139a at 1132-33; see Ex. D-86; R.D. 135 at 409-10.
Consistent with the foregoing, the Accounts Receivable Memorandum discussed
the audit team's "analytical review of the Days in Receivable," followed by its "further
investigation" and adjustment of the 170-day figure and comparison to 2001 and 2002,
before describing five items it evaluated "to gain some more comfort with the accounts
r~c~ocabJe -~~lance,". t.hre~ ·of. which related. to. the ;OSR. adjustment.· ,Ex~--·L-2Q./,;~tt;5~6v
Th~t memorandum provided the only discussion of the audit. ,festing.~of aggregate·
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accounts receiyable. reserves that was included in the Summary Review Memorandum
~ent to the pfi.ncipal auditor.. Ex. D-125 at 2-4. When, upon reviewing the latter,~.the
princip~J auditor's engagement partner pressed Laccetti on. whether he was. completely
satlsfie~ with the existing level of reserves, Laccetti referred .the partner; bacK. to .the
S.ummary Review Memorandum. Ex. D-100 at 1-2; see Exs. L-181 at 63, 65-66,;0-303
at 145-46, 157, 160 (in investigative testimony, seniormanager on 2004 Taro USA audit
repeatedly cited Summary Review Memorandum to explain audit conclusions).
Although these memoranda we have been discussing were summaries, it is
reasonable to read them as highlighting points viewed as important, .and .the
prominence given to the DSR analysis in them is telling. In addition, subject to. further
consideration, of course, the mathematical calculations for the other analytical
procedures had been performed and the results reviewed by Laccetti by ·February 8,
2005, when he wrote, "Our accounts receivable analysis is not favorable" (Ex .. D-87 at
1). R.D. 135 at 414-17; R.D. 137 at 535-36; R.D. 180a at 134. But,.other than perhaps
a calculation of net sales as a percentage of gross sales for 2003 and :2004 (compare
Ex. D-79 at 7 with Ex. L-22 at 1640), the DSR adjustment was the only new calculation.
The efforts and attention that continued to be expended on the DSR analysis, at a
crucial stage .of the. audit, with the original fieldwork completion date already past,
continued unc~rtainty about where the audit team stood on. -the accounts receivable
reserves, and the February 24, 2005 date on which the parent company intended to
issue a press. release announcing its 2004 consolidated financial results rapidly
approaching (see Ex. D-88 at 2; Ex. D-34 at 2; R.D. 135 at 422-23), ·indicates the
importance attributed to DSR in the audit. The senior manager testified .. in the
investigation that "we struggled quite a bit with accounts receivable through .the tail end
of the audif' and that, ultimately, other than the testing of the individual allowances, it
was the recalculation of DSR and the comparison of that figure to certain prior years
that was the primary procedure that gave the seni_or manager comfort with Taro USA's
reserves. Ex. D-303 at 92-93, 103. Even without the senior manager's perspective, the
record shows the DSR procedure played an important role in the 2004 Taro USA audit.
Yet basic aspects of this DSR procedure undermined its capacity to produce
supporting audit evidence. First, after discussions with Taro USA (R.D. 139a at 92325), Laccetti "determined that $1 0 million of the outstanding AIR in over 90 days relates
to items that are either advance chargebacks or duplicate rebates taken by customers
that take more time and effort to collect." Ex. L-22 at 5, 22. The only identifiable
description of this determination in the work papers is a brief reference in the Accounts
Receivable Memorandum and the Accounts Receivable Allowances Memorandum.
There is no indication in these work papers or Laccettl's te$timony that in making the
determination he relied on anything other than management representations. The
senior manager of the audit testified in the investigation that, while he recalled "some
explanations as to the rebates being investigated based on the analysis we had done
on the accounts receivable aging,', he did not believe there was "specific. audit evidence
obtained" from Taro USA about advance chargebacks "that was analyzed and included

in the work papers." Ex. D-303 at 109-110. The wotk papers indicated that the audit.
team reviewed Taro USA's 2004 year-end aging report and identified nine ,items, fiVe
involving its three largest wholesalers, by six tick marks on a work~paper.- LaccetU could
not recall whether or liot this work relc:ited to the DSR adjustment. R.D. 13Tat"49·1~92. ·
But the tick marks refer only to a billback, two reBates,·· ·and~ ·Hcredft"' arno·o-rits"' ·of· ..·. "' ' unidentified type, and, apart from one billback, do not suggest that the descriptions-were
supported by anything more than untested management assertions~ Ex: l-2·3 af 21'29:·-•~Se-cond, the audit team stated that the majority of the $10 'million "related to [the
company's] three largest customers," which "account for a significant percentage of pts]
sales and have historically dictated payment terms, causing-[its] days in receivable to be
high," and that Taro USA "has a history of collecting such items~" Ex. L-22 at 5-6; see
Ex. L-23 at 2129 ("Since [the company] is dependent on three very· large
wholesalers ... it is at a disadvantage when it comes to collecting payment timely. The
wholesalers· have historically been slow· in paying [it]:"). But these assertions pro"ided
no basis for distinguishing 2004 from prioryears and identifying a· cause that could allay
_ ___,t,....hEt.C.Pil~JnJhatthe_200.4_collection.problem.indicated-a-problem ..with-the·reserves~-"""':;.,......_.__ -.~-~
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at _492-93. The audit team's "lag analysis.'' eve.n "~ssuming [an] average of 110 days to
coUect rec~ivabl~s" based on 2003's. much lower DSR. showed. outstanding; receivaples
that .did not r~la.te to the current quarter increasing by over. $10. miiUon in. the. fo~dh
quarter. to $48,961 ,234, higher than any .other quarter in 2004 e~cept the second~r Ex. ,L22. at 12. The team's February 8, 2005 analysis of the· last five months of cash
collections, post-dating the second quarter sales .decline, stated that: the -results wer~
"not good.~ Ex. D-83 at 1, 7; Ex. D-85. That analysis, not included in the work, pap~rs.
show~d that it would take 244.34 days to collect the year--end 2004 ·accounts· receivable
balance based. on the average monthly collections. for Septemb~r ~004. through ,January
2005. Ex. D-83 at 7; Ex. D-303 at 121-26 {senior manager's investigative testimony).
Fourth, the team used incorrect DSRs for 2002 and 200j-_140.26 and 148.13that greatly overstated the real numbers-93.14 and 97 .84. It is not clear why those
DSRs were recalculated on a blank slate in the 2004. audit. The prior •years work
papers, which both Laccetti and the senior manager stated they had consulted at some
stage of the 2004 audit, and which Laccetti helped create as senior manager on .the
2003 audit, contained correct DSRs back to 2001, and a 2004 audit work paper analysis
of reserves and write-offs, a work step he signed off on as having reviewed, contained
the correct 2002 DSR. Ex. L-110 at 44-45; Ex. L-24 at 172; Ex. D-9; R.D. 137 at 490,
R.D. 139a at 882-83 {Laccetti); Exs. L-181 at 12-13, 36-37, D-303 at 110-11 (senior
manager's investigative testimony). In any event, had Laccetti led a review of the-audit
work papers from prior years focused on whether there was a need. to adjust. those
years~ DSRs, for purposes of a valid comparison to 2004, the e~roneous, off-the-cuff recalculations· of the prior years' DSRs in the 2004 audit likely would not have happened.
Fifth, the audit team stated that it had averaged the DSRs for 200.1, 2002, and
2003 into a "three year trended days in receivable" of 133 days and compared .it to :the
150 days, with the notation that "[p]art" of the difference "was a result of [the company's)
accounts receivable account analyst/customer account . representatives_ being
shorthanded due to cut backs." Ex. L-22 at 6. But the average was incorrect because
the DSRs for 2002 and 2001 were each 50 days too low, due to the calculation errors.
There is no indication in the record of any audit testing of Taro USA's representation
about staffing or how it related to collections, nor any analysis of how much of a part it
might have played in increasing DSR. It did not prevent Taro USA from "ptocess[ing]
more credits during 2004 than they did in 2003" (R.D. 139a at 931); see Ex. L-175
(Sales/AR/Cash Receipts Narrative Process memorandum in work ·papers discussing
customer service staff duties). And whatever part a staffing shortfall may have played in
a 17-day difference in DSR does not explain a much larger actual difference in DSR.
Thus, contrary to Laccetti's claim that the "2004 DSR supplied evidence that Taro
USA's accounts receivable reserves were adequate" (R.D. 180a at 128), the faulty DSR
analysis did no such thing. Similarly, he is incorrect that it qualified as "independently
develop[ing) an expectation as to the estimate by using other key factors or alternative
assumptions about those factors (used to prepare the estimate]" under AU § 342.1 Ob
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and .12. Laccetti used DSR as an important test of the total accounts receivable
reserves balance. He chose 2003 as his expectation for DSR,- and then, after its <[;)SR
figure contrasted unfavorably with 2004, avoided any further examination. of,
direct
cornparisorf Witti, 2003 hi. the analysis, and, without any reasoned~eixpia~~tion, -~asU~HY
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DSR. Relying on uncorroborated management representations·;· Laccetti adjusted :the
2004 DSR figure downward without even considering making compatable adju~trT.t~nts
to· the"oth'et years•·· DSRs, where the stated. reason for mal<ing the. adjustments applied
equally to the other years. This, as far as he knew, rendered 'the cotnparisorfs ofDSRs
he then proceeded to make incongruous, indeterminate, and unreliable.

b. Additional analytical procedures performed
In addition to the divisional and DSR analyses, discussed ·above, Laccetti's
appeal briefs specify four other analytical procedures performed· as· ~su[?stantiv(f·auait
·tests of· Taro USA's 2004 "overall accounts receivable reserve" that, in his view·,
"supported the. reasonableness" of that reserve.-·· R.D: ·294-at- 6·· n~·10, ~-7-9;· .-RJ~:··Q1·0·at · · ........ -·--·-····- ···-··
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team's accounts receivable analysis was not favorable. And the last three· of the four
are not mentioned in the audit memoranda highlighting the work performed. Laccetti
testified generally that he continued to evaluate all audit data as conversations with
Taro USA progressed in February 2005. R.D. 139a at 952-53. Assuming that he relied
on the four analytical procedures to support his unqualified opinion on Taro USA's 2004
financial reporting package, we find that, although the procedures could have provided
some inform~tion, they were too imprecise and the analysis too cursory and
inconsistent with- other data to provide ·the necessary--· degree- -of assuranc~; · in
-cambination..wHh1he.. other·auditwoTk'llris-sae-;·-urcn1fl)'Meliliil 'maleri811iiisslatefii•enror~·~w...,...,.~~'l"·~~-r""" ·
Taro USA's total year-end accounts receivable reserves balance would be detected~
4
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First, the audit team noted that, adjusting for the $11 million excess chargebacks
receivable and the $20 million special reserve, Taro USA's year-end gross accounts
receivable had risen by $12 million, while year-end gross accounts receivable reserves
had "increased only $1 million," from 2003 to 2004. Ex. L-22 at 2-3, 5, 8, 21. The team
explained the dollar amount·of change in the one relative to the other as being· "due to a·
combination of a drop in sales for 2004 (specifically the 2nd quarter), which reduced
allowances booked and a slow down in payments from the largest wholesalers in 2004."
/d. at 3. In terms of percentages, the team computed the year-end reserves as 26% of
the gross in 2004, compared to 27°,1, in 2003, id. at 8, from which Laccett~. simply
. concludes· that. ~the .figures for 2003 and 2004 were-closely aUg ned~ (R~D. 204fat-9)~ .; ·· ·
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. This first procedure thus compared the year-end gross receivables and accounts
receivable .reserves, in dollar amount and as a percentage·of one another, for 2003 and
2004.. It was a general trend analysis. that did not provide any c:l~ta.iled study of the
rel~tiooship between the year-end gross receivables and accounts receivable· reserves.
As to the percentage comparisons, Laccetti contends that Taro USA estimated sales
allowances as a whole and chargebacks, as distinct from the other individual.· sales
allowances, by historical comparisons of "'the overall AR, gross AR to the total
allowances."' R.D. 180 at 38 n.15 (quoting senior manager's investigative testimony). If
so, then an audit procedure making similar comparisons amounted to little more than
replicating management's .calculations, without testing or evaluating its methods.
Further, Taro USA's sales allowances were many and varied, as were the ways it
derived the estimates for them. This first analytical procedure was a highly aggregated
comparison that did not identify or provide insight into potentially significant changes in
different types.of allowances or explain data obtained by the audit team about particular
allowances. For example, from year end 2003 to -year end 2004, the rebates reserve
rose ,by $7.9 million to $19.6 million, an increase of 149o/o, from 5% to .12% as a
percentage of total accounts receivable reserves. The Accounts Receivable Allowance
Memorandum had noted that ''[i]n the second quarter of2004, Taro moved from .issuing
rebates on a monthly basis to a quarterly basis with the exception of three customers."
Ex. L-22 at 18. Evidently, this was a reversal-of practice from 2003, with potentially
serious implications for assessing the total reserve balance. The Summary. Review
Memorandum for the 2003 Taro USA audit, co-signed by Laccetti as senior manager,
had explained that "during fiscal year 2003 [the company] began processing. rebates on
a monthly basis where in past years rebates were processed quarterly," causing "a
significant reduction in the rebate allowance at December 31, 2003, which. has resulted
in total allowances as a percentage of accounts receivable to decline significantly at
December 31, 2003 as well." Ex. D-4 at 2 (introduced without objection from .Laccetti,
see, .e.g., R.D. 66a at .1; R.D. 141 at 1468-71; R.D. 174 at 16). Yet the first analytical
procedure obscured, rather than identified or explained, any reverse dynamic in~ 2004,
which might have misleadingly offset, through the procedure's gross comparisons of the
amount or percentage of total reserves, the 87% reduction in the chargebacks reserve.
And we are unable to find any analysis of this issue elsewhere in the work papers.
Additionally, there is no analysis of why the figures for 2003 and 2004 should
have been "closely aligned," given the 2004 developments described in the work paper,
or any attempt to reconcile this finding with the DSR analysis, in which 2003 results
were discarded as a valid expectation for 2004 results. Even if 2003 were a reasonable
benchmark, the explanation is flawed for why, by year end 2004, compared to 2003, the
increase in the accounts receivable reserves was so small relative to the increase in the
gross receivables: that the second-quarter drop in sales resulted in less sales
deductions being added to the reserves, while sales allowance claims continued to
arrive and reduce the reserves, and the slowdown in payments enlarged gross accounts
receivable. No account is taken of the fact-noted repeatedly in the work papers and

stressed in· response to· comments by the principal ·auditor on ·the-draft Autlit' ~trategies
·Memorandum-that there was a "[r]ecovery of sales in the third and fourth'·quarter,"
once wholesalers worked off their existing inventories, resulting in a $12 million increase
in gross sales for2004: -Ex. D-72 ·at 3~4; Ex. L-22 at 3, s;_ 12, .16~8; _-',!hu~!: t~e})~l)' . .
. ..
. .. :_. ·reason~given· .by. the -first-procedure· for--Why·the~ tise ·Jn:reserves-·lagged Js·ofci~Jjeh'inet-tn-e·-~·-- -----·-·
rise in-gross receivables was flawed. And Taro USA's divisional analysis did riot explain
any increase at all in the reserves, much· less the $63 million· increase·: ·in ....sales
adjustments from·yearend 2003 to yearend 2004. See id. at 14~1·5~
-. . . ,.._- ;·, ·.
Second, for each successive quarter of 2004, the audit team compared the total
accounts receivable reserves as a percentage of gross accounts receivable: 19%, 28%,
30%, 26%. /d. at 10. Laccetti asserts (R.D. 204 at 9), without explanation or citation,
that this "supported the reasonableness of the overall accounts ·receivabfe reserve.~ · ·
Again, this was a broad, highly aggregated comparison. The risif)g· percentages
over the course of the year until the fourth ·quarter and the decline that q·uarter ·to around

·------·--____!h_~~eq_ond:Quart~t.lev.el,_stiiLcloseJo_the_;.third-quarter-"'levef.and..:well-above-th~first~is~---:-:-not consistent with the description of 2004 developments ·pro\/ided in the:fh'sfprdcedure! · ,_>- .:-.~.·

_ _..._.._..___....,:fl-li&"easts~v~rr-furtheFdoubt-on-the-valtditra~hose tll!s"'"crlf:Jtr:orr§.or o'frlfle·varue.~noe
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·- . . . · --theTeServes:irorrr-quarte-r·to··quarter,·· raro·· osA· ·usea 1ffeq;;same -metfiOCIOYogy ·mrouQJiouf
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2004, according to Laccetti (see Ex. D-72 at 5}, so the reserves could have been
consistently incorrect. Also, Laccetti wrote in his March 3, 2005 email to the principal
auditor that "I believe we did receive some information [from Taro USA] late in the audit
process," and "[t]hey do book allowances through-out the year," but "they have no real
basis for the amounts they record." Ex. D-117 at 1. There is no indication this problem
would have been remedied as to accounts receivable allowances as a whole and
chargebacks, for which no detailed calculations were provided during the audit. Under
these circumstances, the sequence ofquarterlyreserve percentages Is-unrevealing."··:.. ·

..,. .,. __.___
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Third, splitting gross sales in two different ways, Laccetti compared ·net sales as
a percentage of gross sales for 2003 and 2004-51% and 43%-with cash collections
as a percentage of gross sales for those years--43% and 40%. Ex. L-22 at 15, 1640.
Explaining that the more closely net sales approximate cash collections, the more exact
is a company's accounting estimation of the amount of cash it will realize from its saleS,
Laccetti testified that he "took comfort" from the fact that "the gap" ·between' the
percentage of gross sales comprised by net sales and. the percentage of"gross :sales
comprised by cash collections "was closing" from 8% (51% minus 43%) in 2003 to:3%
(43% minus 40o/o) in 2004. R.D. 139a at 930. In a related calculation, the team looked
at the relationships from the other side of the coin. The part of gross sales not
comprised by net sales is sales adjustments, and the part of gross sales not comprised
by oash coll~ctions is .uncollected gross sales. Dividing these other-¢0-mponent~- of
gross sales by total gross sales, the team calcu(ated an "Allowance percenta-ge •'ba!Sed·
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on net sales" and an "Allowance percentage based on cash .collections," showif)g tha.t
s~les adjustments had risen from 2003. to 2004 by a gre~ter percentage (~9% to, 9.7%)
than uncollepted gross sales had risen (57% to 60%), as a: percent~g~ of ,gross _sales.
~. L-22 at 15. The work paper stated that "the allowance percentage for netsales?.and
cash coll~ctions increased" due to "price erosion in 2004" and that cash collections were
down "due to decrease in net sales in 2004 and slow down in payments from three
largest wholesalers." A tick mark linked the figures showing _the decreaseJn net sales
as a p~rcentage of gross sales from 2003 to 2004 to the s~tem~nt,_ "Due to decr.ease in
second quarter sales in 2004 and price erosion on generic drugs il12004." /d.
Although, in concept, such an analysis could be us~ful, _this third procedure- did
not determine with any precision the extent to which net sales related t9 collections _on
receivables. As Laccetti noted, Taro USA did not supply, an analysis of cash cpllections
as a percentage of gross receivables or lag reports for subsequent cash receipts-or-for
accounts receivable allowances. Ex. D-100 at 1; R.D. 135. at 314, 372. The lack of
SUC?h analysis and reports indicates that the. cash collection balances could tell the
auditors when cash was collected but not when the related sales took place .and not
whether all sales allowances had been claimed on the sales. Yet the third procedure's
evaluation of the ."gap" between net sales and collections stopped at comparing the
percentage gap year over year. No effort was made to understand the compon~nt~ of
the gap and the reason for the change between periods .. See AU § 329.18 ("More
effective. identification of factors that significantly affect .the relationship is generally
needed as the desired level of assurance from analytical procedures increases.").lfldeed, the third procedure's focus on comparing the gap between two s~ts of
percentages in .2003 with the gap between them in 2004, failed to address the_changes
from 2003 to 2004 in components of each set of percentages-sales adjustments, net
sales, and cash collections-even assuming, contrary to the DSR analysis, that 2003
was a reasonable expectation. Specifically, it failed to address the 8o/o in_crease in sales
adjustments as a percentage of gross sales, compared to only a 3% increase in
uncollected gross sales as a percentage of gross sales, from 2003 to 2004; the $7.7
million drop in cash collections, $35 million drop in net sales, and $63 million jump in
sales adjustments, on a $28 million increase in gross sales, from 2003 to 2004; and the
nearly $16 million drop in cash collections from the third to the fourth quarters of 2004,
on only about a $1 million decrease in sales (Ex. L-22 at 2-3, 8, 10, 15, 1640). Although
a work paper for the third procedure, certain other work papers, and Laccetti's testimony
purport to discuss this, the explanations raise serious questions and concerns.
The audit team stated that the drop in 2004 net sales was "primarily due to the
big decrease in sales in the second quarter of 2004" (Ex. L-22 at 5), which, as noted,
did not address the recovery of sales in the rest of 2004. A work paper for the third
procedure attributed the drop in net sales only partly to "price. erosion on generic drugs
in 2004." Ex. L-22 at 15. The Summary Review Memorandum for the second quarter
2004 review, co-signed by Laccetti, newly promoted from senior manager .to partner

under the engagement partner, had stated: "We reviewed the sales by produ.ct for ·the ·
second quarter of 2004 compared to the first quarter, noting that the decrease ·in sales
was a result of both price erosion and a decrease in quantities sold.H.Even if gen~ric.
trends· remain· low, the new branded products [the selling· rights to which Taro USA
aaquired'··in 'July 2004] will increase' sales-·in' the second~h~lfof2do~·~tt•· E>c•t:.:tos arf:'~ •'•.:•-"·''•H•~'••·- -··~-:-

.~ '•"

J

In attempting to explain why Taro USA's net sales fell by $35 million, while ·its
overall·gross sales _grew by $28 million, from year encf2003 to· year end 2004 {Ex. b~63 .
at 59-62; Ex. L-22 at 8-11), Laccetti testified that "net s·ales is a result'ofprocessing
additional allowances ... if the three wholesalers were working to reduce their inventory
through the channel, and additional allowances were being presented to" Taro USA, this
would "reduc[e] the net sales number." R.D. 135 at· 453;;.55. But that claim is not
grounded in. the record~ Laccetti understood that Taro USA established revenu·e
reductions for estimated sales allowances "at the time of s·ale." .. Ex~ o:.a3 ·ars.'"lhdeed~
the parent company publicly reported for 2003 ·and 2004;that1 "[w]hen w~'recognize arl'tf·
record revenue from the sale of our pharmaceutical products, we simultaneously record
___ ._ .. ____ an_..estimate._of_various-future-costs ... related--to--the-sale;!-including-!ouru-estimates-t>f------~
..
.
.product returns, rebates, chargebacks and otHer sales·- allowances;~: ·Ex·~-d~1'~at·47:.·jEx:-~- ,.. ·· ·'. :. ·<·.:
______..._._.._d:=t-7-a~~ueh-estitnatesc:ms-enmrn· §ross ·s·ales and
.--~ccoroiA -~1o- · ·
·· - .
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.
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·gross rece1va6res:
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·:.:Pidli.ii-m:~s;ettim~l-iS-removea~rro
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'-· --·-- -· thlf'tlalance sfieer·ana~"f6fllie purposes: of'tfi'Efincome 'sfafefrlenf,".lfie~esflmifed~sales-~-··
adjustment recorded is adjusted to reflect the actual processed credit amount," so that
the combination of the remaining estimated amounts. "along with actual credits, reduced
gross sale[s]." R.D. 135 at 208-09; R.D. 180 at 10. Laccetti does not argue that Taro
USA offered more sales allowances in 2004 than 2003; in fact, he claims the higher
branded sales reduced sales allowance reserves in 2004 {R.D. 204 at 10 & n.13), and
the work papers stress the halving or discontinuation of a discount that caused sales to
"decrease[] dramatically in the second quarter" (Ex. J ..29 at 7). Thus, the only apparent
.
ways that ~·processing- of additional allowances" could "reduc[e] the net sales··number"
--------·~·'"""'"wotitdube~~if~tneHactuat"'sales"~llowan&~l~1ftfs''liJ5P"tbW'crmzoo1Jwere
·tnan'tffe~ .. -~~,.,~...--..,....,_-.
....... . ,._
...
corresponding estimated sales adjustments recorded for them at the time of sale or if
those ·approved claims were based on prior..year sales. This suggests ·either that the
2004 estimates were too low or that the sales adjustments for 2004 were being depleted
by sales allowance claims based on sales from a prior year. Either way, if Laccetti "took
comfort" in this, he lacked a basis in the third procedure for doing so.

liigner

Fourth, the audit team again looked at cash collections and net sales. This time,
the team calculated a two-year, 2003-2004 average of cash collections divided by gross
sales, rendered that figure as a percentage {41.66%) and multiplied it by 2004 gross
sales ($580 million), yielding a dollar expectation for 2004 net sales ($241.7 million) that
the team then compared to actual2004 net sales ($248 million). Ex. L-22 at·1640 {wqrk
papet. cQ.ntainiog ·the calculations, without elaboration). · Laecetti- testified that·the~ '$~.3'' ·
nlillion difference between the actual and expected· net ·sales was, &fin ·the .. reasonable
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range,". "from an estimation perspective," because he knew that Taro USA "pro.c~ssed
more. Cf:edits during 2004 than they did in 2003," and thus the .procedure· "gave us
comfort that they were doing a good job estimating allowances." R.D. 139a at 931 ..
.,_

-

.

''

No explanation is given for why an average of 2003 and 2004 results is the, basis
for a reasonable expectation for 2004 results here, whereas. 2003 results are U$ed. in
other a11alytical procedures and are rejected as a basis for direct comparison. or
averaging with 2004 in the DSR.procedure.. The "Average cash collections·%" ~nd $6.3
million difference therefore appear to be arbitrary choices. Nor does Laccetti provide
any reference point or analysis in declaring them to be "in the.reasonable range."
This fourth procedure does no better job than the third of explaining the .large
decrease in net sales from 2003 to 2004. Laccetti's reason for de~ming. the res.ults
rea$onable here is the same unsupported view just discussed that lower than expected
net sales can be explained by Taro USA "process[ing] more credits during 2004 .than
they did in 2003." If by this he means that net sales could drop in 2004 because Taro
USA processed more of the total sales allowance claims it would receive that year
based on that year's sales than it had done in 2003, then that, too, is inconsistent with
the record. Regardless of whether Taro USA processed .a sales allowance claim in .the
same year as the sale giving rise to it, the company made a sales adjustment .for that
claim at the time of sale that would stand in for that claim until it was received and
processed. Net sales would be unaffected by when the claim was actually processed,
so long as the estimate matched the claim. If it did not, then that could indicate a
problem with the sales adjustments and related reserves. Thus, the fourth procedure
did not show that Taro USA was "doing a good job estimating allowances."
The same is true of two additional analytical procedures Laccetti cited before the
hearing officer as tests of Taro USA's 2004 accounts receivable allowances as a whole:
(1) a calculation of year-end net accounts receivable as a percentage of net sales for
2001 through 2004 (41 %, 50%, 40%, 50%); and (2) a "lag analysis," which, "assuming
average of 11 0 days to collect receivables,, showed "Prior net AIR still open" at the end
of each successive quarter of 2004 ($41,220,640, $67,745,445, $38,939,962,
$48,961 ,234). R.D. 180 at 75, citing Ex. L-22 at 8, 12.
No work paper, testimony, or argument in this case explains how, if at all, the first
of these two additional procedures supported the reasonableness of the sales
allowance estimates. The broad comparisons do not isolate the sales allowances or
movements within them or identify circumstances that might explain the percentages.
They are related to the original DSR calculations, which raised, not allayed, concerns.
As to the lag analysis, the record indicates it was not designed to be predictive of
the year-end reserves balance but served a more general purpose. Laccetti testified
that he was concerned that falling cash collections could indicate a problem with the
reserves. R.D. 135 at 409-10, 466-68; R.D. 139a at 923-24. He further testified that he
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believed that the purpose of the lag an·alysis was "to shoW that there ~was slowdowhin
cash· pa.yments" to Taro USA, consistent with a note at the top· of the work paper stating;
~~Per management slow down in cash collections is due to delays· in payments· rna~e ·by
three major wholesalers that account for over 60% of Taro USA's business." R.D. 135 ·
~- ----..-- _.. _--------at-387~88~ Bven:..if,-as-th~senior· managertestified~irr·the:..investlgat~ftrErptltifefse.::-w11'2'1·=as::;:----~---"just to get a sense of what could be the potential net AR thafwas still-out there" at
year-end 2004 from prior periods (Ex. D-303 at 116), the analysis was very imprecise~As··noted, Taro USA did·not provide any-analysis matching cash colfections~araCcounts-~
receivable:allowances to sales. The broad assumption·in the;lag;analysis-~of"a~erag·Efof
11 0 days to collect receivables" was based on 2003 DSR ,· which· Laccetti' rejected as- an
expectation for 2004, not the much higher 2004 DSR figures of 170.84 days
(unadjusted) or 150 days (adjusted), or the even higher cash~collection' based
calculations of 191.48 days for 2004 or 244.34 ·days for September-2004.'to Januar-Y
2005. To the extent the-lag-analysis showed a slowdown hi castfcollection~ffn~20047it-did not indicate the cause or examine any prior period. As to the·cause;it·appe·ars·from _. ·
the work paper'that Laccetti simply accepted managemenfs representation.
- - _.. In conclusion,. for the reasons discussed, the ·analytical··prQcedures:~th~f Lacce~i ~_____. . . . . . . .,__·ha~cited"':irraddittau··to"'tmrcsR-attal~~,mroMect1ifttEr'Of.Pho :·sci'Frsfaiiflve~evia(n-ee...of·: ,, ...~--- -··
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The Accounts Receivable Memorandum discusses the confirmations work,
identifying it, after discussing the DSR analysis, as one of five items that the audit team
evaluated to "gain some more comfort with the accounts receivable balance" and as
providing "additional comfort that the client is able to collect on the outstanding
receivables." Ex. L-22 at 6. According to the work papers, "[t]o determine that
receivables in AIR Aging at 10/31/04 exist and are correctly valued," the audit team
randomly selected 130 open invoices, totaling $73 million, from the·aging report, each
..-u·--·--· -~-··--represeriting..,~e-actnal-invoice.. -tharwas-snbmittetf~cr-tlfe ·"cusmmei"," ana .. sent .
confirmation requests to the customer. Of these invoices, 25%, totaling about $19
million, were "undisputedly confirmed," and "we traced almost 75% of the remaining
receivables," "for which confirmations were not received (or $54 million)," "to
subsequent collections"; the result was that "[o]nly $2,000 of the selection made could
not be verified," representing the sum of the only amounts not confirmed by customers·

We do not decide whether, as the Division contends and Laccetti hotly contests
(R.D. 205 at 6-7, 24; R.D. 210 at 9-10; R.D. 215 at 7), AU § 329 affirmatively required
him to calculate and/or compare certain ratios, which were planned for the 2004 Taro
USA audit. or appear in the work papers for that audit, of sales adju~tmentsto gr~~~
.
s·ales 1.-on:. the one hand,· and year-end accounts receivable reaer\ies tcf'groS's -~cC"Qtlnff"' · -·
receivable; on the other (or variants or those ratios specifiC to Chargebacks)...
.
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who had responded to the confirmation requests. /d. at 6, 1625-36; Ex. L-11 0 at 42; Ex.
L-174; see Ex. D-63 ·at 8 (Revenue Recognition Memorandum). Based on the
confirmations re~ived and the alternative procedures. performed, the team concluded
tha:t the year-end 2Q04 gross .accounts receivabl~ balance ("Trade AIR. baJance~}-was
"wi~hout material misstatement" Ex. L-22 at 1628.
Nothing .in the work papers or testimony specifies how this testin.g of gross
accounts receivable would have addressed the accounts receivable reserve~, ~Laccetti
does not claim this procedure helped to verify or explain a slowdown in cash collections
in 2004 asserted by Taro USA and of concern to him during the audit. He testified .that
the procedure .was meant "to determine that the invoices that [t~e company] ,is$ued
were real," that is, "to confirm that the invoice amounts that [it] had record~~ [on ~he
aging report] were in: agreement with the clienfs records." R.D. 137 at 850; R.D. 189a ·
at 918. The selections were limited to open invoices as of October 31, 2004 and did not
include any open credits or open deductions, which in Taro USA's accounting system
encompassed approved, pending, or unapproved sales allowance claims .. Ex .. L-22 at
1625; L-174; R.D. 135 at 459-60. Less than the full amount of an invoic~ might be· paid
due to a sales allowance claimed by the customer arising from that or some :other
transaction, and this would have implications for the relevant reserve. : But there is no
evidence that this procedure involved confirming with the customer (see R.D .. 144 at
2631-32) (Laccetti's expert)) or otherwise testing the validity of such a claim, much less
testing whether it was properly covered by or discharged from the. appropriate reserve.
Furthermore, even if this procedure had involved evaluation of the validity. of
sales allowances claims or checking them against accounts. receivable reserves, there
were serious limitations to its usefulness in assessing the adequacy of the reserves. If
some of the amount billed on a selected invoice were offset by a chargeba.cks claim,
Laccetti would not have been able to obtain comfort about the estimation of the res.erve
by tracing that chargeback to a particular sales deduction corresponding to it in .the
reserve, given his acquiescence in Taro USA's view that it was too difficult to identifY
and keep track of chargebacks by the transactions that had given rise to them, to
provide an analysis of the lag between sales and sales allowance claims arising from
them, and to make a detailed calculation or specific estimate for chargebacks. If all the
testing did was essentially check consistency of Taro USA's accounts receivable
collections with its bad debts reserve, then the testing would not have been· directed at
whether Taro USA reasonably estimated the reserves for the specific sales allowances.
Comfort about the collectability of the full amount currently owed on invoices is not the
same as comfort about the amounts that ultimately will be realized on the sales, once all
sales allowances claims arising from those transactions that will validly be made have
been satisfied. For these reasons, there is no evidence that the confirmations testing
and alternative procedures would have significantly supported the part of the year-end
2004 accounts receivable reserves balance not already individually tested.

4. Audit analysis of certain items on the year-end aging re·port
On February 8, 2005, Laccetti had noted he was "now asking for account level
detailed analysis from the Company to s·upport [Taro USA's] position, that·"f~e~,·accounts
receivable are .fairly stated as currentfy<ptesented. ,. · E~:· 'I)~·87'"~~u 1 ~ ··Tti·e~'iauditf1team·
;_~
selected certain items from Taro USA's year-end accounts receivable aging report and
asked the company to "provide us with some analysis to support ..that ·you are
·adequately reserved." Ex. D-82 at 1; Ex>D-84 at 1;·Ex. o~8s;·Ex.-;D:.!86 at1?·1t·was~fhis
audit work to which the Suriimary·Review Memorandum-referred when stating tll·at~·due
to the deficiency in Taro USA's estimation process, "we expanded our procedures to
perform detailed substantive tests of individual accounts receivable to gain comfort that
the amounts were properly recorded at net realizable value."· Ex. D-125 at 4; R~D. 135
at 414-17; R.D. 137 at 535-36. Laccetti testified that, in_· response to his .concerns about
the --2004 ccash · collections,- management· had -represented·:that Taro .. ·uSA's.. major
wholesalers "were· not paying on terms, they were kind of tstfing~ng them out" '8tJ:~fT$r6
had little leverage· to p·ut pressure on them." · R~·o. 139a ··at 923-25. He further testified
_______________ that t~ .:~~g_o_yntle.Yeld_etailed~analy_sis~consisted~ot~'validat[irig] .a little- bit-more~ about-~---~---....---
"some _of these older aged accounts related' to~· the ·wh·otes~;:llers," through ·-~obtaining:· -------i:la~e~mt-fev~Hnfdmiatio~ncrarepreseirt[ed]'11dtfitlorral~celltiteS' ·tfmt· wer:.~elfoffl}e8 · · · · -:...~ - .. ~
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36,875 line items of Taro USA's year-end receivables, the audit team placed one of six
tick marks next to nine of those items, totaling $12,158,275. The selected ·items, an
open invoice and eight open debits, were all listed on the aging report as unpaid for
longer than 90 days. In five cases, the customer was one of Taro USA's three largest
wholesalers, and, in the other four, one major drugstore chain. The end of the work
paper provided descriptions for five of the six tick marks, reporting information from Taro
USA; the sixth, placed beside the largest of the nine items, a $3.2 million open debit for
one of the three wholesalers, was left blank. Ex. L-23 at -1214-1215,-2129. As to-the
--.. -- ----···--- -~ -~~-wt:lGiesaler-items-far-whieh··th~tiek---markS""provided·infomiatfinr;;hl!l:feseri}:ft~gmma-·-·~----·
that ·payment of the $802,429 open invoice was expected based on the customer's
payment history; that a $792,449 billback inadvertently taken tWice was ·being actively
pursued by Taro USA; that a $594,810 rebate claim for which the customer-was not
eligible had been denied and Taro USA was confident based on past practice it would
be withdrawn; and that a $2,778,876 rebate deduction had·been ufully reserved ·for and
is part of the existing reserve against AIR." The tick mark describing the other four
items stated that they were "offset by credit amounts on the aging report," ·except for
$131 ,000 that would be offset against the chain's next payment. Ex. L-23 at 2129; see
Ex. R-12 at 2 (Taro USA management representation letter to Ernst & Young, dated
February 18, 2005, stating, "Receivables classified as current includes an amount of
approximately $792,000 relating to rebates inadvertently taken by a Wholesaler, which
is fullY-. coUe9tible :~m:t w~ .§.OQMfcj___~xpe.ct. to__colle_ct.within _the_next-year.~). -A~ concluding--~--:- --- _;_
-·-----note.
the tick marks stated Taro USA was "dependent on three very 'large'
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wholesalers," who "have historically been slow in paying" and have put the company "at
a disadvantage when it comes to collecting payment timely.~ but that management "is
confident that the above items identified are fully collectible." Ex. L-23 at 2129.
Although this procedure did involve considering the validity of partic.ular sates
allowance claims and checking a sales allowance claim. against a reserv~. ther~ is .·no
evidence it provided any significant support for the part of the year-end 2Q.04, reserves
balance not already subjected to detailed individual testing. Laccetti's des~ription of the
procedure in terms of gathering modest incremental information, the lack of clearly
expressed criteria and forma.lity to th~ selection, and .the relatively.. small number of
items choser:J all indicate that the scope and objectives of the proc~dure "were very
limited .. ~accetti does not claim that this was a statistical or nonstatistical sample that
would have allowed him to extrapolate the results of the direct. testing., to the larger
population (see AU § 350). Nor do the work papers or testimony. describe any risk
assessment on which the choices might have been based. The audit team selected a
small nu111ber of individually large, older receivables, some consisting of certain types of
sales allowance claims. But there is no evidence that the selections reflected the total
amount of each type of sales allowance claim in that age category on the aging report,
much less represented the receivables on the overall.aging report, taking into account,
for ~xample, whether certain types of allowances might be claimed in rel~tiyely small
numbers. of larger amounts and others in relatively, large numbers of smaller amounts.
The only sales allowance claims· referred to in the tick marks are a .billback,.two
rebates, and unevaluated "credit amounts" of unidentified type. This procedure was
subject to the same limitations identified in the concluding paragraph of our discussion
of the confirmations work. Focusing on the aging of some open accounts receivable is
not systematically analyzing the credit. claims received, those processed, and those
rejected by Taro USA in 2004 with a view to assessing its estimation of its year-end
reserves. And apart from the billback entry, stating that Taro USA has shared "email
correspondence with [Ernst & Young] relating to [the company's] claim" that it was
actively pursuing payment, nothing in the descriptions indicated they were supported by
more than untested management assertions. Indeed, one tick mark, for the $594,810
rebate, was stated in the first person from Taro USA's point of view: "[Due to
wholesaler's ineligibility for claimed rebate] we have denied this. claim and requested
payback. We are confident in having this deduction removed by [the customer] as they
have been cooperative in the past with items like this." Ex. L-23 at 2129. 191

Before the hearing officer, Laccetti claimed to have relied on two additional
procedures as tests of accounts receivable allowances as a whole: (1) "randomly
select[ing] three months and test[ing] the reconciliation of accounts receivable to the
general ledger in order to gain comfort that the underlying accounts receivable ledger
reconciles to the general ledger"; and (2) obtaining a written representation from
management that "adequate provision had been made for losses, costs, .and expenses

.W

..

··--d~·-. ·-·~~~;~:~~-=~;~~f:;~.:~.c ;_;:;~
,.. ' . :: •&·:~ -~··,r.,, ~~-7:-.~,~~~'t~-~~- -~~~ .~~·...,:'--~-~.:.~~-~~ :t•'".''f,~~.~~,~-~.,~·:l,~·~-r.;~.:~ ,~~-~~--·:~~~:~~~~~p·~~~~~ ~,';·:. ~:··~:.

C. Summary of Findings of Violation
Based on the foregoing analysis, the Board finds that the Division proved _by a
~----------preponder-anee~·of.;..·the...:.evidence-1hal..... Lcic'cett~actin·g -a~:..:.tlle : - :auciifcir-~Wiffi- tt,....n~a.;-1_..-_-....;.;;..;.___ __

responsibility for the 2004 Taro USA audit, violated PCAOB Rules 3100 and 3200T. He
--------~1~-~!l.. ~YJ~.i~tl')g_ tQ_g_Q_rop_ly__ with _numerous _P_CAOB.:_auditing .standards- in·--his~wo·rk-·-on--------------_. __ :-:_-__________ T:aro:~USA~s:2004.sales.allowance-reserves-as--a·whole;:..._·~::..: __ .:_c~.:~,:o.::_..~:-.:..:;___ ~~-~~~~-~----··----:-~-----:--·
The Division proved that Laccetti had an understanding of Taro USA's process
for estimating accounts receivable allowances as a whole and · chargebacks that
heightened the rigor required of the overall audit work on the 'total balance._;_ -·The
Division proved that the combination of procedures Laccetti used to assess the
accounts---receivable. allowances. as- a: whole did ·not~~ in -rriariy· ·respectS, -compty=with
· --- ·· · ~- -- · -~.J:l9A9~ -~~djt.~ng st~ndJ~rd$ _and ..was .insufficient to.. provide. reasohabl~ ~assurance.:.fuat-- .. -.~---·- --- :_____
. .
Taro- USA's 2004 financial reporting package was free of material misstatement. In
parti.cular, the audit work on Taro USA's individual2004 ·sales-allowance-reserves·other ·
·· · · ·- · · ··
.than chargebacks did not contribute significantly·to evaluation of· 'the•rest·:of'TaroiH,S:t\•§' :
..
_......._........................_...,total~flf)it=Teserves-tntl~trre .. taompanso7f· 'of.. ·~yeir-:.eo'a··~~·a:nart!2Qo4 ... -~- ~- .-:~:··:.· .. :

i_.

·--i~~~~-~~~~~' .:a~a~. _;~

The Division further proved that, in assessing the total balance, La·ccetti
repeatedly relied on untested management representations, such as in the DSR
analysis and in the procedures on Taro USA's year-end 2004 aging report, and that he
uncritically accepted an insupportable management representation about the steep drop
in the year-end chargebacks reserve from 2003 to 2004. The representation ·about the·
~~ _ ~---.,........
· - · · ......-~-~·--·changEt"irr·the·'ChargebacksJemVe-cJVerttmr·PEffl5B-cmrri'orexplamtfie magnituae 6fU1e ~ ..... · -~- -- ..
change or a valid reason for the change, was based on a' calculatio~ Laccet!i claim~ tq
. have .believed was "crude .and unsuitable for use .in con'nection with the issues of
accounts receivable estimations and revenue recognition," and was contrary to the

that may be incurred subsequent to 12/31/04 in respect to sales made prior to that
date." R.D. 180 at 49 (citing Ex. L-110 at 32-33), 76 (citing Ex. R-12 at 2); R.D. 180a at
84. But neither of these basic procedures-the first of which concerned the general
reliability of data in the accounts receivable ledger, not specifically the reasonableness
of the level of accounts receivable reserves, and the second of which is "not a substitute
for the application of those auditing procedures necessary to afford a reasonabl~ basis
farr·an opinion," AU§ 333~o2~ould compensate for the fn~ufficfency of~~ co~t>in~f!9h
oftother procedures·used· by Laccetti to test accounts receivallre·-afldwances as a\vhole.
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contemporaneous increases in gross sales, processed chargebacks, gross receivables,
other major sales allowance. reserves, and total sales allowance reserves ...
Additionally, the. Division proved that Laccetti did not do enough to address
numerous factors that called into question Taro USA'.s ability to reasonably estimate
accoun~ receivable allowances and that indicated heightened risk surrounding fthe
adequacy of those allowances that demanded that he ~pply greater ~udit ~cr~~ny.
Such information included management's asserted lack of invent()ry data. fiom
wholesalers, lack of any detailed calculation or explanation for its estimation of accounts
receivable allowances as a whole or chargebacks, lack of ability to, mate~. chargebacks
to the sales that gave rise to them, and lack ·of any determination .of. the lag .tirne
between t~e sales and the claims. as well as the substantial, unexplained in9rease. in
the number of d~ys Taro USA's sales were going uncollected in 2004! · Despite claimirJg
to have expanded the audit procedures and audited· around a process deficiency,
Laccetti did not employ any effective additional or alternative procedures.
Accordingly, we find that Laccetti, in his audit work on Taro USA's year-end 2004
accounts receivable allowances as a whole, {1) violated AU§§ 150 and 230 by failing to
exercise due professional care, which requires observing the standards of field work,
"diligently perform[ing]" the "gat~ering and objective evaluation of evidence,, and
exercising professional skepticism, "an attitude that includes a questioning mind and a
critical assessment of the audit evidence," according to which the auditor "should not be
satisfied 'with less than persuasive evidence because of a belief that management is
honest"; (2) violated AU §§ 150 and 326 by failing to be "thorough" in his "s~arch for
evidential matter' and "unbiased in its evaluation," to "consider relevant evidential
matter regardless of whether it appears to corroborate or to contradict the assertions" in
the financial reporting package, and to obtain sufficient competent evidential matter to
provide a reasonable basis for forming an audit opinion; and (3) violated AU § 342 by
failing to evaluate the reasonableness of a significant accounting estimate. We further
find that, by not adequately evaluating the contrary audit evidence, Laccetti failed in his
assessment of whether Taro USA was able to reasonably estimate accounts receivable
allowances as a whole and therefore did not perform audit procedures sufficient to
evaluate Taro USA's compliance with GMP, in violation of AU§§ 150,230, and 326.
In addition, we find that Laccetti violated AU § 333 by accepting managemenfs
explanation for the dramatic decrease in the chargebacks reserve, despite audit
evidence contradicting that representation, without meaningfully investigating the
circumstances. We also find that, in conducting the DSR analysis, Laccetti failed to
comply with numerous provisions of AU § 329: § 329.21, which provides that the
auditor "should evaluate significant unexpected differences," and, lacking an
explanation, "should obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about the assertion by
performing other audit procedures to satisfy himself as to whether the difference is a
likely misstatement"; § 329.17, providing that the expectation should be precise enough
to provide the desired level of assurance that differences that may be potential material
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misstatements would be identified; § 329.20, providing that the amount of the difference
from expectation that can be accepted without further investigation should be consistent
with the level of assurance desired; § 329.18, stating, "More effective identification of
factors that significantly affect the relationship is generally needed as the desired level
of assurance from analytical procedures increases."; § 329.14, stating, "As higher levels
of assurance are desired from analytical procedures, more predictable relationships are
required to develop the expectation."; and § 329.13, stating, "It is important for the
auditor to understand the reasons that make relationships plausible ...."
The initial decision found that the Division proved by a preponderance of the
evidence that Laccetti violated PCAOB Rules 3100 and 3200T and AU§ 316.64 due to
the lack of a retrospective review of Taro USA's 2004 accounts receivable allowances.
I.D. 75-77. Only sanctions issues are raised on review with respect to that violation.
Finally, we do not find a violation of AU § 560 or of AU § 561 .'MJ/

20/

The Division argues that Laccetti violated AU § 560 because, during his work on
the 2004 auait, he obtained information about sales allowance claims processed ...!b~yr::=~~~~
Taro USA after the balance sheet date but did not evaluate them
f e extenfPiinned
or, in the case of chargebacks, at all,_to assess the adequacy of the corresponding
yea-r-end reserves. R.D. 205 at 6, 18-19; R.D. 215 at 8; R.D. 168 at 128-30; R.D . 182 at
29-30, 40-43. Laccetti disputes the Division's interpretation of the work papers and the
applicability of AU § 560. R.D. 210 at 11 -12; R.D. 180a at 230-37. Under the plain
language of the standard, processed sales allowance claims could be a type of
subsequent "event[ ] or transaction[ )" that could "provide additional evidence with
respect to conditions that existed at the date of the balance sheet and affect the
estimates inherent in the process of preparing financial statements" and therefore could
require "evaluation by the independent auditor." See AU §§ 560.02, .03; see also AU §
560.04 (identifying events of this type "calls for the exercise of judgment and knowledge
of the facts and circumstances"). But even assuming that such an evaluation were
required here, the Division did not prove that Laccetti failed adequately to evaluate
subsequent processed credit claims corresponding to t~ose accounts receivable
reserves that were assessed individually in the audit, and we do not reach the issue of
whether PCAOB standards required that Taro USA's chargebacks estimate be
assessed individually, rather than through accounts receivable reserves as a whole.

ro

The Division argues that Laccetti violated AU § 561 (and relatedly AU § 333)
because he did not "consider the effects on his audit report" of statements in a mid-2005
letter to SEC staff by Taro USA's parent company that "we monitor inventory in the
channels based" on certain factors, allowing it to "reasonably estimate the level of
inventory in the distribution channels and properly recognize revenue" (Ex. D-294 at 6).
R.D. 205 at 19. According to the Division (id. at 22-23), these statements contradicted
statements made by the parent company in a December 17, 2004 letter to SEC staff
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VI •

.A.

The .Division's Challenge to the Hearing Officer's Excluslpn :Of Ce~in
Post-Audit Evidence

,.
The Division argues in its appeal briefs that the he_aring officer _erred by excluding
~ 1 ; proposed . n~aring exhibits, including. excerpts fr~m a transcript of .inyestig~tive
testimony, "th~t. if admitted, should have affected the liability and ~ancti9ns
dedermination.s." R.D. 205 at 26. Laccetti disagrees. R.D. 210 at 15-17. We discuss
the.issue of the adm.i~sibility of the 11 proposed exhibits because it has been, properly
raJsed on appeal an~ to provide guidance to PCAOB hearing officers,. but· the issue
does not affect our review of this case.
The excluded exhibits were created after the 2004 audits of Taro USA and its
parent company. These exhibits fall into three general categories:. (1) excerpts :Of the
February 27, 2008 investigative testimony of an Ernst & Young national office partner
who coordinated a review of the 2004 Taro USA audit, in response to questions from
Sl=.C staff to the parent company about its Form 20-F, and two documents related to
t.hat partner's review (proposed Exs. D-306, D-171, D-213); (2) doc~ments prepared in
2006 that, according to ·the Division, show that Laccetti .contended, in urging,additional
audit procedures for the 2005 Taro USA audit, that there were inconsistencies, pertinent
to Taro USA's accounts receivable allowances, between the parent company's
resp9J)ses to. the November 24, 2004 and March 24, 2005 SEC staff comm~nt letters,
supporting the Division's argument that he should have investigated the discrepancies
earlier (proposed Exs. D-174, D-177, D-185, L-134); and (3) a December 29, 2005 SEC
staff comment letter to the parent company and versions of an outline. that Laccetti
helped prepare in response that, the Division argues, contain inaccurate statements
about procedures performed during the 2004 Taro USA audit (proposed Exs. D-163, o..
161, D-110, D-183).
PCAOB Rule 5441 states that the hearing officer "may receive relevant evidence
and shall. exclude all evidence that is irrelevant, immaterial or unduly ·repetitious." As
that "[w]e have no way of knowing or reasonably estimating (i) the actual levels of
inventory in our distribution channels or (ii) the then-current inventory policies, or
desired inventory levels, of our distributors" (Ex. D-44 at 3). Laccetti· argues that the
statements in the second letter clarified, rather than contradicted, the statements in the
first and suggests that·"the time frame requirements of AU§ 561" may not apply.to the
period of the second letter, which postdated the Taro USA audit report for 2004 and
preceded the issuance of the principal auditor's audit report and the parent company's
2004 consolidated financial statements. R.D. 210 at 12-14 & n.10. We have thoroughly
discussed laccetti's understanding of Taro USA's estimation of sales allowances based
on detailed other evidence, and need not, and do not, rely on the alleged contradiction
in the letters or resolve these charges that are grounded entirely in such a contradiction.

the B9ard noted in adopting the rule, "Rule 5441 is not intended to limit ·a hearing
officer's authority to exclude or allow evidence based on reasonable principles of
admissibility, but is intended to allow a hearing officer r~asonable flexibility,~ affording
the hearing· officer "discretion to resolve evidentiary issues." PCAOB' Rel~ase No.
2003-015 atA2-113·(Sept. 29, 2003). · Rule·S424·provides'tnat, 'ih.conriection""wltli~ii"n}i·'· '·'· . . .. ~ .. __ ,
hearing ordered by the Board, "a party may request the issuance of an acc~unting
_____ .~---- Q9arcLqe.rrt~n_cLof_-__a_r~gistered. public. accounting firm. or-an-associated .person-:~f.sUch--a-----·- -- ___.:. __
- ·- - ... --· firm,-or~an. accou~ting board ~request- of -any-other-pEnson"· and!.arupon-applieatfori~·~of~any·-·-_ _______ . ________ _
party ·or on its own initiative, the ·Board may seek issu·ance by lhEfCorrimissioh··of·a
.
.
subpoena to any·person ... requiring the person to provide any testimony or produce any
documents that the Board considers relevant or material to a Board proceeding." And
Rule 5426 identifies five circumstances in which a motion to introduce· a prio·r ·sworn
statement of a nonparty witness in lieu of live testimony"may be granted" by the hec.ring .. _ .
:·.
. . .. ··--- ..... -·· officer,.:includ ing .. that-lithe party- offering~ the-prio"r- swo'fri~;;stafemenf.;-tiaS::6eerrunable·~to~--,~~- ~-··--:- -,.--:procur~ t~e attendance of the witness· by:,accounting board dem~iri(tlt (here~.\ttl«fhe~Hn~
officer denied the Division's request for issuance of such ·a ·demand to the ·Ernst &
_______ · .. ~- _______ Young~nationaL office-partner-because-he-had-retired;-R·£>:-15~-at-!f)Clnd...that,"..l'hrthe----- - - - ·discretion. or the hearing office~ "it ·would· ~e d~sira,~l~,. i.f! ·th7J!!~~rest~..£~f~Y~L.!2~!U~. ~- ,~~~. . . ._
., .. _,.. . .
~ ......... : ·. ~- ..- --·- thetpti~rJsWomFstareffienr to·;b'e.· use·a"(-"ln maKing :ffiis, lfetertniDifian~ue~reg:a~~~W'· ~·"·- . :·-- · ~ -·-····--·
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statements prepared for the Ernst & Young national office partner and Taro USA's
parent co.mpany's principal audi_tor, in response to a De"c~mber ?~. 200.5 SI;C $~aff letter
to the parent company asking it to "have your audita~ explain -to us how· they .l;»ecame
satisfied that the balance of accrued returns and price adjustrnents at December 31,
200~ and 2004 .were fairly stated" (Ex. D-163 at 3). The. exhibits purport .to list
procedures used in the. 2004 Taro USA audit by the very auditors who P.erfoiJ!led .or
supervised them.-Laccetti and the senior manager~that the Division argqes w~re not
done. After an extended colloquy among counsel, upon objection at the hearing to the
Division's ,~se of one of the exhibits as foundation for. further questioning~of Laccetti
~bout the extiibjts, th,e hearing. officer stated, "I .d~n't $ee, any .pc;tsis fa( ex;cludJng. M~.
Laccetti's statements here. I think there may be circumstances that. affect the . \ll!eight
that can be· given to them, but I haven't heard anything that suggests ~nything "b~
excluded." R._D. 137 at 565-76. The Division's questioning of Lacce1{i on Ex.. p-163
proceeded, and then moved on to Ex. D-161 and similar exhibits (not briefed. here) ...
But when· the Division asked Laccetti if his statement in one -of the .exhibits was
inaccurate, the hearing officer interrupted and would not allow further questioning in that
line, stating: "It sounds like you're trying ... to prove that [Laccettij was not candid in
comments he was offering back, but that's not a part of the charges in this case."; II No,
I'm not going to hear that [that the exhibit is relevant to sanctions]"; and "No, you're not
going there. I said you could go ahead on the theory that you were offering statements
that he made as admissions relating to what, in fact, had been done[,] [not] ... going off
on a cross-examination on communications that are sort of extrinsic to this case." R.D.
137 at 586-88. When the Division made an offer of proof on the other two exhibits (Exs.
D-170 and D-183), the hearing officer reiterated his view that the exhibits "don't relate to
the charges in the OIP. Then you would be going, well, let's prove something else in an
audit in 2007 .... No. It's got to relate to the circumstances in the OIP." /d. at 608-0~~
When, after the hearing, the Division moved for admission of the third group of
exhibits on· the additional ground that they were relevant to Laccetti's "und~rstapding of
what should have been done during that audit and [knowledge] he had made a mistake
in completing the audit," the hearing officer denied the motion. The order reasoned that:
The issues in this case relate to whether Laccetti violated PCAOB auditing
standards in certain respects during the 2004 Taro [USA] audit. Even if
the Division's contention that the outlines included "false and/or
misleading statements" regarding the 2004 audit were accepted, those
statements were offered in 2006, long after the 2004 audit was concluded.
Laccetti's state of mind in 2006 is irrelevant to any reasoned judgment of
his state of mind during the 2004 audit. Moreover, the Division's
characterizations of the statements in the various outline drafts are
unquestionably subject to dispute. To properly evaluate the stat~ment~ it
would be necessary to reconvene the hearing in order to conduct . an
inquiry Into the context in which the statements were made in 2006. Such
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· an inquiry. into events remote in time· and circumstance ih order to clarify · -:. ·
the meaning of statements that would be entitled to no significant weight in
·--~any ~vent woul~ be entirely unjustified.
R·.D.-157· at 12~ . The order later reiterated thar"to prop'erly evau:tate the··state...m~...e~ts..in
these documents, it would be necessary to reconvene the hearing in order to embark on a possibly extensive inquiry into completely collateral events in 2006." /d. at;14:·' · '· ··- -~·
· _· In light of the hearing officer's stated reasons for excludiri~f-tHe third,, groifp'· of · ·
exhibits, we discuss the issue to avoid any misunderstanding about ·use of post.:.audit
evidence. It is well recognized that evidence showing that a ·person gave· false or
misleading accounts of his or her conduct to investigators or others can be prooative of
. the occurrence of underlying misconduct.&ll Moreover, evidence of misrepresentations
_______.:._made.:.Jn_r.esponse-.to4Juestions--about.:.pos·sibre:.misoonduet-ean:.:Sis(H)~anc¥cifterri'sif!-'~--- - - - - .- re~~~~~t ~~~~r-~_ir:'i~g__ J~~-- J~P.~IQPrl@!~ _~~nc;tjpnt-.~T.b~L.SE.C_ .commonly_,cansidera.. ... ___·_-____-_
------- -----aeceptive conduct committed-a'fter -the charged violation as support for imposing ·its own
______________sanctions.~--And~-the ...sanctions--guidelines-of~at-least-..one..:.securities-~industry-sel~--------~----------regulatory ·organization specifically direct its -adjudicators :to~ deem'· it Jan ·· · ·
·
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See, e.g., SEC v. Sargent, 229 F.3d 68, 78 (1st Cir. 2000); SEC v. Musella, 748
F. Supp. 1028, 1040 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) (finding that a defendant's "false exculpatory
statemenf' to an SEC investigator who interviewed him after the violative insider trade
"evidences consciousness of guilt and has independent probative value of scienter"),
affd, 898 F.2d 138 (2d Cir. 1990); SEC v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 363 F. Supp. 2d 708, 717
(D.N.J. 2005): SEC v. Gold, No. 05-CV-4713 JSMLO, 2006 WL 3462103 at *5 (E.D.N.Y.
Aug. 18, 2006) (averral that auditors "attempted to conceal the deficiencie~ of,their
work" after the conclusion ofthe audit at issue by...Jnserting~e.ots.Jnf,Q._ai.tcljt~,- . --.__,~___,.._..- "•"'- .. w()il('papeTsproviaedilifevarliTaCtuil basisfurclaim against them). - .
.
-. ..
.
See, e.g., Alfred Clay Ludlum, Ill, SEC Rei. No. 3628, 2013 SEC LEXIS 2024 at
*33-*34 (July 11, 2013) (basing sanction in part on evidence that respondent took steps
to conceal fraud and made misrepresentations to investigators); Gary N. Kamman, SEC
Rei. No. 34-59403, 2009 SEC LEXIS 367 at *27 (Feb. 13, 2009) (respondent's
"deliberate attempt to deceive Commission investigators" "indicates a lack of honesty
and integrity" and supports sanction), petition denied, 592 F.3d 173 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

'l.2!

~
See FINRA Sanction Guidelines at 6-7 (Principal Considerations 10 and 12);
John Edward Mullins, SEC Rei. No. 34-66373, 2012 SEC LEXIS 464 at *76, n.85 (Feb.
10, 201,2); Gregory W. Gray, Jr., SEC Rei. No. 34-60361, 2009 SEC ~EXIS 2594 at *36
{July 22;·2009) (affirming sanctions based in part on cOftsideratiorr'as a~~raV~llt19 .fa~bf
that Gray sought to eonceal his misconduct from his firttl).
·
·· -
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sanctions that, in his (and, he claims, the hearing officer's) view, he "cooperated in-.the
Division's investigation." R.D. 210 at 3 {basing claim .on statement ~Y:the hearing o~c.er
(I. D. 9} ~imply that the Division's efforts to "impeach LaccetWs t~stimony .in yari~u~
respects" by showing that he made prior inconsistent statements during his investigative
testimony "failed to undermine the overall credibility" of his hearing testimony),
A view that would reject the basic concepts we have been discussing, or that
would fail to recognize that subsequent conduct need not be charged as a violation to
be considered as evidence of a violation that is c~arged, would be a poor foundation .for
concluding that proffered evidence "would be entitled to no -significant weight in any
event." To be sure, "the Division's characterizations of the statements in the. various
outline drafts are unquestionably subject to dispute," and those characterizations might
have proven to be entirely mistaken. But generic, concl~sory_ statements about a need
to "embark on a possibly extensive inquiry into completely collateral events" if proffered
evidence were admitted would not be an adequate basis for excluding it.
Erroneous exclusion of post-audit evidence, including restatement evidence,W
could deprive the Board of information that it needs to properly analyze and evaluate,
under the applicable auditing standards, the audit work at issue .in a disciplinary
proceeding. What the Board's rules require is fact-specific, case-by-case analysis of
the admissibility of particular items of evidence in light of the specific details of th~t
evidence, the particular circumstances of the case, and the particular foundation,
reasoning, and authority offered for and against receiving the items into evidence. Rule

~
The Division's petition for review had taken issue with the hearing officer's
exclusion of more than the 11 exhibits that the Division went on to brief on appeal,
including the exclusion of one of the documents relating to the restatement (proposed
Ex. D-210}. We consider the Division to have abandoned that broader challenge, but
note that a restatement corrects an error in previously issued financial statements that is
due to facts that existed at the time the financial statements were prepared, in contrast
to a change in accounting estimate, which results from new information.
See
Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 20 1( 13, Accounting Changes; Statement of
Financial Accounting Standards No. 154, Accounting Changes and Error Corrections,
1m 2.h & j, 3.d. A restatement thus reflects and addresses facts that existed at the time
of the original financial statements. The mere fact that financial statements are restated
does not prove a violation of PCAOB- auditing standards, see AU § 230.10, but this
would not be a basis for the blanket exclusion of restatement evidence, without regard
to any factual particulars. Indeed, AU § 230.13 states that the subsequent discovery of
a material misstatement does not "in and of itself' evidence failure to obtain reasonable
assurance; inadequate planning, performance, or judgment; the absence of due
professional care; or a failure to comply with PCAOB standards, on the part of the
auditor. This indicates that, depending on the circumstances, the subsequent discovery
of a material misstatement may be used as evidence of those matters.

- -··

---.
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,
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-
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-~-----------.__

~_....__

544_1 does not warrant exclusion of post-audit evidence on ·the automatic or-routine
assumption that its probative value is substantially outweighed by, ifor ·example~ ... a ·
da~~~r ,_of_ -~n~ir __ ~rejudi~e, _confusion, undue delay, waste of time, ·--or· ·neectlessly ··
presentmg cumulative ev1dence. Whether. or not the third category· of ~xhil;;i~s. ~~QUid
have been·~admltted~ the·reasons given; by the hea-nn·g''officer for'excludin'g ·them appear· ..
to have been incorrect or inadequate.
-------------- ~~we.have- decided~ however; not to reopen at:this stage-the:ultimate·matter-dttlfe-"" _________
_
admissibility of these or any other of the 11 ·exhibits \vhose' ·exclusid'ri ·tfie''t5ivisiori ·
challenges in its appeal briefing. Given the ample evidence in the record, we need not
and do not consider any of this additional material in deciding this case.

B. Laccetti's Challenge to the Hearing Officer's Admission of'the Division's

- -- -

·Expert Witness's. Report and Testimony----- ·------- .- - -- ~ · · · · ·--:- .:-,· ----

------------Laccetti arguesthatthe-initiatdecisio~-~hould be reversed due to the denial of
___________________ his.motion-to-exclude .the. Division!s-expert-witnessLreport-and-testimony-orto-conduc·4o-,ta-----~
separate "evidentiary hearing to explore
e expe
unreliable'testiJl1o
-·
-

---:- ·· ---· -- _____ __, whidhrrur · beloW'VIolatErct

•

· -- -~ ·

- _.. ,.

:
·-·~
ou
not prejud
the
petitioner, it would be senseless to vacate and remand for reconsideration."). We want
to make clear, however, that the evidence was properly before us and we could have
considered it, as Laccetti's claim of error is baseless.

Before the hearing, Laccetti moved to exclude the testimony and report of the
Division's expert witness, on the grounds that the expert's report "contain[ed] inaccurate
and misleading information" and was so "inherently biased" that it, and any related
testimony given by the expert, could not be fairly relied upon.- R.D~ 72 at-1. L~~cetti's...
... __
claim ·w~~~~premised ·on the· fact that 'the .experfsefved as a· 'con'sultanffci"ftie .t)iviSion 'iri ' . .
.
this proceeding for several months before he was engaged to serve as an expert
witness, but did not disclose this in his expert report. Laccetti asserted that the expert
"purposely concealed his consulting role so that his inherent bias as a de facto member
of the Division's investigative team was not disclosed." /d. at 2, 6. The hearing officer
denied Laccetti's motion, noting, "Issues regarding an expert's bias, or inacc:urate or
misleading aspects of the expert's report, may be pursued through cross-examination at
the hearing." R.D. 92 at 2. Laccetti now argues that this ruling was error "that infected
the overall fairness of the hearing," and complains that, even though the hearing officer
stated in the initial decision that he "gave only limited weight to the opinions offered by
the expert witnesses," the decision nonetheless "agreed with numerous opinions offered
by" the expert. R.D. at 18-19. Laccetti claims that "reversal" of the initial decision is the
_______ ._ ..n,e.ce.s.sary c.ure -for the hearing o.fficer's- "egregious-error.~- -1d. at t9.···'t - · ..... · .:.:. :_:.:..:.:.c:;_,_.-.:.:.:...,.,;.~.•~·-'~-~---- ..::; .• ~· _:__, •
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.
. The Board's review in this case is the cure of the error that Lacce.ttt claims th~
hearing officer r:nade_. See, e.g., Dear/ave, 2008 SEC LEXIS 223 at *34-35 & n.42-(de
TJoyo review of ~dministrative !aw judge's initial decision f. a.ffd, ~73 .F~3d 801 (D.C. Cir.
2999). Sp(:)cificaUy, we have conducted a de:novo revi~w of.the reco~d, ~nd base our
flndings .and conclusions on the evidence in the record, .. without need for ·or use of 'the
report or testimony of the Division's expert. There is an otherwise. ample record ,this
case, and the Board, like the Commission, is fully capabl.:t of applying its .c;>W.Q ~xpertise
to auditing matters and determining whether .the evidence . establishes conduct that
failed to comply .with ·PCAOB standards .. See, e.g., Dear/ove v. ·SEC, .573 ·F.3d. '601,
8~5-~06 (D.C .. Cir. 2009). To the extentlaccetti argues that we can properly disr~gard
the expert's testimony only by drawing no conclusions that. are consistent wit~ ..the
expert's, we reject this logical fallacy. It is well within the Board's authority to make
findings. and draw conclusions based on the record evidence, regardless of whether
such findings and conclusions agree with, or even flatly contradict, expert testimony.~.

in.

Even more fundamentally, Laccetti's claim of error itself is unfounded. Service
as both consultant and expert is far from exceptional or problematic; to the contrary, as
the Division has pointed out, the practice of engaging a single person to serve first as
litigation.consultant and then as expert witness is unremarkable and comrnonplace. 261 .. It
is so common, in fact, that Laccetti's own expert and a co-respondent's expert .each
served as both consultant and witness.W Courts do not, as a general rule, exclude
expert testimony on the grounds that serving as a consultant per se renders the

2m
See, e.g., Wendy McNeeley, CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-68431, 2012 SEC LEXIS
3880 at *59-60 & n.54 (Dec. 13, 2012) (Commission "has its own expertise and is not
bound by expert testimony regarding auditing standards") (citing Haskins· & Sells, SEC
Rei. No. 73, 1952 SEC LEXIS 1062 at *28 (Oct. 30, 1952)); Dear/ave, 2008 SEC LEXIS
223 at *71 (expert testimony may be considered but is not binding}; Kirlin Securities,
Inc., SEC Rei. No. 34-61135, 2009 SEC LEXIS 4168 at *56 n.74 (Dec. 10, 2009}
("neither we nor NASD is hindered by the lack of, or is bound by, expert testimony").
See, e.g., Bro-Tech Corp. v. Thermax, Inc., No. 05-CV-2330, 2008 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 21233 at *10-11 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 17, 2008); Schwab v. Philip Morris USA, lnp., No.
04-CV-1945, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11047 at *10 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 20, 2006).

2§1

'?11
See R.D. 88 (attaching (1) a Feb. 26, 2010 engagement letter stating that
Laccetti's expert would be retained "as a consultant in connection with this
representation,, and that "(i]t is understood that at a later time it may be decided that
you will prepare a report and/or testify in this matter as an expert witness"; and (2) a
May 15, 2009 engagement letter explaining that the other respondent's expert's firm
was being retained to .. provide independent professional services" in the areas of
"analysis of accounting and auditing issues~~ but that counsel had "not yet .determined
whether [it] will call any member of our firm as an expert witness in this matter").

-----~-
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--...._.______. ,________ ..... - . . ,. .
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testimony bi(lsed and unreliable. See, e.g., MCC Mgmt. of ·JVaples, Inc. v. Jnf/
Bahcshares Corp., No. CIV-06-1345-M, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10834 at *1.1-*12 (W.O.
Okla. F~b. 8, . 2010). It is well settled that bias is, instead,-a question properly explored · ·
on·cross-.;.examination. See, e;g., DiCarlo v. Ke11erLaddets, 'Jric.~:2.1fF~3d"465, 46~{8th .
. _,,..;
Cir. 2000) (rejecting argument that expert testimony -should- havs--jbeen· eiclucted'._ori v, ·"""
grounds of bias) (citing 4 WEINSTEIN'S FEDERAL EVIDENCE § 702.06[8] at 702-59 {"Ari ·
expert witness's bias goes to the weight, not the admissibility ·of tfie testiinony,· and
. --~h9~1.cl' p~_·brQughtriut·.on~_cross~examination}')) .. When-¢burts:d0-become-_1ooncem_ed·~·:..'"."-'-· .:. . .;·----..:..~---
with differe·ntiating··the two roles, as illustrated by the cases· Laccetti··cites, 'iti'is ·often''iri
the context of determining the extent to which the party offering the expert should be
compelled to produce documents that were considered byttie consultant/expert.&a~
·
Here;· the document on which Laccetti has focused is a draft copy of the OIP that
was provided to the Division's expert's firm a month ·before,..-this ·proceecfing was
instituted .. The Division gave the docufT)ent to Laccetti b~fQ~e .the. hearing. ·ltwas nearly ·
ld"ei'l'tibal to the 'final dfP, .and was properly omitted from an expert re-port whose· only
. ______ _rele¥_ance· _is to lhELQltestion __ot.whether_.. the__ chargesJn.-the-finai-OIP-_;.the-operative-·-----------:______
·
chargh1g document-wer~ substantiated. Exclusion of an expert's·report'or.testimb ·is
l
'" . . .. . . '... JJJ1
.
. .. . . '
. :._____ --- -- -~-·~n.. . . e>rtreme
.. remedy~ --we~ can-see: no mror•in·
·
. . . · · · .•. · · · ..
·· · · --

~~·~,,~-~-~~··.:.:.::!!
.-----~---::~~....rFtpjmJIIy, -th;heirjJVofficer·i:Jtd ·n·ot err 1n -aechi11ng·:>t6" gratn ·rptettrar efVllfe·~firy ··- . ._: .. ' ·. . '

:

hearing in lieu of granting Laccetti's motion to exclude the expert's testimony. The
threshold evidentiary hearing Laccetti requested (commonly called a Daubert hearing,
after Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharrns., 509 U.S. 579 (1993), and related cases) helps a
federal court assess the validity of the methodology used in expert scientific or technical
testimony based on several non-exclusive factors: (1) whether the theory or technique

281

·
See, e.g., Colindres v. Quietflex Mfg., 228 F.R.D. 567, 572. (§.Q., Ie?C ..._2]Q§).; ..
· Un/terJ"states'Fid~··&-Guat: Co~ v~ Braspe1rcr011-Ser\ts... Ca~·:~-No. ·97 'biv. 6124, 2002 'U.S:
Dist. LEXIS 111 at *28-29 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 7, 2002) (ordering production where claim of
privilege failed because defending party could not "clearly establish" documents were
made available to persons only while they were acting as consultants).

See, e.g., Derrickson v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., No. DKC 95-3296, 1999 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 21100 at *20 (D. Md. Mar. 19, 1999) ("Exclusion is a harsh sanction.");
Sullivan v. Glock, Inc., 175 F.R.D. 497, 504 (D. Md. 1995) (stating that exclusion of
expert testimony in federal court "has traditionally been considered a severe sanction,
appropriate only for willful and substantial abuse of the discovery process") (citing
McNerney v. Archer Daniels Midland Co., 164 F.R.D. 584, 586 (W.D.N.Y. 1995)
("[P]recluding testimony from an expert under [the Federal Rules of Evidence] is a
. .. .
__
~drastic-~reJlledy~ and-should. only~·.be ·applied in ·cases-.. where~ ·the· 'patty's:---eoiJ(.fl.let_;~--~---~~--- ~
re~resetJts ~aQ.ryJnt bad·faith and callous disregatd··oftl1e·federal rUles.~)). · '
· '"2:»1
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in question can be and has been tested; (2) whether it has been subj~cted to peer
review and publication; (3) its known or potential error rate; (4) the existence and
maintenance of .standards controlling its operation; and (5). whether it t1as ~ttracted
wi~e~pre~d acceptance within a relevant community. To:the ,extentDaubert applies to
administrative proceedings,»' a Daubert inquiry is not styled to address :p,ersonal bias.
and a Daubert~style hearing is not an appropriate vehicle for doing so.a:u La~ccetti,. as
well as his co~respondent, were properly given-and used-:the opportunity to explore
the expert's al~eged biases .through cross-examination during the hearing.. For ~,cample,
during that examination, Laccetti's counsel asked about, among other things, -the.extent
of the work the expert performed for the Division in his role as consultant (answer: 7.75
hours over a .six-month period), whether he had formed an opinion on the merits of the
case before he agreed to serve as expert witness (answer: he had not), and .,whether.; all
doct~ments and information the expert reviewed in writing his: report had ~I ready, been
made available to respondents (answer: they had). Laccetti has notarticulated, and itis
not. apparent to us, how Laccetti's cross-examination of the Division's expert unfairly
limited his. ability to explore the expert's biases, or-how a mini-proceeding dedicated to
the subject of such bias would have, or could have, proven more useful or fair.
VII •
. We reject the several affirmative defenses Laccetti presses on appeal.

~
See, e.g., Bayliss v. Barnhart, 427 F.3d 1211, 1218 n.4 (9th Cir. 2005) (explaining
that neither Daubert nor the Federal Rules of Evidence govern the admissibility of
evidence in administrative proceedings) (citing Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389,
400 (1971)); Nat'/ Taxpayers Union v. United States Soc. Sec. Admin., 302 Fed. Appx.
115, 121-22 (3d Cir. 2008) (unpublished) (declining "to endorse the application of
Daubert to administrative proceedings" and to strike expert testimony); but see Niam v.
Ashcroft, 354 F.3d 652, 660 (7th Cir. 2004) ("strictly speaking, neither Federal Rule of
Evidence 702, nor Daubert, applies to administrative agencies but "the spirit of
Daubert... does apply to administrative proceedings") (internal citations omitted).

See, e.g., Daubert, 509 U.S. at 595 ("Vigorous cross-examination, presentation
of contrary evidence, and careful instruction on the burden of proof are the traditional
and appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible evidence.") (citing Rock v.
Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44, 61 (1987)). See also United States v. 14.38 Acres of Land
Situated in Leflore County, Mississippi, 80 F. 3d. 1074, 1078 (5th Cir. 1996) ("[T]he trial
court's role as gatekeeper is not intended to serve as a replacement for the adversary
system."); Cage v. City of Chicago, 979 F. Supp. 2d 787, 827 (N.D. Ill. 2013) ("[l]t is
well-established that an expert's bias is not a proper basis to bar testimony under
Daubert."); United States v. McCluskey, 954 F.Supp.2d 1224, 1240 (D.N.M. 2013).

lll
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A. Right To Counsel
Laccetti argues that this proceeding should be dismissed because he was denied
his "right to counsel during the investigative stage" when the Division did not allow a
particular partner from Ernst & Young to attend Laccetti's investigative testimony as an
expert consultant. R.D . 204 at 12. This defense is moot because we need not and do
not rely on his investigative testimony, but on other (and ample) record evidence. But,
again, we want to make clear that use of the investigative testimony would in no way
necessitate dismissal, because Laccetti has no sound basis for his claim of right.
Two months before Laccetti's scheduled appearance to give testimony in the
investigation of the Taro USA audit, Ernst & Young's counsel asked that "when
witnesses appear for testimony in this matter," Board staff "permit the witness to be
accompanied by a technical expert consultant." R.D. 182 at 97; see R.D. 139a at 93940 Counsel identified the consultant as a partner in Ernst & Young's _general counsel's
office , who could provide accounting and auditing expertise to counsel "at substantially
less cost" than an outside technical consultant. R.D. 182 at 98. In denying that request
by September 26, 2007 letter, the Division cited Board Rule 51 02(c)(3)(iv). That rule
limits those permitted to be present during investigative testimony to uthe person b~efin~g~~~~§.~
examined ane.t his or her- counsel, subject-to- RYie--51 09(b)"; -"an~BoarCFmemller o ~member of the staff of the Board"; "fh~eporter"; and "su~t~~r -per~ens as-the Board,_.:::=.:::==~~
or the staff ofthe Board cfesignated in the order of formal investigation, determine are
appropriate to permit to be present, provided, however, that in no event shall a person,"
other than the witness, "who has been or is reasonably likely to be examined in the
investigation be present." The letter explained that excluding the expert was consistent
with the release accompanying Board adoption of the rule. R.D. 180b at 2. In pertinent
part, that release states that the Board "expect[s] the staff to be accommodating,
but... also expect[s] the staff to be vigilant about not permitting a firm's internal personnel
effectively to monitor an investigation by sitting in on testimony of all firm personnel."
Rules on Investigations and Adjudications, PCAOB Rei. No. 2003-015 at A2-18-19.
The concern is also reflected in Rule 51 09(b)'s "provided, however" clause.
He now
Laccetti gave his investigative testimony without an expert present.
argues that the Division's denial of the request to permit his chosen expert to attend
"violated his right to counsel in at least three ways ." Even aside from the fact that we do
not rely on his investigative testimony in deciding this case, which is the only prejudice
Laccetti claims he would suffer, his arguments falter on his inability to establish the right
he claims exists to attendance of a particular expert at his investigatory examination.
First, Laccetti notes that Rule 51 09(b} confers a "Right to Counsel" during
testimony before the Board, and argues that such right would be "meaningless if the
examinee's counsel could not provide effective assistance to his client." In support of
this argument, Laccetti cites SEC v. Whitman, 613 F. Supp. 48 (D.D.C. 1985). In
Whitman, the court explained that "Congress expressly recognized that a witness
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subpoenaed to testify before an agency has a right to representation under the
Administrative. Procedure Act (APA)." /d. at 49. The court then conclud~, that the
SEC's. ~l~s of practice, which excluded non-:-lawyers fr9m atten~ding it$ .investigative
procee~ings and. the.re~ore worked to prevent counsel.from being :assisted bY .tephniqal
expert~, irqproperly "irnpinge[d] upon counsel's .ability to adequately. represent h_is cli~nt
who has been called u·pon to testify," running afoul of the APA's grant of his clienfs
":absolute right to counsel during the proc~dings." /d.
As. the Board stated in the release accompanying its adoption of Rule 5109 and
other rules, and as Laccetti acknowlecJpes in his brief (R.D. 204 at14 n.18), the APA
doe~ not apply to Board proceedings.~ But Laccetti urges us to look beyc:;>nd the facial
inapplicability of Whitman to take from it the.premise that, where some."n~le-based. rig~r
to counsel exists-he~e by virtue of Board Rule 5109(b)-.tt~~n co~nsel m~st. ~have
access to technical expertise" so as not to render that right "meaningless."
We first note that it has long been recognized that, in administrative contexts, ~~
to counsel exists only where the Constitution or. some statute, rule, or regulation
creates it. E.g., Seuss v. Pugh, 245 F. Supp. 661, 665 (D. W.Va. 1965). In Whitman,
the court found the source of a right to counsel in the APA, which the court
characterized as providing an "absolute right to counsel." 613 F. Supp. at 49 •. Here,
Rule 5109(b) grants no such right; it allows circumscribed participation of a witness's
cc;>unsel in an investigative examination:
rig~t

Any person compelled to testify pursuant to .a subpoena issued
pursuant to Rule 5111, or who appears pursuant to an accounting
board demand or request, may be accompanied, represented and
advised by counsel, subject to Rule 5102Ccl(3), provided, however,
that the counsel provide the Board's staff with a notice of
appearance that states, or state on the record at the
commencement of testimony, that the counsel represents the
witness. [Emphasis added.]

321

See Rules on Investigations and Adjudications, PCAOB Rei. No. 2003-015 at
A2-19 n.1 ("Whatever binding precedential value Whitman may have in the context of a
Commission investigation, it has none in the context of a Board investigation. The
Whitman decision rests on the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, which
is not applicable to Board proceedings."); see also 5 U.S.C. § 551(1) (defining "agency"
for purposes of the APA as "each authority of the Government of the United States,
whether or not it is within or subject to review by another agency/' with enumerated
exceptions); 15 U.S.C. § 7211(b) ("The Board shall not be an agency or establishment
of. the United States Government.... "); Free Enterprise Fund v. PCAOB, 561 U.S. 477,
485-86 (201 0) .(referring to "the (Sarbanes-Oxley Act] provisions specifying that. Board
members are not Government officials for statutory purposes").
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The participation allowed by Rule 51 09(b) is thus expressly made subject to Rule
51 02(c)(3), which , as noted, limits attendees to the examinee, his or her counsel, Board
members and staff, and such other persons as the Board, or Board staff designated in
the order of formal investigation determine are appropriate to permit to be present.
Laccetti suggests that the Board cannot limit the attendance of experts at
investigative examinations by contending that any right to counsel, once granted by
statute or rule, "necessarily carries with it the right to have counsel assisted by retained
experts." R.D. 204 at 14 n.18. But all the cases he cites for this proposition turn on the
Sixth Amendment right to assistance of counsel 1'in all criminal prosecutions." These
cases are therefore inapposite; it is well settled that there is no general constitutional or
statutory right to effective assistance of counsel outside of the criminal setting .~
Moreover, even if these cases applied to PCAOB proceedings, Laccetti could
prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim only if he could show that his
defense was harmed for that reason, i.e., that there is "a reasonable probability" that
"the result of the proceeding would have been different." Strickland v. Washington, 466
U.S. 668, 694 (1984). Yet the Division did not exclude all experts, but only one, whos,~;;e~~~~~
F;;=~~ attendance the-staff Identified as inapproQriate: based--o his-em~pl5ymenFof.1~iiisF~
Young. Any prejudice Laccetti claims to have suffered could fairly be at_trtbute.Q_to-_bis
oWh decision not to seek out another expert in the two months before his scheduled
examination. Nor does he claim to have been prevented from consulting with an expert
in preparing for the examination, which lasted several days, or during breaks. And the
only prejudice he claims is that "the Division's case rested in large measure on its use of
Laccetti's investigative testimony." R.D. 210 at 23. Even if that assertion were true, it is
irrelevant, because we have not relied on that testimony. Thus, even if Laccetti's flawed
position were accepted, he has not shown that he would be entitled to any further relief
than he is, in effect, receiving-"the typical remedy for a violation of the Sixth
Amendment right to counsel ," that "impermissibly obtained evidence is excluded."341

331

Hutcherson v. Smith, 908 F.2d 243, 245 (7th Cir. 1990) ("It is a well-established
principle of law that there is, in general, no constitutional or statutory right to effective
assistance of counsel in civil cases."); see also Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420, 440
n.16 (1960) (Sixth Amendment "is specifically limited to 'criminal prosecutions"') (citing
United States v. Zucker, 161 U.S. 475, 481 (1896)); Williams v. Wynne, 533 F.3d 360,
369 (51h Cir. 2008) ("the Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel is a
criminal concept with no relevance to administrative or civil proceedings").

341

See Bradley v. Health Midwest, Inc., 203 F. Supp. 1254, 1259 (D. Kan. 2002)
(citing United States v. Thurmond, 1998 U.S. App. LEXIS 7132 at *1 (10th Cir. Apr. 8,
1998) (unpublished)); see also Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201 , 207 (1964).
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Second, Laccetti argues that because "the Board is 'part of the Government' for
c9nsti.~utional purp9ses," citing Free Enterprise Fund v. PCAOB; 561. U.S. 477,. 486
(201 0), . it must not infringe the Fifth Amendment rig~t to due process, a. "critical

component" of which is the right to counsel. He cites nothing, however, to overcome
well-established authority that, even when due process requires access to counsel, that
right attaches only during an adjudicative proceeding-during which here he was
assisted by counsel and an expert witness-not during an. investigation. Hannah v.
Larche, ~63 U.S. 420, 440-43 (1960); In
Groban, 352 U.S. 330, 333 (1957).M' His
attempt to cast the same argument in terms of the requirement of Sart>anes-Oxley Act
Section 105(a), 15 U.S.C. 7215(a), that the Board establish "fair procedures" for
investig~tions fails for the same reasons that underlie those cases, Lacce~i's right to
counsel was not infringed by exclusion of the particular exper:t from his examination.

re

Finally. Laccetti argues that even if Whitman and the Constit~tion are not a
source of the right he claims to attendance of consultants during a Board investigatory
examination, the SEC is compelled to recognize such a right in its own proceedings,
with the result that the SEC would be unauthorized to approve sanctions imposed by
the.Board whenever a respondent's expert consultant is excluded. The only support.he
cites for this argument is the statement in Free Enterprise Fund, 561 U.S. at 509,
quoted without any context, that the SEC is "fully responsible for the Board's actions."
We can find no support in the law for the theory that restrictions under which the
SEC may operate must pass through to organizations it oversees. Such a theory
ignores Congress's instruction that the PCAOB be established not as a .government
agency like the SEC but as a nonprofit corporation. 361 The theory also ignores the
existence of securities industry self-regulatory organizations (SROs). SROs are
Accord, e.g., SEC v. Jerry T. O'Brien, Inc., 467 U.S. 735, 742 (1984) (finding no
offense to due process because "an administrative investigation adjudicates no legal
rights'~ (citing Hannah}; Anonymous v. Baker, 360 U.S. 287, 295-96 (1959) (applying
Groban to grand-jury-like proceeding); United States v. Steel, 238 F. Supp. 575, 577
(S.D.N.Y. 1965} ("[W]hen a government agency is conducting an investigation~ as here,
in contrast to making an adjudication, 'due process' does not require granting to those
being investigated 'rights ... normally associated only with adjudicatory proceedings."'}
{quoting Hannah, 363 U.S. at 442); Kevin Hall, CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-61162, 2009
SEC LEXIS 4165 at *73 (Dec. 14, 2009) (distinguishing adjudicative from investigative
processes in the application of due process principles) (quoting Friedman v. Rogers,
440 U.S. 1, 18 (1979} and citing O'Brien and Hannah}.

'J§!

361

See Sarbanes-Oxley Act Section 101(a) & (b), 15 U.S.C. 7211(a) & (b), quoted in
Free Enterprise Fund, 561 U.S. at 484 ("Congress created the Board as a private
'nonprofit corporation,' and Board members and employees are not considered
Government 'officer[s]' or 'employee[s]' for statutory purposes.").
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o~erseen by the S~C bu_t reflect a congressional "prefer[ence] [for] self-regulation by a
pnvate body over d1rect mvolve~ent of a government agency," First Jersey Sees., Inc.
v. B~~gen, 6~5 F.2d 690 ~ ?98 (3 Cir. 1979~, "as a means of providing an opportunity for
partiCipants m the secunt1es market to revtew the conduct of their peers in an informal
and flexible manner'' and of "achieving expeditious and flexible enforcement of legal and
ethical sta~~ar?s," Merrill Lynch, P_ierce, Fenner& Smith, Inc. v. NASD, 616 F.2d 1363,
1370-71 {5 Ctr. 1980). If Laccettl were correct, SROs would be required to adhere to
all federal constitutional provisions simply due to SEC oversight, but that is not so. E.g.,
Desiderio v. NASD, 191 F.3d 198, 206 (2d Cir. 1999) (citing Jackson v. Metropolitan
Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345, 350 {1974)).

Moreover, the Board and SROs develop rules to carry out their missions, and
provisions governing Commission review of Board or SRO rules do not require that they
be the same as SEC rules, but rather that they meet certain standards. See 15 U.S.C.
7217{b); 15 U.S.C. 78s(b). The Board and SROs bring disciplinary proceedings, and
while, in reviewing them, the Commission may consider whether the organizations
applied their rules in a manner "consistent with [relevant statutory] purposes," the
inquiry is not whether the rules were applied in the identical manner in which the SFC
applies its rules. See, e.g. , 15 U.S.C. 7217(c){2); 15 U.S.C. 78s(e){1). Statutes require
~~~~~..1aif.: procedures" or "a fair process" for such proceedings=nQLprocedures~wces;~~~~~~
~
i0ent1cal to tfie SE s. 15 O.S.C. 7215; 15 U.S.C. 7_8o-~(b)(§l _j n short. the_
Commission reviews proceedings accordmg to the standards that apply to them , not to
other proceedings. Laccetti's right to counsel defense is not only moot; it is baseless.
B. Separation of Powers
Laccetti argues that the Board should dismiss the charges against him because
the statute that created the PCAOB "violates the [Constitution's] separation of powers,
both on its face and as applied to these disciplinary proceedings." R.D. 204 at 19. The
starting point of Laccetti's arguments is that the "Board 's structure during the initiation,
investigation, and prosecution of this matter" unconstitutionally "limit[ed] the SEC's
authority to remove" Board members until the Supreme Court struck down, on
separation of powers grounds, restrictions on removal of Board members other than for
good cause (Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 7211{e)(6) & 7217(d){3)) in Free
Enterprise Fund v. PCAOB , 561 U.S. 477 (201 0). According to Laccetti, dismissal of
this proceeding is "compel[led]" by that case, as it establishes that the PCAOB generally
exercised "unfettered, unaccountable enforcement authority" during the period the
removal restrictions were in place, or, alternatively, dismissal is required for lack of a
showing that "the SEC has ever exercised its authority over the Board with respect to
this matter." R.D . 204 at 20-21 . Neither argument has merit.
Regarding Laccetti's first argument, the Supreme Court's decision does not hold
or even hint that the unconstitutionality of the statutory restrictions on the Commission's
power to remove Board members invalidated "enforcement authority" exercised by the
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PCAOB w..hile those provisions were in place. As part of the same decision, the Court
hel" that the aoard members have been validly appointed by t~e fuU Commission."
~61 U:S. at 513. It also. made clear that "restricting certain officers to a single l~vet. of
lnS~IatiO[l fro.rn the President aff~cts the conditions. under which .those officers· might
someday be rern~ved,. and would have no effect, ab~ent a congr~ssional determination
to the ~ontrary, on th: valid!IY of any ?fficer's.-continuance in office," dismiSsing as
w.lthout any ~ubstance a cla1m by the dtssent that.the.work of.various officials.likened
to Board r:nembers "will 'be put on hold'" by the Court's decision. -/d.. at.508.,.Altho'i.igh
the petition7rs in th~t ~~e "argued that the Board's 'freedom from Presidential. over~Jgl1t
and control rendered 1t and all power and authority. exercised by it' in .violation of the
Constitution," the Court "reject[ed] such a broad holding." Jd~ h1stead; .the .Court held
that "the unconstitutional tenure provisions are severable from the remainder of the
statute," that the. statute "remains 'fully operative as a law' with these tenure provisions
excised,"· and that petitioners were "not entitled to broad injunctive relief. against the
Board's continued operations" but rather "declaratory relier of excision .of the
unconstituti.onal provisions. /d. at 508, 513. Laccetti himself acknowledges that "the
decision's cure was prospective only." R.D. 210 at 25. Nothing in the Court's decision
shows that vindicatio·n of the separation of powers requires invalidation of prior PCAOB
actions in connection with ~ disciplinary proceeding.
Laccetti cites no authority in support of his position that we should interpret Free
Enterprise Fund as invalidating any prior action taken by the PCAOB to in.vestigate the
basis for, institute, or. prosecute a disciplinary proceeding. It is useful to note,· h_owever,
that those few cases that were cited to the hearing officer when making similar .(and
unavailing) arguments .below do not support Laccetti's position. .All of those..cases
involved persons who were fundamentally ineligible to act, such as where statutes
authorized persons controlled by Congress to perform executive branch .functions.l11
Laccetti has established no such fundamental ineligibility on the part of Board members.

371

In Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714 (1986), the Court held that a 1985 statute
giving the Comptroller General certain new duties related to deficit reduction measures
violated separation of powers principles because Congress had the authority to remove
the Comptroller GeneraL The Court explained that "[t]he structure of the·Constitution
does not permit Congress to execute the laws;· it follows that Congress cannot grant to
an officer under its control what it does not possess" and concluded that ''the
Comptroller General, as an officer removable by Congress, may not exercise the
powers conferred upon him" by the statute. /d. at 726, 736 n.1 0. In Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority v. Citizens for Abatement of Aircraft Noise, 501 U.S. 252
(1991), the Supreme Court held unconstitutional a board of review composed of
members of Congress that had veto power over the decisions of regional airport
authorities. The statute creating this review body, the court held, "provides a blueprint
for extensive expansion of .the legislative power beyond its constitutionally confined
role,u and was therefore impermissible. /d. at 276. In FEC v. NRA Political Victory

··That is particularly significant to a separation of powers ·challenge, becausea~cordingJo Free Enterprise Fund,.what the separation of -powers tequires .. is··that·th~- ·
Presi~ent not ~e "impaired," ·"subvert[ed)," or "liriiit[ea]"' by lavfih his "ability:" "a-ut~dr1tY:'!i·
or·11powef to ·execute· the laws and thus that the· Commission· tiave·~autfi~ofitY d\ler"~*afrtf·
"wield a free hand to supervise," Board members. 561 U.S. at 496, 498,: 504~ 513-14.
The C~urt stressed that the "only_ issue in this case-is _whether- Congress·_may deprive
___ Jhe_f!resident ,of adequate control over the Board." '/d. avsoa~-~ -Eirtninatin!ra·rf'tib'stiel~:--.:.:. __ c_ - - ~to~ the- poWer-to remove- Board ·members ·does :not ·require that the ,·power·..acttially' 'ha\le,
- ·
been exercised, or necessarily imply anything about the actions over which it mfght
have been exercised, by a Board validly appointed, with auth9rity severable from the
removal provisions, and capable of continuing uninterrupted in office. This is clear from
the Court's statement that, in practice, the President "can always choose to restrain
himself in his dealings with subordinates," id. at 497, as can the Commission·.. And·this
is_,_certainly true· in. the PCAOB·-context, where those ~~h9..!~S}tio.Yfc1·;tle; made With.:tbe:.... ... _~_---~
. ···-···- . -·----··--- knoW1eagelfia1"'Ctsignlficanf'en'forcement aCt10nS"l>Yft1e Board "are, ofcolirs'e, ·subject to
. .__ . _ .. _ . s.Pm~JatentCommissjon control," including authority-to .review-Board -decisioris.tlike,1his·-~ -···· ----~- ·~--------·
one. /d. at 486, 504. The two .successive administrations . that -defe·nded· the
.· :
·
constjtutionalny of the $tatute were content with ~whal:the _·qoQrf)!l~YJda:·ai!.;~l[a}r(_·_·.,~ ~~~~

jif~~~~~~~££~~dZ::;r-2riuzitF:.~.:_:§!
.

-

.~-·

s_, ... ,.,.

-tFuftherm.o~tfYe·"only·'overstght ·requtredrby·Pre---e*'Ente'rfJ17~1j'\FOttCJ!2Cdmffilftf6fr-

.-.-. ·.~ ----· ~-. :·•....... -

authority to remove Board members at will-has existed all the way back to the sta·rt of
the hearing in this case. Any claims by Laccetti that he was subjected to "unfounded
accusations, prosecutorial misconduct, and due process violations" (R.D. 204 at 21
n.30) were, to the extent he properly raised them, presented for consideration and
resolution by the hearing officer and now us, as what the Supreme Court called "a
constitutional agency accountable to the Executive," under a "'fully operative'" statute
(561 U.S. at 508, 509, 513). We have given due consideration to the matters properly
raised before us, and, for the reasons given, we have determined that specified charges
-against- him· ·were· proven by a· preponderance·of the: ·evidence· and--that this'lD'QCeeainQ''' ·. · · ·-,_ ": ----· .. ·-,=,--_
was conducted fairly and in accordance with applicable laws and rules~ Although he
notes that ultimate SEC review of a Board disciplinary sanction was held to be
"insufficient to satisfy the separation of powers" (R.D. 204 at n.31)-as a substitute for
striking down the removal restrictions-that does not mean that, in the wake of their

Fund, 6 F.3d 821 (D.C. Cir. 1993), the court found unconstitutional the composition of
the Federal Election Commission, which had included agents of the legislat,ve branch
as<ex officio·.-·members. ·. It held :that "the mere -presence of agents: of -:oongress~ron an- ·
entitywith.executive··powers offends the Constitution~" /d. af827~· ·
·,·..
-·-': · ·:,: ··.-
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excisiQn, the,further conduct of the proceeding by the hearing officer, de novo review by
us, and the opportunity for further review ~y the Commission is an insufficient remedy .w

. In, effect, Laccetti asks us to hold that the exclusive and essential remedy, if any
PCAOB action were taken while the removal restrictions were in place to investigat~ ;the
basis for, institute, or prosecute a pending disciplinary proceeding, is dismissal of the
proceeding. This is so, in his view, regardless of whether any of tbose actions
exceeded what the President or the Commission would have .allowed, had, they~ then
pqssessed the. power to remove Board members at will, and regardless ,of the .Board
members' eligibility .to act, the nature of the separation of powers inquiry, the ·stc;~nce
toward the PCAOB taken by successive Administrati<?ns, and the fact that the hearing
and rest of the proceeding was conducted under the regime of Free Enterprise Fund,
which had already ruled on· the constitutionality of the statutory· provisions. There ·is no
warrant for Laccetti's position in anything cited to us or discovered in our research.
Laccetti's second argument would change the characterization . of his
constitutional challenge from "facial" to "as-applied" and reformulate the separation of
powers inquiry as whether the Commission actually exercised or considered exercising
"the executive power to start, stop, or alter" this "individual proceeding." R.D. 204 at 2022 & nn.30, 31. Even if that were a proper standard for determining constitutionality, the
Supreme Court has already declared the .removal provisions unconstitutional. Laccetti's
second argument offers nothing more than the first on the issue of remedy~ Thus, it
adds little, if anything, to the first argument, and fails largely for the same reasons~ .
As stated in a case Laccetti himself cites, he would bear the. "burden to show" in
an as-applied challenge "that the provisions of which [he] complains~-.the removal ·
restrictions-"are unduly severe," i.e., "unduly constrain[] the President's ability to see
that the laws are faithfully executed," in the "circumstances" here. See Free Enterprise
Fund v. PCAOB, 537 F.3d 667, 670, 684 n.14 {D.C. Cir. 2008), affd in part, rev'd in
part, and remanded, 561 U.S. 477 (201 0). But the Supreme Court has already held that
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Contrary to Laccetti's contention that dismissal of an enforcement proceeding is
required if there is a separation of powers problem, courts have recognized there can
be "'alternative way(s] of curing [a] constitutional violation."' FEC v. Legi-Tech, 75 F.3d
704, 707-09 (D.C. Cir. 1996). Moreover, in Doolin Securities Savings Bankl F.S.B. v.
OTS, the court indicated that, under commonly applied "harmless error" analysis, even if
the charging document in an administrative proceeding were signed by an unauthorized
official, this invalidity would not "cause the final order," which showed "detached and
considered judgment in deciding the merits" by an authorized official, to be invalid. 139
F.3d 203, 212..213 (D.C. Cir. 1998). Compare Landry v. FDIC, 204 F.3d 1125, 1128,
1130-32 (D.C. Cir. 2000} (entertaining first-time claim that administrative law judge with
purely recommendatory powers, to whom a statute required a matter be assigned, was
invalidly appointed, despite agency's own determination of matter after de novo review).
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the , restrictions "contravene" and "violate the separation ·of powers" -and thus; -are
unconstitutional in all applications. 561 U.S. at 492, -soa.:.1o, 513~14. So for Laccetti to
sho~ that _the Commission did not start, stop, or alter the present proceeding, or
_--~~nsrde~ doi~~- so,_ would_ be_ superfluous to e~tabli_shing"the -~i1constitutional~ty ·9ttb~.
- -~remavafi restrictions-a·s applied to this--ca!:>"e.· _. · :.-. -- -~ ·· -· - · .:.., ---" ,_.....-.:........ ~-~-- . .__,__ --" ·· .... -..,.·--- 4 --""~-- ~--

,-_---

__ _

------ ·------- - - -

~ ...

Further, Laccetti fails to provide any authority or analysis for why such a showing·
______________.w_ould"_require, __.dismissal . ,oLthis ... proceeding. ~'.:.Again,:_ the..;:Gourt~held-tfiat.:tonce~he~.:....--- --~-'-~restrictions were excised, the statute was··"'fully· operative·-as·~a iaw'".-~and"tne\·s·ec-''Was
"fully responsible for the Board's actions, which are no-- less subject than ·the
Commission's own functions to Presidential oversight," satisfying the separation of
powers. ld. at 509. The four Board members participating in the review of this case are
all eligible by law to act in that role, and three of those members did not sit on :the Board
when the proceeding was instituted. Thus, Laccetti's suggestion that-this- case-could
not continue after the Court's decision unless the President or tha Commission thenexerCised, or considered exercising, the authority to "start, stop, or alter" the proceeding
--~ _ _(B~DL 2Q4, at 2:1-22 .& nn.30, 31) would require --dismissal--simply;- because-l!accetti----'--'-"'., -··---disagrees· with how the President or the SEC did or did nofaC.t'Jally :e,xer~jse.-:thelr·
oversiglflfauthorlty-.nver the· Board. T~a~ is not·fbr· La
- · ,.---: -:; ..-_}:. -·

"prevented" from "exercising its authority over the PCAOB with respect to this matter" or
that, as a result, he was subjected to a proceeding "fraughf' with "unfounded
accusations, prosecutorial misconduct, and due process violations" that otherwise
"would not have occurred" or "would have been appropriately corrected," as he
contends in his second argument (R.D. 204 at 20, 21 n.30). In defending the removal
restrictions, the government expressed its view that the Sarbanes-Oxley Act did, in fact,
provide the Commission with the authority to start, stop, and alter an individual PCAOB
enforcement action. See, e.g., Free Enterprise Fund, 561 U.S. at 504-05. And had this
proceeding· been ·rife with the gross abuses ·claimed'·by taceettf~· 'thercommissiO'ri ·coiilcf'- . .
also have taken steps to remove unresponsive Board members for "willful abuse of
authority" (id. at 503). Yet, as the hearing officer noted, despite the fact that, during the
stage of this proceeding that preceded the Supreme Court's decision, the Commission
"could have appointed a new Board majority, including a Chairman, because the Board
Chairman position [was] vacant and the terms of two other Board members [had]
expired," the SEC instead "withheld making new appointments." R.D. 138 at 3.
We thus reject Laccetti's contention, whether termed a facial or an as-applied
challenge, that this proceeding must be dismissed on separation of powers grounds.
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C. Taxation Power
. . As pertinent here, Section 109(d) of the Sarbanes-O~Iey_Act, 1.5 u.s.c~. 72:19(g),
empowers the Board to establish and charge issuers "a. reasonai)le ·annu~1 accounting
support fee .•. a~. may be necessary or appropriate to establish and maintain tt:te Board.'!
Laccetti argues that the support fee is a tax and that Congress impermissibly, delegated
its authority to the Board to levy such tax. R.D. 204 at 22-26; R.D. 210 at 5. We agree
with the Division e1nd the initial decision (I. D. 90) that Laccetti waived this affirmative
defense by not timely raising it and that, in any event, the defense has no merit.~
Board. Rule 5421 (c) requires a respondent to assert; any· "matter .constituting an
affirmative defense" ill his or her answer, and it is undisputed that Laccetti'$ ct)allenge
to ttae fee provision is an affirmative defense. "It is a frequently stated. proposition of
virtually: universal acceptance by the federal courts that a failure to plead an affirmative
defense. as required by Federal Rule [of Civil Procedure] 8(c) results _in the waiver of
~hat defense and its exclusion from the case. u See 5 C. Wright & A. Miller, Fed .. Prac. &
Proc. § 1278 (3d ed.). That proposition applies even to defenses that might be
characterized as purely legal in nature. See, e.g., J & J Sports Prods. v. Delgf.ldQ, .2013
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 91447 at *13 (E.D. Cal. June 28, 2013) (defense "must be articulated
to s4ch a degree that the plaintiff is not subject to unfair surpris~u) (citing Woodfield v.
Bowman, 193 F.3d 354, 362 (5th Cir. 1999)). Courts considering. whether affillllative
defenses have been waived are concerned not only about. prejudice to the parties
asserting the defenses but also about the resources of litigants. and tribu11als that-might
be wasted on lengthy proceedings unless parties are required to properly raise their
defenses.~ The SEC, while recognizing that Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(c) does
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We assume, for purposes of this opinion, that Laccetti has standing to make this
challenge. As the Division points out, the initial decision held that Laccetti lacked
standing because he was not an issuer, from whom the support fee is collected, but an
associated person of a registered firm that audits issuers. I.D. 90. But neither the initial
decision nor the Division has addressed Laccetti's theory that he has standing because
if the fee provision is held unconstitutional, and is not severable from the rest of Title I of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, see generally Alaska Airlines, Inc. v. Brock, 480 U ~s. 678, 684
(1987), he would enjoy complete relief from this enforcement proceeding, see generally
Fed. Election Comm'n v. NRA Political Victory Fund, 6 F.3d 821, 824 (D~C. Cir. 1993).
401

See, e.g., Robinson v. Johnson, 313 F.3d 128, 137 (3d Cir. 2002) ("Affirmative
defenses must be raised as early as practicable, not only to avoid prejudice, but also to
promote judicial economy. If a party has a successful affirmative defense, raising that
defense as early as possible, and permitting a court to rule on it, may terminate the
proceedings at that point without wasting precious legal and judicial resources.'');
Bradford-White Corp. v. Emst & Whinney, 872 F.2d 1153, 1160-61 (3d Cir. 1989)
(where defendant "did not file a motion or present argument before the district court on
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not apply to Commission proceedings, has nonetheless looked to it for guidance in
holding that an affirmative defense is waived if not raised in a timely fashion. See
Russell Ponce, SEC Rei. No. 34-43235, 2000 WL 1232986 at *11 & nn.53-54 (Aug. 31,
2000) (statute of limitations), aff'd, 345 F.3d 722 (9 1h Cir. 2003). In the interests of
fairness and economy of the adjudication process-benefits that would accrue to all
involved in Board proceedings-affirmative defenses should be timely raised .
Laccetti claims he raised the tax issue at the end of his answer to the OIP as his
"Eighth Affirmative Defense." That defense merely asserted , "The proceedings
instituted against Mr. Laccetti are invalid because the establishment and structure of the
PCAOB violates the U.S. Constitution." R.D. 10 at 13 (omitting appended footnote:
"Mr. Laccetti reserves the right to amend his Answer and interpose additional affirmative
defenses as appropriate."). In a March 4, 2010 pre-hearing conference, his counsel
construed that defense as raising "the issues that are related to the case now pending
before the Supreme Court [in Free Enterprise Fundj," namely, "these issues" "about the
structure of the PCAOB and the power of the president to appoint and remove board
members," and construed it again, in moving on to discuss other affirmative defenses in
the answer, by saying, "separate and apart from the issues before the Supreme Court,
what we want to do is really raise i::;sues related to the rights that we think should be
- affatded. by:tne.:rules..ef..the-EGAOB to:aU:respondent~~at9-l43. N~fftni;;::::;;:;:;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;::=;=i
was madeofthesupporffee prOVISion.lt was not before the siTr1rAme Couft· challenge
was made tfiere 6illy1o the provisions for appointment andfor-cause removal of Board
members by the Commission. 561 U.S. at 487-88.
Furthermore, on June 28, 2010, the first scheduled day of the hearing, Laccetti's
counsel successfully requested a one-day postponement because the Supreme Court
had decided Free Enterprise Fund that morning. The next day, counsel made an oral
application to the hearing officer to dismiss the case on the basis of the Court's decision
and, failing that, for "expedited interlocutory appeal under PCAOB [Rule] 5461,"
asserting that Laccetti was "going to suffer irreparable harm by having to go through this
proceeding when the whole proceeding in itself was the by-product of unconstitutional
decisionmaking"; contending that "this issue certainly involves a controlling question of
law"; and recognizing that "it was very important to make this application as soon as
possible." R.D. 134 at 8-9; R.D. 135 at 29, 35-37. Laccetti now characterizes the
support fee provision as an even more fundamental defect in the statute: "Unlike the
[removal] provision at issue in FEF, Sarbanes-Oxley is not 'fully operative as a law' with
the funding provisions excised." R.D. 204 at 26 n.35. Yet he failed to articulate a
constitutional challenge in terms of the fee provision or Congress's taxation authority
until his October 29, 2010 post-hearing submission. See R.D. 180 at 115-18. Under
the circumstances of this case, Laccetti waived that defense by failing timely to raise it.
the statute of limitations issue [raised in its answer] at any time before or at the trial," but
tried to argue issue in post-trial brief, finding "it would be grossly unfair to allow a plaintiff
to go to the expense of trying a case only to be met by a new defense after trial").
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. ,~ven if LacceUi had properly raised the defense, however, it fails. on the merits.
The ~oard's congre$sional authorization to pollect a support fee is, not.un,ct)nstltutional
be~u~e. quite.simplyt the fee is not a tax within the meaning_ofthe Constitution·. Article
I, Section 8 of the Constitution grants exclusively to Congress t~e "power:tojay and
collect taxes," . which may not be delegated . without meeting certain, minimum
constitutional requirements. Skinner v. Mid-Am. Pipeline Co., 490 U.S. 212~ 223 (1989).
Not all levies authorized by Congress, however, are taxes. In 1884, the Supreme Court
held that a· fee: collected from all ship owners for each. non-citizen passenger. entering
the United .states was not a tax under Article I, Section 8. Head Money Ca~~s ,(Ec;fy~~ v!
Robertson), 112 U.S. 580 (1884}. The Court explained that the statute authorizing the
fee designated the money to "defray the expense of regulating immigration," not for "the
general ~upport of the government," and was not an exercise of Congress's ta~ing
power; instead, the fee was "the mere incident of the regulation of commerce" anc;t w~ll
within.the autho.rity of Congress to impose. /d. at 590,595-96.
·
·
Courts have continued to recognize this distinction between taxes and fees in
analyzing constitutionality under Article I, ·stressing the fundamental difference between
monies raised for general government use and those for regulation. For example, the
Ninth Circuit held that a state levy imposed on railroads doing business in the. state was
not an unconstitutional tax. Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. Public Uti/. Comm'n, 899 F.2d 854,
859 (9th Cir. 1990) (citing Head Money Cases). In so holding, the court explained that
"the concerns underlying the constitutional limitations imposed on the taxing power by
article I, section 8 are relevant to measures having the primary objective of rais.ipg
revenues for· the general support of government, but not to measures having th·e
primary objective of regulating commerce." When a statute serves the limited fis~l
purpose of defraying costs related to a reg·ulatory program rather than raising general
revenues, a levy does not run afoul of Article I. /d.; Chicago & N. W. Transp. Co. v.
Webster Co. Bd. of SupeNisors, 880 F. Supp. 1290, 1306 {N.D. Iowa 1995) (a fee is not
a tax unless it generates revenue "to offset unrelated costs or confer unrelated ben.efits"
(emphasis in original) (citing Digninet, Inc. v. Westem Union ATS, Inc., 958 F.2d 1388,
1392-~3 (7th Cir. 1992)). A number of other courts have reached the same conclu~ion.
See South Carolina ex rei. Tindal v. Block, 717 F.2d 874, 887 (4th Cir. 1983) ("If
regulation is the primary purpose of a statute, revenue raised under the statute will be
considered a fee rather than a tax."); United States v. Stangland, 242 F.2d 843, 848 {7th
Cir. 1957) (quoting Rodgers v. United States, 138 F.2d 992, 994-95 (6th Cir. 1943) ("The
imposition· with ·which we are concerned has for its object the fostering, protecting and
conserving of interstate commerce and the prevention of harm to the people 'from its
flow. It is not a charge on property for the purpose of raising revenue.")).!ll
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See, e.g., San Juan Cellular Tel. Co. v. Public SeN. Comm'n, 967 F.2d 683, 685
(1st Cir. 1992) ("Courts ~Jave had to distinguish 'taxes' from regulatory 'fees' in a variety
of statutory contexts. Yet, in doing so, they have analyzed the legal issues in similar
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.
~accetti addresses none of this authority. The only case he cites in support of
h1s cla1m that the support fee is a tax is of no help to him. The case's discussion of
taxes and fees was geared to the distinctive statute and type of fee at issue there, which
are very different from those at issue here.iZ' The Board's support fee, which, as
pertinent here, is collected from public companies and which defrays the cost of
overseeing the audits of those companies, is not a tax within the meaning of Article 1.
Finally, even if the support fee were a tax, Laccetti acknowledges that there
would be no constitutional problem unless Congress improperly delegated its taxing
power to the PCAOB. R.D. 204 at 23. The Constitution only permits delegation where
ways. They have sketched a spectrum with a paradigmatic tax at one end and a
paradigmatic fee at the other. The classic 'tax' is imposed by a legislature upon many,
or all, citizens . It raises money, contributed to a general fund, and spent for the benefit
of the entire community. The classic 'regulatory fee' is imposed by an agency upon
those subject to its regulation . It may serve regulatory purposes directly by, for example,
deliberate,ly discouraging particular conduct by making il more expensive. Gr., it may - - - - - - 1
serve such purposes indirectly by, for example, raising money placed in a SRecial fund i:==:;:::;:;==1o-h~!Ifd~rayJtie-agency_1; regu.l~tfo~reLafeifexpens-ea. ).:(elmtiO'ii'S:'omiftecJ).
j
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Specifically, the statute at issue in National Cable Television Association, Inc. v.
United States, 415 U.S. 336, 340 (1974}, authorized federal agencies to collect a "fee,
charge, or price" for any "work, service, ... benefit, ... license, ... or similar thing of value"
that is "granted, prepared, or issued by" them "to or for any person," considering, among
other things , "the value to the recipient" and "public policy or interest served, and other
pertinent facts." The Court noted that: (1) the specific wording about "benefit" or "value"
to the payer, as informed by legislative intent, was inconsistent with a tax; (2) a "public
agency performing those services" relevant to the statute "normally may exact a fee for
a grant, which, presumably, bestows a benefit on the applicant, not shared by other
members of society"; and (3) "[t]he words 'public policy or interest served, and other
pertinent facts,"' which , "if read literally," might, in its "ultimate reach," "bestow on a
federal agency the taxing power," did "not seem to be relevant to the present case."
Accordingly, the Court resolved the "contrast[]" in language and "read the Act narrowly"
to permit agencies to collect only fees that represent the value of a service received by
the fee payer. /d. at 341 -44. As courts have recognized, the case "was not announcing
universal definitions of 'tax' and 'fee'" but instead was addressing "a particular context,"
one quite different from that in which regulation is a statute's primary purpose. Union
Pacific, 899 F.2d at 861; accord, e.g., San Juan Cellular, 967 F.2d at 686 (distinguishing
National Cable as focused on a statute that required evaluating whether the fee at issue
provided "value to the recipient" and holding that "money [that] is not used for a general
purpose but rather to defray[] the expenses generated in specialized investigations and
studies, for the hiring of professional and expert services and the acquisition of the
equipment needed for the operations provided by law for the (agency]" is not a tax) .
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Congr~ss "shall lay down by legislative act an intelligible principle to which the person or
body~ a~Jthorized to [aQt] is direpted to conf~rm." Hampton. & .Co. v. United States, 27.~
U.S. 394, 409 (1928)._ Laccetti bears. the burden of showing that this ~tandard ~w.as not
met. Yakus v.. United States, 321 U.S. 414, 426 .(1944). CQntrary ,:to Lac.C@ttrs
unsupported assertion (R. D. 204 at 24 n.33), the standards of. a ,delega.tion of ppwer
~!JUSt be examined not "in isolation," but also by deriving. "'meaningful cor:a~~nt frorn tt~e
purpo~e of the [statute], its factual background and. the statutory context!~. .Florida
Power & l-ight Co. v. United States, 846 F.2d 765, 776 n.9 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (quo~ng
~merican.Power & Light Co. v. SEC, 329 U.S. 90, 97 (1946)). And also.contrary to.his
conjecture (R~D. 204 at 23), "'the delegation:of discretionary authority. ~nder Congress~
taxing power is. subject to no constitutional scrutiny great~r than that... applied to other
nondelegation challenges.'" Rural Cellular Ass'n v. FCC, 685 F.3d 1083, 1091 {D.C.
Cir. 2012) (qu<;>ting Skinner v. Mid-America Pipeline Co., 490 .U.S. 212, 223 (1989) and
citing Whitman v. American Trucking Ass'ns, 531 U.S. 457, 472 (2001)).
Sarbanes-Oxley Act Section 109(d)(1) provides that the support fee is to
"establish and maintain the Board." 15 U.S.C. 7219(d)(1). Section 101 provides that
the PCAOB is .established "to oversee the audit of companies that are subject to the
securities laws, and related matters, in order to protect the interests of investors and
further the public interest in the preparation of informative, accurate, and. independent
audit reports." 15 U.S.C. 7211(a). Sections 102 through 106 describe the Board's
ongoing responsibilities for registration, for auditing, quality control, and independence
stand&;lrds and rules, for inspections, for investigations and disciplinary proceedings, and
with regard to foreign public accounting firms. 15 U.S.C. 7212-7216. Section 109(d)(2)
calls for "the equitable allocation, assessment, and colle.~tion" of the support fee "among
issuers, in accordance with subsection (g)," which provides that any amount ·due from
issuers "shall be allocated among and payable by each issuer (or each issuer in a
particular class, as applicable) in an amount equal to the total of such amount,
multiplied by a fraction" based on "average monthly equity market capitalization" for a
particular 12-month period of the issuer compared to all .such issuers. 15 U.S.C.
7219(d)(2) & (g). Considered as standards for delegation, these are more· than
sufficiently precise to satisfy the Constitution. See, e.g., Florida Power & Light, 846
F.2d at 775-76 (cataloguing very general delegations upheld by the Supreme Court).
We therefore reject Laccetti's constitutional challenge to Section 109(d).
VIII.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act Section 105(c)(4) authorizes the Board to impose "such
disciplinary or remedial sanctions as it determines appropriate,, ·subject to certain
limitations, on registered public accounting firms or associated persons of such ~rms if
the Board "finds, based on all of the facts and circumstances," that the firrn or person
has violated PCAOB rules and auditing standards. 15 U.S.C. 7215(c)(4). With respect
to a proceeding against an associated person, such as here, Section 105(c)(5) specifies
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that~ .suspension, bar, ~r limitation on the activities or functions of such person, as well
as CIVIl monetary penalties in excess of $100,000, "shall only apply" to "intentional or
knowing conduct, including reckless conduct, that results in violation of the applicable
statutory, regulatory, or professional standard" or to "repeated instances of negligent
conduc!, each result~ng in a violation of the applicable statutory, regulatory, or
professional standard. 15 U.S.C. 7215(c)(5). In this context, recklessness "represents
an.'extreme departure from the standards of ordinary care,... which presents a danger'
to Investors or the markets 'that is either known to the (actor) or is so obvious that the
actor must have been aware of it."' S. W Hatfield, CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-69930, 2013
SEC LEXIS 1954 at *77 (July 3, 2013) (citation omitted). Applicable PCAOB auditing
standards provide the standard of care for assessing the auditor's conduct. /d.
The Board's determination of appropriate sanctions is guided by the purpose for
which it was established: "to protect the interests of investors and further the public
interest in the preparation of informative, accurate, and independent audit reports for
companies the securities of which are sold to, and held by and for, public investors."
See Sarbanes-Oxley Act Section 101(a), 15 U.S.C. 7211{a); see a/so Section 101(c)(5),
15 U.S.C. 7211 (c)(5) (in identifying duties of Board, referring to objective "to promote
high professional standards among, and improve the quality of audit services ott:ered by,
l======:=~~gistered:publie--a CC0unting -firms-and;asseeiated=peFSo~here$F:O~erwt§fij:O

'===-~~ -carry-ounnisAcl: in order to protect investors, or to further the public inferesr) . · In
making this determination, the Board also draws guidance from the grouncfs on ·which
the Act authorizes the Commission to disturb Board sanctions: a finding, with "due
regard for the public interest and the protection of investors," that the sanction "is not
necessary or appropriate in furtherance of this Act or the securities laws" or "is
excessive, oppressive, inadequate, or otherwise not appropriate to the finding or the
basis on which the sanction was imposed." Section 107(c)(3), 15 U.S.C. 7217(c)(3).
Furthermore, this statutory sanctioning authority was fashioned specifically to
apply in actions to enforce compliance with the rules of the Board, professional
standards, and the securities laws relating to the preparation and issuance of audit
reports and the related obligations and liabilities of accountants, by registered public
accounting firms and their associated persons. We therefore exercise that authority not
only with fidelity to the particular language of the statute that created it but also evermindful of the particular role of the auditor.
As the Supreme Court has explained, "[b]y certifying the public reports that
collectively depict a corporation's financial status, the independent auditor assumes a
public responsibility"-a "special" '"public watchdog' function" of "a disinterested analyst
charged with public obligations." United States v. Arthur Young & Co. , 465 U.S. 805,
817-18 (1984) (emphasis in original). Other court cases have recognized "the
particularly important role" played by auditors in "certifying the accuracy of financial
statements of public companies that are so heavily relied upon by the public in making
investment decisions,'' pointing out that "the confidence of the investing public in the
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tne ·financial reporting process" and in the reliabil~ty. of financial ~nformation,
jntegrity
~eeded [f]or the market to operate efficiently-indeed, . fQr it to oper~t~ ~~ all,~ .i$
~olstere~ by the. knQwle~ge that public financial statements have been.\ subjected ,_to .th~
ngors of andependent and objective investigation and an~lysis." )V!_cCurdy v. .s~c.,~~96
F.3d 1258, 1261 (D.C. Cir. 2005); Marrie v. SEC, 374 F.3d.11a6, 1400-01. (D.~ .. Cir.
2004). As another. court observed, "[b]reaches qf. professional responstl;)i_lity" .. by
members of the accounting profession "jeopardize the achievement of, the. 9bj~~tjye~ 9.f
the securities laws" and "can inflict great dafllage on public-investors." T;,ouchf# R_oss.&
Co. v. SEC, 609 F.2d 570, 580-81 (2d Cir. 1979). The Commission and investors '"rely
heavily on accountants to ~ssure corporate. compliance with federal securiti~$,, l~w and
disclosure of accurate and reliable financial informatiqn."' Dearlove, 2008. SEC LEXIS
223 at *1 08 (citation omitted). While an auditor is "not a guaraptor of tile ;ac~uracy Qf
11
financial sta~emen,ts of public companies," the inv~ting_ pu~lic rely heavily, 9n "u~itors
to perform· their tasks in auditing public companies diligently and with· a rea~onabJe
degree of comp~tence." Wendy McNeeley, CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-68431., -201~ SEC
LEXIS 3880.at *40 (Dec. 13, 2012) (internal quotation marks omitted}; see AU§ 230.1.0,
.13 (the auditor ''is not an insurer and his or her report does not constitute a guarante~,"
but it "is based on the concept of obtaining reasonable assurance," through the exercise
of due professional care, that "the financial statements are free of material
misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud"). Thus, an audit is an important line of
defense against unreliable financial information that harms the markets and investors.
The seriousness with which Congress viewed the audit role is indicated by the
sanctions it authorized the Board to impose in .auditor disciplinary proceedings under
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Under the statute, available sanctions for a violation fo,und by
the Board could include the permanent revocation of. a registered public accounting
firm's registration, the permanent bar of a person's association with such a firm, and,. for
the period at issue here, per-violation civil money penalties of up to $750,000 for an
individual and $15 million for a firm. Section 105(c)(4) & (5), 15 U.S.C. 7215(c)(4) &.(5).
Having found, after careful ·review of the record, that Laccetti violated PCAOB
rules and auditing standards, as previously discussed, we proceed to determine what
sanctions. are authorized under Sarbanes-Oxley Act Section 105(c) and are otherwise
appropriate for that conduct. We first address the main violations and, after that, the
failure to perform the retrospective review, in violation of AU§ 316.64.

A. Sanctions Determinations for the Main Violations
1. Recklessness
Laccetti's conduct that resulted in his violations of AU §§ 150, 230, 326, 329,
333, and 342 was an extreme departure from the standard of care and presented a
danger to investors and the markets that was either known to him or was so obvious he
must have been aware of it. That pattern of conduct went far beyond merely making
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mistakes or errors in judgment. The Commission has described recklessness as "an
egr:gious re!usal t~ see the obviou~ or investigate the doubtful," exemplified by an
aud1tor who held h1s nose, closed h1s eyes, and signed off on the audit report, even
though the circumstances" plainly required substantial additional audit work and
evidence and may even have required a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opinion.
See Barrie C. Scutillo, 56 SEC 714, 2003 WL 21738818 at *9 (July 9, 2003), quoted in
Hatfield, 2013 SEC LEXIS 1954 at *80. We conclude that Laccetti's conduct reached
that level. And in acting in that way, Laccetti put investors at risk.
Laccetti was the auditor with final responsibility for the 2004 Taro USA audit. In
both planning and conducting the audit, Laccetti recognized that there were serious
questions about the adequacy of Taro USA's year-end 2004 sales allowance reserves.
The company's use of sales allowances was integral to the type of company it was and
to the accounting and auditing issues it generated. See, e.g. , R.D. 137 at 749-52. As
the principal auditor's engagement partner pointed out, "[t]here is no manufacturing" at
Taro USA, "90 percent of [the parent company's] sales are there," and "revenues and
the AR allowances" is "a fundamental issue ... in its operations." R.D . 141 at 1458-59;
see Ex. J-17 at 29, 47. As the partner further observed, whether the product price was
fixod or defermlnable at the time of sale, given sales allowances. is the most significant
::

:

jssue_.for:--revenu~o.gnition...in.the:pharmaseutisat:industry;:=R.ID7'f:4~t=teoo;e1 .

The risk of material misstatement of Taro USA's sales allowance reserves was
not a latent issue. From the start of the 2004 audit, Laccetti's attention was specifically
directed to that risk. The unusual, dramatic drop in second-quarter sales and the
discovery of the extensive chargebacks overpayments strained an estimation process
the auditors already did not regard as strong . According to Laccetti, he was well aware
of the risk of material misstatement and "created [the 2004] audit plan with the hope of
gaining as much infonnation from Taro US as possible" about those reserves . R.D. 135
at 273-74; R.D . 180a at 61. During the field work, he expressed concerns to Taro USA
and the principal auditor about the reserves, initially determined that the support offered
for them was inadequate, requested additional evidence, and for the rest of the audit
continued to view the "AR" issue as "tough ." Unlike with the other individual reserves,
management did not provide any calculations to support the part of the overall reserves
represented by chargebacks or even a clear explanation of how it had been determined .
Audit testing showed a striking and ill-explained drop in that part of the reserves , which
had represented 45% of the total only the year before, and also showed a substantially
worsening cash collection problem that could signal inadequate reserves.
Yet Laccetti did not employ sufficient professional care, including heightened
professional skepticism. Instead, he acquiesced in management's view that it was too
difficult to match any chargebacks and sales and to provide a detailed calculation for
that reserve, abandoned any plans to subject that part of the reserves to direct, detailed
audit testing, such as he otherwise used in the high-risk area of sales allowance
estimates, accepted an insupportable explanation for the steep drop in the chargebacks
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r~~~rve, sel~~tively adjusted 2004 days sales in accounts receivables downward, and
rehe~ . excl~s1vel~ on that and other overly general, .inapt,. or flawed proc~~ur~s.
repeatedly anvolvmg untested management assertions, as the only testing for that part
of the reserves. With evident hesitation, Laccetti then expressed an unqualified opinion
.
·
.·
..
to the principal auditor.

, Laccetti could not have failed .to appreciate that acceptance of Taro USA's total
year-end 2004 accounts receivable reserves balance under. these circumstances
presented a danger to those relying on rigorous, objective audit inquiry .and ..analysis.
He knew that Taro USA's parent company was publicly traded on the NASDAQ National
Market and. reported its consolidated financial statements in SEC filings. He also- knew
that Taro USA ~ade most of the parent company's sales. R.D.135 at .1.97. Indeed,
since at least 2002, more than 85°/o of the parent company's recorded consolidated net
sales and more than 90o/o of its recorded consolidated year-end net accounts receivable
and accounts receivable reserves came from Taro USA. And Laccetti knew that
chargebacks was by far Taro USA's single largest sales adjustment at year end 2003
and 2004 and the largest component again by far, of its year..end 2003 accounts
receivable reserves, before the chargebacks reserve plummeted by year end 2004 for
re~sons he has never been able to explain· or justify.
Laccetti's arguments that he did not act recklessly are based almost entirely on
his view that he did not violate the pertinent PCAOB standards in the first place, a view
we have rejected f~r reasons previously discussed. Nothing in the "context.in which the
2004 Taro. USA engagement took place"-"prior to the point when [the parentcompany]
had to adopt the sweeping internal control reforms that were ushered ln with the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002" (R.D. 204 at 3, 26)--excused Laccetti's disregard. of some
of the most basic auditing principles. These were principles such as exercising ~ue
professional care, including maintaining an attitude of professional skepticism, ob,taining
sufficient competent evidential matter to afford a reasonable basis for an opinion, and
performing audit procedures that are appropriate for the risks of material misstatement.
Laccetti also argues that he "did not act with a reckless state of mind when
considering" the part of the accounts receivable reserves balance represented by
charge backs because he undertook "extensive. testing" of the other "components of the
accounts receivable reserve," which he assessed individually, "as well as other aspects
of the Taro USA audit engagement," including "a short..dated inventory issue, a
computer system issue, a complex licensing agreement, tax issues, and a barter
transaction." R.D. 204 at 26-27. A general inference such as he asks us to draw from
other audit work cannot overcome what the ample, detailed, and direct evidence about
the audit work at issue shows, namely that the latter was seriously deficient and posed
an obvious danger. Briefs merely multiplying citations to unrelated or insufficient audit
work do not change the fact that Laccetti "look[ed] the other way despite suspicions"
(Marne, 374 F.3d at 1204) in the audit work we are discussing here. See Dear/ave,
2008 SEC LEXIS 223 at *106 (evidence that an auditor "spent substantial time and
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effort on some auditing areas does not insulate him from liability for his failure to spend
enough time and effort" on another area "so material to" the financial data under audit).
We recognize that Laccetti's prior experience auditing pharmaceutical companies
was limited to serving as senior manager on the 2003 Taro USA audit. And he asserts
that his 2004 audit '"strategy was similar to that of the prior year'" in assessing the part
of Taro USA's sales allowance reserves balance represented by chargebacks through
procedures on the total reserves balance. R.D. 180 at 93 (quoting investigative
testimony of senior manager); R.D. 180a at 175. Indeed, at times, Laccetti's hearing
testimony reads as if he merely copied language from 2003 Taro USA audit documents
for the 2004 audit (see, e.g., R.D . 135 at 281-82, 380-84), and reliance on the 2003
audit is a frequent refrain in the senior manager's investigative testimony (Exs. L-181 at
36-37, 48-52, D-303at20, 27, 42-51,57-56, 81-82, 161 , 165-66).
Laccetti was , however, an experienced auditor. After graduating from college in
1989, Laccetti worked for 11 years at Ernst & Young as a staff accountant, senior
accountant, manager, and senior manager. After transferring for three years to the
firm's business risk services group, he returned to the audit practice in December 2003,
and was promoted to partner, effective July 1, 2004. R.P~J 37 at 661 -64 667· I.D .j_5~"';;=:;:===::;=:a
$=:==:;:::;;~wnataver-strategy he= employed> in the--2004=""Fare:-lJSA-alfelitFh~ee-deef;~effeeby---eJy :s
-res'J')onG=tG-tl'ie-comalAatieA-i~l:etreumstances=tie-faced . He acceptFn:Hh"elofe of auditor
with final responsibility for that audit, and he claims to have exercised his professional
judgment and appreciated and addressed the risks presented by Taro USA's accounts
receivable reserves, auditing around the difficulties he faced . And we note that he does
not claim, nor does the record show, that he sought any assistance in resolving what he
acknowledges was the "tough" and "problematic" area of Taro USA's 2004 accounts
receivable reserves from the long-serving engagement partner who preceded him in
that role on the Taro USA audits , independent reviewer on the audit, or principal auditor,
or more generally from his firm 's professional practice group, consisting of "partners and
senior managers throughout the firm who are available to assist and consult with" an
audit team (R.D. 139a at 964-66). Interestingly, Laccetti points out to us in his brief that,
in an unrelated area of the audit, he "required Taro USA to record a $2 million
adjustment" to its short-dated inventory reserve (R.D. 204 at 27 & n.36), yet he
indicated in his testimony that this was an area in which he was in "consultations ... with
our professional practice group" about an "inventory analysis" (R.D. 139a at 950).
By contrast, Laccetti kept deliberations about the adequacy of Taro USA's 2004
accounts receivable reserves within the 2004 audit team. It was a team that had
changed around Laccetti since the prior year. It had two other members. One was a
senior manager who testified in the investigation that he joined Ernst & Young in
October 2004, after some experience at two other audit firms, and "expressed
reservations [to Lacetti] about working on a public client since I didn't have any
experience" with audits of public companies or pha rmaceutical companies. Ex. D-303
at 7-16. The senior manager had "very minimal work with respect to revenue
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recognition," li!lli.t~d to "[r]ecruiting and personnel firms, mostly servi~ related~". /d. at 911_; see ~d. at _96-97, 105-07, Ex. 0:315. at 4 (further references by senior m~n~ger)o his
lac~ of expenence). And the semor manager thought it was responsive to the .Israeli
engagement partner's question about whether Laccetti was completely satisfied with the
exi$ti~g:·. l~v~l of Taro USA's reserves simply to refer to the Summary .Review
Memorandum and remark to Laccetti, "I think we are. as comfo~b{e as we. c~n get"
~-. D-256 at 1; Ex. D-98. The last team member was a, staff accountant who Laccetti
testified had been with. Ernst & Young for two years, had some .Prior exp,er(encehbut
"didn't have the same .level of experience" as .the senior auditor on the 2003 .audit, and
served as "acting senior" auditor. R.D. 137 at 707; R.D. 139a at 100~11.
In spite of all of this, Laccetti reported ultimate satisfaction with the .total sales
allowance reserves balance. And he did so in summary memoranda ··~~~-- used
language consistently suggesting that audit procedures were more substantial and
extensive than they were. See pp. 19, 23, 49, 50, 60..61 above. Ultimately, faced with a
deadline for completing the audit, Laccetti had to choose betw~en signing off on the
audit or continuing to press his questions and cor:-tcerns about the sales allowance
reserves. Investor interest required the latter, but Laccetti chose the former. In violating
AU§§ 150, 230, ·329, 326, 333, and 342, as we have found, Laccetti acted recklessly.

2. Sanctions
For violations such as those found here, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act calls on the
Board to determine and impose appropriate sanctions, within specified parameters. In
determining appropriate sanctions, we consider the nature, seriousness, , and
circumstances of the violations and any potentially aggravating or mitiga~ing factors
supported by the record, all through the lens of ou~ statutory responsibility. to protect
investors' interests and further the public interest in the preparation of informative,
accurate, and independent issuer audit reports.
Laccetti's reckless conduct ill-served the investor interests and public interest
that an audit should serve, falling far short of the rigorous, objective inquiry and analysis
required by PCAOB standards. Taro USA's year-end 2004 sales allowance estimates
played a key role in the company's recognition of revenue and its valuation of
approximately 40% of the current assets on its balance sheet. See, e.g., Ex. D-125 at
15. Laccetti's audit assessment of the reasonableness of that significant accounting
estimate was seriously deficient. The deficiencies extended to the manner in. which
procedures were performed and evidential matter was evaluated and the sufficiency of
the minimal audit evidence obtained that bore on the part of total sales allowance
reserves for which Taro USA did not provide a detailed calculation or explanation. The
deficiencies affected what had in the prior year been 45% of the total estimate and
rendered illusory the assurance apparently provided by Laccetti's sign~off on Taro.
USA's 2004 financial information. His violations form a pattern of cond~.:~ct in the audit in
which, as the initial decision observed (I.D. 74), Laccetti appears to have ended up
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simply searching for some basis on which to accept the total sales allowance reserves
balance, regardless of whether he possessed sufficient competent audit evidence to do
so. Such an approach is fundamentally at odds with the role of the independent auditor.
It is clear that Laccetti's conduct adversely impacted investors and the markets.
Taro USA's financial results largely drove the performance of its parent company,
whose common stock was publicly traded on the NASDAQ National Market and whose
consolidated financial statements were reported in SEC filings. Laccetti's conduct
resulted in an unjustified audit report on Taro USA that was then used by the principal
auditor in issuing an unqualified opinion on the parent company's financial statements.
This deprived investors and the public of the protection that a properly performed audit
provides, in this instance protection that should have been an obstacle to the parent
company filing financial statements that were so substantially misstated.
The sanctions we impose must protect against Laccetti's demonstrated capacity
for the conduct at issue here and, contrary to his claim that this case represents mere
"disagree[ment] with the judgments [he] made" (R.D. 204 at 27), must encourage more
rigorous compliance by him and others with the principles that "an auditor must
exercise, not his 'inclination,' but his 'professional judgment' and that jy_dgment muslbe
5===~~~uide - bF seun<li' - auditing pTirreipleSF'among whicH are=a=:::'thorough~~earp}O~o~~~~~~
~~~~~-e!evieential-matter-f-AU § 326.23-;-and-arr'aftitucte-that""inclodes a qoesticlningrnma and a
critical assessment of audit evidence ,' AU § 230.07" (McCurdy, 396 F.3d at 1263).
We cannot assume, as Laccetti essentially asks us to do, that, despite the type of
conduct in which he engaged , he poses no continuing risk of harm to those who trust to
the reliability of issuer audit reports . He argues that his violations were "isolated to a
single component of an overall reserve during a single audit"; that the audit was one of
his first as an engagement partner; that he has an "otherwise unblemished professional
career as an accountant and auditor"; that he left Ernst & Young for a regional
accounting firm, where he is a partner in "the corporate governance and risk
management department" and "does not perform public company audits or any audits of
financial statements of companies, public or private" ; and that he "has not performed a
public company audit since the 2004 Taro USA engagement" and has "no intention of
doing so in the future." R.D. 204 at 29-30; R.D . 210 at 3-4; R.D. 180 at 6-7.
Laccetti's misconduct was extremely serious. The more serious a violation, the
stronger the inference that it will be repeated . See generally Geiger v. SEC, 363 F.3d
481, 489 (D.C. Cir. 2004). His point that the violations involved a single assessment in
one area of a 2004 audit, rather than multiple audits , areas, or assessments, does not
capture the fuller picture. Among other things, the assessment was highly important, it
was in a key audit area, it involved a particular need to press the client and insist on a
properly informed and rigorous audit evaluation , relating as it did to a sales allowance
estimate based on a deficient process and lacking any detailed calculation or specific
explanation, and it fell far short of compliance with PCAOB auditing standards.
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AHho~gh he had. only recently been promoted to engagement partner, .did not have prior
expef1ence lead111~ a pharmaceutic~l company audit, a~~ .face~ paf1icu,~r ~~allenges
due tQ Taro USAs 'ack of a formalized process for estlmating . sal~s allow~nces and
difficulty providing information about the estim~tes, he accepted. the role. of engag~ment
partner on the audit, was an experienced auditor and had prior. experience ·with ·the
client when he committed the violations, claims to have appreciated and responded to
the risks. inthat.audit area, and did not seek assistance frorn more eX.perienced auditors
on the .admitted difficulties and problems he encountered. in that area. Acco{Ciing., t()
LacceU1, he has no t~ck record of auditing public company financial statements since
the· 2004 audit or of auditing any company's financial statements since March 2009 •
. ,La_ccetti highlights that he initially expressed to management and the principal
au~itor an unfavorable vi~w about the level of Taro USA's ~004. sales aiiOW-iil1ce

reserves and requested further support for the amount and that some .detailed audit
work was done on the individual accounts receivable reserves other than, chargebacks ..
And, according to Laccetti's testimony, he made an effort in the 2004 audit to improve
procedures by trying to download information from Taro USA's accounting system onto
an audit software tool so that he could "manipulate that information," "create lags," "pull
out various accounts" and "look at complete populations of data/' but had to "abandon
that approach because they just could not provide us the information in readable data
for our audit tools." R.D. 139a at 886-88. Those actions appear to reflect an
appropriate audit approach, but whether in the larger context here they . ultimately
redound to Laccetti's credit is a different question. In fact, thes_e indications of his focus
on the problem and his apparent competence in recognizing that he needed to d9 more
to address it, make his ultimate acceptance of the total reserves all. the more troubling.
Furthermore, as the Division reasons, Laccetti's "current intentions are not
enforceable," and his "occupation provides him with ample opportunity to commit future
violations, as he remains a CPA, employed by a registered public accounting firm. with
m·any more years of practice ahead of him," at 47 years old. R.D. 215 at 2; see. R,.D.
180 at 5; R.D. 135 at 192. Previously in his career, he returned to an audit practice
after devoting several years to the same kind of work he says he has done since leaving
Ernst & Young. R.D. 137 at 660-67. The record does not support a conclusion about
the factors and motivations that shaped his career decisions or that would likely affect
them if this proceeding were resolved, as he urges, with no more than a "de minimis"
sanction. Laccetti has shown no recognition of the wrongful nature of his conduct, and
we have no assurance that he would respond differently if faced with similar
circumstances in a future issuer audit, both of which he acknowledges are valid factors
for us· to consider. R.D. 210 at 2; see, e.g., Homing v. SEC, 570 F.3d 337, 346 (D.C.
Cir. 2009); Seghers v. SEC, 548 F.3d 129, 137 (D.C. Cir. 2008); SEC v. Commonwealth
Cham. Sec., Inc., 574 F.2d 90, 100 (2d Cir. 1978); Rita J. McConville, SEC Rei. No. 345~950, 2005 SEC LEXIS 1538 at *60 (June 30, 2005), affd, 465 F.3d 780 (7th Cir.
2006). Even if, as Laccetti claims, his "otherwise unblemished professional ~areer"
(R.D. 204 at 29 n.38) were a mitigating factor, it is not significantly mitigati-ng ove~an.
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See, e.g., Siegel v. SEC, 592 F.3d 147, 156-57 (D.C. Cir. 2010) ("an associated person
should not be rewarded for acting in compliance with the securities laws and with his
duties as a securities professional"); Kornman v. SEC, 592 F.3d 173, 187-88 (D.C. Cir.
2010); Rooms v. SEC, 444 F.3d 1208, 1214 (101h Cir. 2006); Dennis S. Kaminski, SEC
Rei. No. 34-65347, 2011 SEC LEXIS 3225 at *43 & n.35 (Sept. 16, 2011 ) .~

We have therefore determined to bar Laccetti from association with a registered
public accounting firm but to provide that he may petition the Board ·to associate with
such a firm after two years . We have also determined that a civil money penalty is
appropriate to further impress on him the seriousness of his violations, which created a
significant risk of substantial losses to investors, and deter him, as well as others who
may find themselves in similar circumstances, from future such misconduct. Under the
circumstances , we impose an $85,000 civil money penalty. Given the findings and
basis on which these sanctions are imposed, they are far from excessive, contrary to
441
Laccetti committed multiple violations, but this civil penalty is
Laccetti's contentions.

The initial decision did not take the sanctions principles we have discussed
Qroperly iota account 11 also went beyond.~roRer consideration of whether~ac.cetti'
!=;;£:;==~vro1ations were isofate or recarre-tft. lhatls -ene mqu1ry, 1n determrriing sanctions...J.nD.JttQor:::.:
- :..:;:;:~::;;t::~=.:::!
ttre-ctrarncteriStiCS of the conduct that is the subject matter of the litigation. It is not a
warrant to make broad assumptions, because "the OIP does not allege any
deficiencies" in certain "other aspects of the 2004 Taro USA audit" considered by the
decision to be "important," that his conduct in those unrelated other areas "indicates an
adherence to PCAOB standards" and then affirmatively to place great weight on those
assumptions in evaluating the conduct actually at issue. See, e.g., I. D. 37-38, 61, 114.
441

In opposing sanctions, Laccetti discusses various litigated and settled cases
cited by the Division. R.D. 210 at 4-7. The sanctions imposed here are not out of line
with those cases or others that might be cited , including litigated Board cases in which
the violation was noncooperation with a PCAOB investigation, in each of which the
Board imposed a $75,000 civil money penalty, in addition to a permanent bar, and
which did not present the developed record of auditing standard violations , and the
particular concerns about investor protection, that are present here. Cf., e.g., Dear/ove,
2008 SEC LEXIS 223 at *111 & n.120 (citing certain litigated SEC Rule 102(e) cases
against auditors involving single-audit violations) ; R.E. Bassie & Co., SEC Rei. No.
3354, 2012 SEC LEX IS 89 at *44, *47-*48 (Jan. 10, 2012) (litigated case of
noncooperation with PCAOB investigation); Kempisty & Co. , SEC Rei. No. 34-65950,
2011 SEC LEXIS 4396 (Dec. 14, 2011) (settled 102(e) case) ; Dohan+ Co. CPAs, SEC
Rei. No. 34-63740,2011 SEC LEXIS 247 (Jan. 20, 2011) (same); Chaim Schwartzbard,
CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-53725, 2006 SEC LEXIS 951 (Apr. 26, 2006) (same); Michael
Karlins, CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-49997, 2004 SEC LEXIS 1466 (July 9, 2004) (same);
David T. Thomson, CPA, CPA, SEC Rei. No. 34-49516, 2004 SEC LEXIS 761 (Apr. 1,
2004) (same); Randall A Stone, CPA, PCAOB Rei. No. 105-2014-007 (July 7, 2014)
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at the low end of the range of the heightened civil penalties authorized by the SarbanesOxley ~ctfor ea9h violation involvJng the level of misconduct found here and. less than
t~e maximum civil money_ penalty authorized by the statute. for a single violation not
even reaching that threshold.~
.
· .'
.'
(settled auditing standards case); Ray 0. Westergard, CPA, PCAOB Rei. No. 105-2010003 (Feb. 17, 2010) (same); Williams & Webster, P.S., PCAOB Rei.. No. 105-2007-001
(June 12, 2007) (same). In any event, the appropriate sanctions depend on·the facts
and circumstances of each specific. case and cannot -be determined precisely by
comparison with other cases involving different circumstances. Hatfield;-. 2013 SEC
LEXIS 1954 at *95. Comparisons to settled cases are particularly problematic -because
~·settled cases ·take into account pragmatic considerations such as the .avoidance of
time-and-manpower~consuming adversary proceedings'" and ,therefore. those '"who. offer
to settle may properly receive lesser sanctions, than they otherwise might" have.'" /d.
Here, we have made extensive findings about Laccetti's departures from the standards
of care and carefully considered the public interest, based on a full, developed record.

~
Laccetti's suggestion is unfounded that a civil money penalty may only be
imposed where an auditor engages in "fraud, deceit, manipulation, or an intentional
disregard of a regulatory requirement," the auditor is "unjustly enriched as a result of his
conduct," or there is "direct evidence" that "harm occurred or, if so, the extent of the
harm" resulting from the violations. R.D. 210 at 3 (internal quotation marks omitted). As
support, Laccetti cites a case involving noncooperation with a PCAOB investigation. /d.
(citing Larry O'Donnell, CPA, P.C., PCAOB File No. 105-2010-002 at 9-10 (Oct. 19,
201 0)). In ordering a civil money penalty in that case, the Board considered factors that
a statute authorizing the imposition of civil money penalties in proceedings instituted
pursuant to certain sections of the Securities Exchange Act· of 1934, typically against
stockbrokers and investment advisers, stated that the SEC or the appropriate regutatory
agency "may consider" (Exchange Act Section 21 B, 15 U.S.C. 78u-2).
Those factors, all of which need not be present even in proceedings governed by
that statute, include whether the misconduct "involved fraud, deceit, manipulation, or
deliberate disregard of a regulatory requiremenf'; "[t]he harm to other persons resulting
either directly or indirectly from" the misconduct; "[t)he extent to which any person was
unjustly enriched, taking into account any restitution made to persons injured by such
behavior"; "[t]he need to deter such person and other persons from committing such"
misconduct; and "such other matters as justice may require.~ In terms of harm, that
statute does not require, even for the highest of the three· "tier[s]" of civil penalties it
allows, direct evidence of the occurrence and extent of harm but rather that the
misconduct "created a significant risk of substantial losses to other persons" (15 U.S.C.
78u-2(b)(3)(B)), which certainly was true here. In auditor noncooperation cases, the
Commission has affirmed the Board's holding that "'the absence of fraud or deceit does
not. .. diminish the seriousness'" of the misconduct (Gately & Associates, SEC ReL. No.
34-62656, 201 0 SEC LEX IS 2535 at *50 (Aug. 5, 201 0)), and emphasized the
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. Acco~dingly, _we impose an associational bar, providing that a petition to
assoc1ate w1th a reg1stered public accounting firm may be made after two years and an
$85,000 civil money penalty.461
•
B. Sanctions Determinations for Violation of AU § 316.64
Laccetti did not seek review of the initial decision's finding that he violated AU §
316.64 and PCAOB rules due to the lack of a retrospective review of Taro USA's 2004
accounts receivable allowances. AU§ 316.64 provides that an auditor "should perform
a retrospective review of significant accounting estimates reflected in the financial
statements of the prior year." With "the benefit of hindsight," that procedure "should
provide the auditor with additional information about whether there may be a possible
bias on the part of management in making the current-year estimates." /d. Rule
3101 (a)(2), in effect during the 2004 audit. explains that a standard that uses the word
"should"-like AU§ 316.64-imposes a responsibility that is "presumptively mandatory."
This means thr~t failure to discharge that responsibility "is a violation of the relevant
standard and Rule 3100" unless the auditor "demonstrates that, in the circumstances,
compliance with" that responsibility "was not necessary to achieve the_Qbjectjyes_oUbe
~~~;::;;;:;;::;ss'tandardhand-lhat~lfen.Jative--aGtions=he=eF-She=fellewed1n9h~II"C'ffii1 11ces were
~:=::=:::;::::=-suffiGient-te-aGnieve-fijs]-ebjeetivesf'-Rttle-S1il1{aJ(2-~h--demonstiino;;l~ at
issue in this case. 1.0. 77 n.33; see, e.g., R.D. 180a at 217, 218.
The Division argues that Laccetti "skipped" the retrospective review despite
knowing that it was presumptively mandatory; that it was specifically planned for the
"flexib[ility]" of Exchange Act Section 21 B when used in such cases, identifying multiple
additional considerations "not explicitly enumerated" in that statute (Bassie, 2012 SEC
LEXIS 89 at *46-*47, *50-*51 ). Furthermore, Sarbanes-Oxley Act Section 105(c), 15
U.S.C. 7215(c), which governs our enforcement actions for violations of PCAOB
auditing standards, authorizes civil penalties not only for "intentional or knowing
conduct, including reckless conduct," but for "repeated instances of negligent conduct,"
as well as for conduct not even rising to that level.
461

Even if Laccetti had not acted recklessly, he engaged, at a minimum, in repeated
instances of negligent conduct, and the instances were sufficiently numerous and
serious that we would determine that the same sanctions are appropriate. See Hatfield,
2013 SEC LEXIS 1954 at *97 n.169 ("given the scope of [the auditor's] repeated
auditing failures" finding that sanctions were appropriate "regardless of whether [the
auditor's) conduct is deemed to be knowing , reckless , or negligent"); Dear/ave, 2008
SEC LEXIS 223 at *108 (noting that "'a negligent auditor can do just as much harm to
the Commission's processes as one who acts with an improper motive"' and that "under
some circumstances, unreasonable conduct is not necessarily a less egregious
disciplinary matter than either intentional or reckless conducf') (citation omitted).

__ __
.....,....
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audit; and that Ernst& Young, through Laccetti, represented to the principal auditor and
through it, to ,Taro USA's parent company, that the procedure would be and had bee~
pe_rformed. R.D. 205 at 14-15;. R.D. 215 at 4. The Di\fision challenges .the.~h.earing
officer's ,conclusions-stated without explanation .in a. short .fpotnote- in , the dnitial
decision-that the violation was not proven to have "involv~d . reckless conduct, as
opp,osed to mere negligence" and that the sanction$ imposed .for the. other: violations
"fully remediate .L~ccetti's misconduct, and, therefore, [the decision] impose[s] no
additional sanctions" (I.D. 113 n. 50). R.D. 205 at 14-15; R.D. 215 at 4. Those
statements are in tension with the sound reasons stated elsewhere in the initial-decision
for holding Laccetti liable for not having "confirmed that a retrospective review. h~d be~n
performed, an.~ reviewed the results" (I. D. 77),. and, due to commonalities with the other
violations found, with the decision's and our discussion of those other violations. The retrospective review was a presumptively mandatory procedure under AU §
316.64 and PCAOB Rule 3101 (a)(2) that would have addressed the same high-risk
area and scarcity of information in which the other violations occurred. · More
specifically, the Internal Control and Fraud Considerations document,. approved by
Laccetti and provided to the principal auditor, stated that, to address the identified fraud
risk relating to biases in significant accounting estimates, the Ernst & Young auditteam
planned to "[p]erform detail testing and analytical review procedures, including hindsight
review, of all significant accounting estimates." Ex. J-29 at 8.. In the full scope
conclusion, Laccetti represented to the principal auditor that Emst & Young had
performed a "full scope US GAAP and US GAAS audif' on Taro USA's financial
information, understood by all to require an audit conducted in accordance with PCAOB
standards. See, e.g., Ex. D-126; Ex. J-2. And, when the principal auditor forwarded to
Laccetti for his review a draft Audit Results and Communications presentation to the
audit committee of Taro. USA's parent company, Laccetti failed to correct the statement
in the document that a retrospective review had been performed. Ex. D-266 at. 1, 18;
Ex. D-116 at 1-2; R.D. 137 at 527-30; see R.D. 180 at 95; R.D. 182 at 33.
As the hearing officer explained in finding the AU § 316.64 violation, "[t]he
required retrospective review related to assessment of Taro USA's accounts receivable
reserves, by providing information to assist in. identifying possible management bias."
I.D. 77. And "[b]oth in planning the audit and in performing the field work, Laccetti
recognized serious issues regarding the reliability of Taro USA's reserves." /d. In
otherwise imposing sanctions, the decision explained that Laccetti "did not fail to
uncover a latent issue or misapply auditing or accounting standards-conduct that
might be described as merely negligent. Rather, from the outset of the audit, [his]
attention was specifically directed to the risk of a misstatement of Taro USA's reserves,
and he planned the audit accordingly.JJ /d. at 110. As to the other violations found, the
deci&ion concluded that Laccetti ~~must have known that his acceptance of the
charge backs reserve and total reserves including chargebacks," in spite of. inadequate
audit testing, "presented a danger to investors and the market." /d. at 112. The
decision does not explain why that conclusion would not also apply to the failure to
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perf~rm the retrospe.ctive revi~w procedu~e. Indeed, the retrospective review , although
not mtended to callrnto questron the audrtor's professional judgments made in the prior
year that were based on information available at the time" (AU § 316.64), could have
provided important information, not available to the 2003 audit team, about the 2003
year-end sales allowance reserves, some 45% of which (the chargebacks portion, see
Ex. L-22 at 2) lacked any detailed calculation or explanation from Taro USA, and which
reserves Laccetti used as a reasonable expectation for the 2004 year-end reserves.
Nor is the explanation apparent from the circumstances of the 2004 Taro USA
audit, which would only seem to have magnified the importance of the retrospective
review. Specifically, as Laccetti knew from the principal auditor's management letter for
2003 to Taro's audit committee , Taro USA's parent company did not "have a formalized
process and methodology for the establishment and maintenance of the significant
financial statement accounts," including "accounts receivable reserves (allowances and
accruals)," and, "[g]iven the potential importance for financial reporting purposes,
formalizing policies and procedures related to these processes" would "provide
consistent application from period to period." Ex. 0-21 at 3. During the 2004 firstquarter review, Laccetti madf! reference to a "[n]eed to build 'look back' procedures into

r::::=:=::=:=:=[t:h;;:e]:;A:;:/;.,R~a- llowance process. "

Ex. D-24; R.D. 135 at 294-295.=-=~=~~~~=~~~E~

!'=;;:;;;;;=;:;;::.;..:~~kl=-allait-J:>Ia n niMg- documents far'lhe-2ft<T4-"faT<Jt.l SA'crodlt, t"accettTTdentrfred

"[m]anipulating significant accounting estimates," including "accounts receivable
allowances," as one of three fraud risks; observed that Taro USA was subject to
significant pric[i]ng pressures and low margins relating to generic pharmaceuticals that
creates pressure to meet sales goals and "could lead to improper revenue recognition";
noted that its "accounts receivable allowance estimation process ... still remains an area
of significant subjectivity"; and developed three audit responses to the risk of
management bias in Taro USA's significant accounting estimates: "[p]erform detail
testing and analytical review procedures, including hindsight review, of all significant
accounting estimates"; "[d]ocument our understanding of the client's processes and
determine whether there appears to be any management bias"; and "[d]etermine
whether management is consistently recording estimates." Ex. J-29 at 6, 8. Taro USA
faced significant financial pressure in 2004, as it tried to help overcome "a substantial
decrease" in the parent company's consolidated second quarter sales, from $84 million
to $49 million, resulting in an $8.9 million loss, drop in the share price from around $60
to $20, and "several class action lawsuits"; as Taro USA's recorded net sales for the
year "decreased approximately $35 million to $248 million"; and as it recorded a net loss
of $33 million, down from $11 million in net income in 2003, and its "pre-tax net loss
before taxes exceeded $52 million for 2004." Ex. J-26 at 3; Ex. D-125 at 1-2.
In the field, the audit team had difficu lty obtaining information about the sales
allowance estimates. Laccetti repeatedly expressed concerns about them. Taro USA
did not specifically calculate or explain its chargebacks reserve, impacting at least the
first two of Laccetti's three chosen audit responses to the risk of bias in the accounts
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receivable allowances. He abandoned his plan to directly test the ch~rgebacks
e.stirrt~te, which .was inconsistf)nt with other financial data he was able. to confirm. He

stated at the time that."[o]ur accounts receivable analysis is not favorable~!.and that ."vie
ar~ not c~111fort~ble that .the accounts receivable a~e fa.irly . :stated· a~ c~rr~n~IY
presented." Ex. D-87 at 1. This "meant not hitting.the origjnal fieldwork completion
date".and having_ to "expand[ ].our procedures to perform.(letailed,sub~taotiv~ tf*)t~.of
individual accounts receivable to gain comfort that the amounts were properly. record~d
at n~t realizable value." Ex. J-9 at 5; R.D. 180 at 87. And. when the principal au~itor'~
engag~ment pa~er first questioned Laccetti about Laccetti'!; conclusion that the ye~u
end accounts receivable reserves were reasonable, Laccetti responded with hesi~tion.
M<;»reover, Laccetti has claimed that. during the 2004 audit: he "wanted as much
documentation and information as possible relating to Taro US's process for
determining ~ccounts receivable as a whole," sought "to extract as much data from Taro
US as possible," and approached the adequacy of its total acco.l:Jnts receivable .reserve
based on "an assessment of the totality of evidence gathered over the course of the
audit." R.D. 180 at 32; R.D. 180a at 61-62; R.D. 204 at 6 (emphasis in .original). Yet
the 2004 audit did not include a retrospective review .of the sales allowance estimates.
Laccetti takes up this issue in. his opp.osition brief on appeal, contending that
"there is no evidence to suggesr that his AU § 316.64 violation was r~ckless and -_no
need· for "additional sanctions" because the "other imposed sanctions 'f~Uy remediate
[his] misconduct."' R.D. 210 at 7-8 (quoting initial decision). He does not argue that.the
retrospective review could not be performed or that the procedure would not,haV,e b~en
meaningful. Having stated in his answer to the OIP that, "to the best of [his] current
knowledge, no such procedures [as a retrospective review] were performed" (R.D. 10 at
7), and testified at the hearing that he did not recall the .review being done or
documented in the audit (R.D. 135 at 383-95), he seems to reason on appeal that: he
could. have thought that a retrospective review was done, even though that was not so,
or that it is a matter of little consequence for sanctions purposes, due. to other audit
information he claims to have obtained about possible management bias.
In support of his position, Laccetti first cites a work paper captioned "Gross/Net
Sales and Cash collection analysis, 12/31/2004." R.D. 210 at 7 (citing Ex. L-22 at 12).
He argues that the "Jag analysis" on that page was used to "compare the 2003 accounts
receivable reserve to the subsequent collection of cash in 2004 related to 2003 s~les,"
thereby resembling a retrospective review. /d. In finding the ·AU § 316~64 violation
despite a similar argument, the initial decision noted that there was no supporting
evidence that this other procedure was considered to be a retrospective review. 1.0.,76.
As the work paper itself, the email from the senior manager transmitting the lag analysis
to Laccetti, and Laccetti's hearing testimony all indicate, the purpose of the analysis. was
to compute an amount of net accounts receivable "collected" in, and "still open" after,
each quarter in 2004, "using the assumption that it takes 110 days to col,ect the
average receivable/' to support a management representation that there was a "slow
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down" in payments by Taro USA's three largest wholesalers. Ex. L-22 at 12; Ex. D-82
at 1, 6; R.D. 135 at 386-95. The analysis "basically shows that there is still $48 million
in outstanding receivables as of December 31, 2004 that do not relate to the current
quarter (older receivables) ," up from $41 million in the first quarter and $39 million in the
third quarter. Ex. D-82 at 1, 6 (senior manager's email); Ex. L-22 at 12. Even if, for that
general purpose, using the imprecise 11 0-day assumption based on 2003's much faster
pace of cash collections were justifiable, there is no indication that Laccetti considered
whether it would have captu red Taro USA's actual 2004 sales allowance claims
experience well enough to serve as a retrospective review of the year-end 2003
reserves. The lag analysis work paper does not present, summarize, or analyze data in
a way that serves the purpose of evaluating accounts receivable reserves for potential
management bias. The lag analysis does not mitigate the AU§ 316.64 violation.
Second, Laccetti asserts that the "analytical procedure comparing cash
collections as a percentage of gross saleR to net sa les as a percentage of gross sales"
for 2003 and 2004 (see Ex. L-22 at 1640)-on which he claims to have relied to test the
reasonableness of the year-end sales allowance reserves under AU § 342-gave him
'"comfort'" that Taro USA was "'doing a good job estimating allowances, as well as it
didn't appear there were any biases."' R.D. 210 at 7-8 U;uoting_his testim.ooy). J ..OJ:Jile
~=:=:=;;;reasons::discussed -aaeve, 1hat audil4vol'fFwas4o~~ g-grve· '31JY s•g~
~::..:;;;::::::;;::::;;:..._:-~e:eeffifmf-tflaHaro-HSA-was-doing-a-guod-jotJeoti~tomnces. Moreover,
Laccetti has made clear he "is not asserting that" this work "is satisfying AU § 316.64."
R.D . 180a at 218. Indeed, he does not cite anything in the work papers that purports to
"demonstrate( ] that alternative actions [the audit team] followed in the circumstances
were sufficient to achieve the objectives of' AU § 316.64, which would have been
required under Rule 3101 (a)(2), had anyone believed that to be the case. See I. D. 77
n.33. The work papers do not suggest that the procedure he cites, which is not
discussed in any of the summary memoranda, was done to assess management bias.
Simply performing some other procedure would not provide a basis for thinking that the
retrospective review was unimportant. PCAOB standards envision that auditors will do
other procedures to assess potential bias in management estimates in addition to a
retrospective review. See, e.g., AU§§ 312.36 (quoted in 342.14), 342.04, 342.09.
Finally, Laccetti argues that the senior manager "signed off on the team's
summary of procedures performed indicating that a retrospective review had been
performed" and that, as the audit partner, Laccetti '"is entitled to rely on those preparing
and initially reviewing the working paper"' and is '"not expected to recalculate amounts
or replicate procedures."' R.D . 210 at 7, 8 n.4, citing Ex. L-103 at 11 and quoting Ex. L179 at 43 n. 142 (his expert's report). Again, the initial decision persuasively rejected
the basis for this argument: "Although [the senior manager] initialed the checklist, he
did not cite any work papers evidencing the retrospective review, and Laccetti has not
identified any work paper that actually purports to be the retrospective analysis required
by AU § 316.64." What is at issue is not "recalculat[ing]" or "replicat[ing]" an analysis;
the issue is, as the initial decision correctly framed it in discussing the violation.
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uconfirm[ing] that a retrospective review had been performed, and review[ing] the
results," under circumstances that magnified the procedure's importance. 1.0. 77.
We conclude that the lack of the retrospective review was part of the reckless or,
at a minimum, repeatedly negligent, course of conduct in which Laccetti engaged in
assessing Taro USA's 2004 sales allowance estimates. Under the circumstances of
this case, however, in which the clear gravamen of the conduct is addressed by the
violations we have found and the sanctions we have imposed above, we do not impose
additional sanctions for the AU § 316.64 violation. But, while not necessary to our
determination of the sanctions we impose, this violation does reinforce the
appropriateness of those sanctions.

IX.
As set forth above, we have found that the Division proved by a preponderance
of the evidence that Laccetti violated PCAOB rules and auditing standards, and we
have determined appropriate sanctions for those violations.
An appropriate order will issue. £l1
By the Board (Board Member Ferguson
not participating)
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We have considered all of the parties' contentions regarding the issues
addressed in this opinion and we have rejected or sustained them to the extent that they
are inconsistent or in accord with the views expressed in this opinion.
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ORDER IMPOSING SANCTIONS
January 26, 2015

On the basis of the Board's opinion issued this day it is
ORDERED that Mark E. Laccetti is barred from associating with any registered
public accounting firm, provided that. after two (2) years, he may petition for Board
consent to associate with a registered public accounting firm; and it is further
ORDERED that Mark E. Laccetti shall pay a civil money penalty in the amount of
$85,000 by (a) United States postal money order, certified check, bank cashier's check
or bank money order, (b) made payable to Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board, (c) d~livered to the Controller, Public Company Accounting Oversight Board,
1666 K Street, N.W.• Washington, D.C. 20006 within 30 days after the effective date,
described below, and (d) submitted under a cover letter which identifies the payer as a
respondent in these proceedings, sets forth the tiUe and PCAOB File Number of these
proceedings, and states that payment is made pursuant to this o.rder, a copy of which
cover letter and money order or check shall be sent to Office of the Secretary, Attention:
Phoebe W. Brown, Secretary, Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 1666 K
Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20006.
Effective Date of Sanctions: If Respondent does not file an application for review
by the Securities and Exchange Commission (Commission) and the Commisston does
not order review of the sanction on its own motion, the effective date of the sanction
shall be the later of the expiration of the time period for filing an application for
Commission review or the expiration of the time period for the Commission to order
review. If Respondent files an application for review by the Commission or the
Commission orders review of the sanction, the effective date of the sanction shall be the
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date the Commission lifts the stay Imposed by Section 105(e) of the Sarbanes..Qxley
Actof2002.

By the Board (Board Member
Ferguson not participating).

Phoebe W. Brown
Secretary
January 26, 2015
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